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Water vapor on Jupiter's moon Europa confirmed once and for all 

By Nick Lavars 

 

Scientists have detected the first direct evidence of water vapor on Jupiter's moon Europa 

NASA 

With growing suspicions of a huge salty ocean hiding beneath its frosty shell, Jupiter’s moon Europa is 

increasingly seen as one of the more likely bodies to harbor life in our solar system. Surface plumes that 

appear to eject water into space have played a huge role in shaping this perception of late, and scientists at 

NASA have now directly confirmed water vapor within them for the very first time. 

Data collected from different space missions over last few decades has seen the scientific community grow 

more and more emboldened by the possibility of life on Europa. This included the Galileo probe’s 

measurements of an irregular magnetic field in the late 90s and early 2000s, which were seen as indicative of 

a sloshy, conductive liquid beneath the surface. 

https://newatlas.com/author/nick-lavars/
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Then in 2012, the Hubble Space Telescope revealed evidence of water vapor over Europa’s south pole, which 

scientists believed to be the result of plumes carrying material from beneath its surface out into space. 

Another 2016 study strengthened this hypothesis, by using the transiting techniques we rely on to hunt 

exoplanets to show plumes erupting from the surface. A re-examination of Galileo data last year, meanwhile, 

found strong evidence that probe passed right over the top of them in 1997. 

All of this points to the strong possibility that Europa harbors some water, somewhere, and now NASA has 

removed all doubt. This first definitive evidence comes via the W. M. Keck Observatory in Hawaii, where an 

international team of researchers tapped spectrograph data to analyze the chemical composition of Europa’s 

atmosphere. 

More specifically, the team was searching for certain frequencies of infrared light that pertain to certain types 

of molecules. In doing so, for the first time ever, it uncovered the direct evidence of water vapor above 

Europa. 

“Essential chemical elements (carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus, and sulfur) and sources of 

energy, two of three requirements for life, are found all over the solar system. But the third — liquid water — 

is somewhat hard to find beyond Earth,” said Lucas Paganini, a NASA planetary scientist who led the water 

detection investigation. “While scientists have not yet detected liquid water directly, we’ve found the next 

best thing: water in vapor form.” 

Paganini’s team found these spurts of water erupting from the surface to be infrequent, occurring only once 

during 17 nights of observations. But when it did erupt, it did so with full force, releasing 2,360 kilograms per 

second – enough water to fill an Olympic-size swimming pool in minutes. 

While scientists now strongly believe there to be a subsurface ocean on Europa, another possible source of the 

water vapor could be shallow pools of melted water not all that far beneath the surface. 

NASA’s recently confirmed Clipper mission to Europa will help to fill in some of these blanks. The 

unmanned probe is being developed for an intense study of the moon, to survey its surface, atmosphere, 

interior, and likely subsurface ocean. The spacecraft is expected to launch around 2025. 

The video below provides an overview of the latest Europa discovery. 

Water vapor on Europa 

Source: NASA 

We recommend 

1. PERSUADE: Perindopril Substudy in Coronary Artery Disease and Diabetes: The Diabetic Substudy 

of EUROPA 

Linda Brookes, MSc, Medscape 

https://newatlas.com/nasa-confirms-europa-clipper/61133/
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2019/nasa-scientists-confirm-water-vapor-on-europa
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/472277?src=trendmd_pilot
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/472277?src=trendmd_pilot
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2. Clinical Implications of JUPITER in a Contemporary Population 

Brigitte M. Sondermeijer et al., Medscape 

3. Study Found That 10% Met the JUPITER Trial Criteria 

PracticeUpdate, 2013 

1. Stroke Update Part 2: JUPITER Trial Results 

Mark J. Alberts et al., Medscape 

2. Review: Alte Bibliotheken in Europa by Winfried Löschburg 

James F. O'Gorman, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, 1975 

3. EUROPA: EUropean Trial on Reduction Of Cardiac Events With Perindopril in Stable Coronary 

Artery Disease 

Linda Brookes, MSc, Medscape 

Nick Lavars 

Nick has been writing and editing at New Atlas for over five years, where he has covered everything from 

distant space probes to self-driving cars to oddball animal science, and everything in between. He previously 

spent time at The Conversation, Mashable and The Santiago Times, earning a Masters degree in 

communications from Melbourne’s RMIT University along the way. When not tapping away at his desk, you 

might find him traveling the world in search of the weird and wonderful. Failing that, he’ll probably be 

watching sport. 

 

https://newatlas.com/space/water-vapor-jupiter-moon-europa-confirmed/ 

  

https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/803906?src=trendmd_pilot
http://www.practiceupdate.com/content/study-found-that-10-met-the-jupiter-trial-criteria/3378?elsca1=TrendMD_CPA
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/589823?src=trendmd_pilot
http://jsah.ucpress.edu/content/34/2/151.1?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TrendMD_JSAH
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/460895?src=trendmd_pilot
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/460895?src=trendmd_pilot
https://newatlas.com/author/nick-lavars/
https://newatlas.com/space/water-vapor-jupiter-moon-europa-confirmed/
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How We See Iran: A Brief History of Fictions at a Distance 

Alireza Taheri Araghi on Trying to Find His Home Through a Screen 

By Ali Araghi 

 

It is Wednesday afternoon, November 20. Once again, Iran made the news and, in my experience, that can 

never be a good thing. Reports from the latest protests only come from Iran in a trickle, since it has been over 

90 hours since the internet fell into a state of almost total blackout in the country. 

The latest episode started last Friday, when gas prices shot up overnight and protesters took to the streets in 

several cities across the country. Since then, I have been watching the videos posted online of people shutting 

down their engines to block roads and highways, crowds singing slogans in protest to the new prices, and fires 

sending black smoke into the air. 

I could go on writing about all that. I could describe the men and women in the videos, or I could write about 

the short clip in which two sets of hands slice hunks of cheese to spread on flat bread as a woman’s voice 

explains that the group is making cheese sandwiches for the protesters who will be spending the night on the 

street until this whole issue is resolved. I could do that. But should I? 

Perhaps like many other places in the world, living in Tehran means a lot of boring stuff: getting up early in 

the morning, having breakfast, getting dressed, riding the bus or taxi or subway, going to work or school for a 

certain number of hours, and getting back home on the bus, taxi, or the subway. Day after day after day. 

https://lithub.com/author/alirezataheriaraghi/
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/11/21/irans-internet-blackout-enters-fifth-day-amid-fuel-price-protests.html
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ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

Other, less frequent incidents sometimes disrupt this mundane rhythm: your father needs a spine MRI; your 

daughter wants some cardboard for her school project; you buy a new controller for your now-old Xbox 1; 

your uncle and his family come to stay with you for three days; you meet your boyfriend at a park close to 

your school before going home and talking to your best friend about him. 

One reason I am a fiction writer and not a journalist is that I cannot convince myself that by clipping reality I 

would not be distorting it. 

Then there are those newsworthy incidents: the government tests new long-range missiles; a strong 

earthquake leaves scores of casualties; a drug trafficker is publicly hanged; the president denies the 

Holocaust. Or those events that become history: the 1953 Coup; the 1979 Islamic Revolution; the hostage 

crisis; eight years of Iran-Iraq war; the presidential election protests of 2009 and 2010. 

I was born and raised in Iran, and I lived there for three decades—I know firsthand that life there is unlike the 

fractions of misery and fury I see in these short videos and in what I read in news stories. I wasn’t dodging 

bullets and running for my life. Life looked like a nuanced, multifaceted picture, one that I don’t see in the 

media. Yes, I did almost get arrested for snapping a bunch of photos of burned motorcycles and hectic, uneasy 

streets, and I did live my childhood as the war between Iran and Iraq blasted from the TV and radio and 

claimed the lives of young and old men. But I also kicked striped plastic balls in street soccer with my friends, 

I hiked in the mountain trails, I sang Tom Waits’ “Gun Street Girl” with my colleagues on my walk home 

after work, I biked around the city like crazy, I played music, and I spent nights eating, drinking, and dancing 

with a group of friends, the like of which I expect I will never find again in my life. 

I play some of the videos. Most are under one minute. They are slivers of the protests, themselves thin slices 

of daily life. They are cut out and juxtaposed with other similar excerpts. What would it mean if the camera 

had followed the young woman who watched the protest and went home, in place of the young man who was 

shot and fell to the ground? What if we followed the middle-aged man who jumped over the guardrail and 

walked away instead of the young woman who tore down a banner bearing the image of an authority figure? 

In his book Metahistory (1973), Hayden White argues that historical writing shares composition techniques 

with narrative prose. Even the mere fact that the historian cherry-picks events from the infinite continuum of 

life and rearranges them in a sensible order is narrative logic. One reason I am a fiction writer and not a 

journalist is that I cannot convince myself that by clipping reality I would not be distorting it. Distortion and 

ideological meaning-making is in the nature of the media. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

Rightly or wrongly, I may content myself that fiction absolves me of some of the responsibility to be true to 

reality. But even then, if some responsibility still remains, no matter how infinitesimal, the decision remains 

for me to make: where to cut, what to include, where to put the beginning and end? 

I re-watch the videos from before the internet shut-down. If I wrote about these or similar incidents in the 

past, would I be reproducing an unrealistically violent distortion that becomes the image of Iran? And if I 

didn’t, would I be ignoring the struggles of people braving multitudes of local difficulties on top of 
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international sanctions? As a writer from a culture and literature that are underrepresented in the Western 

media and canon, these questions resurface constantly in my mind. 

The characters in my novel were born, grew up, and grew old in Iran in a span of nearly 70 years during 

which, the Coup, the Revolution, and the War happened. Rallies, crackdowns, arrests, speeches, and slogans 

were abundant in this historical period, but more numerous still were the millions of people who lived their 

lives and passed without leaving a trace in history. How does one weave a cohesive novel out of an 

incomprehensibly large universe of interconnected human actions without reducing them to stereotypes of 

violence and unrest? 

My answer was to adopt an approach to accentuate the fictional in “historical fiction” almost to the extent of 

ahistoricity. I played with history. I twisted it to show that it’s a construct and that is how it should be read. 

But, of course, I didn’t make my novel all rainbows and unicorns either. I couldn’t. Because fire is real. 

Checking the news later that same day, there is little reliable news on the internet about what is happening. 

Iran may have entered its sixth day of gas protests. Things may just as well have quieted down. What can be 

found is mainly conjecture by outsiders based on unconfirmed reports that may well be rumor. 

I still don’t have answers to my questions. I am flitting from video to video still thinking about frames, what 

they show and what they leave out. 

InternetIranIran Iraq WarIranian hostage crisisIslamic revolutionTehranwar 

 

 

 

Ali Araghi 

Ali Araghi is an Iranian writer and translator and the winner of the 2017 Prairie Schooner Virginia Faulkner 

Award for Excellence in Writing. He has published stories and translations in Prairie Schooner, The Fifth 

Wednesday Journal, Asymptote, and Hayden’s Ferry Review, among others. He earned his MA in Ancient 

Cultures and Languages at the University of Tehran and his MFA from the University of Notre Dame, and has 

translated Samuel Beckett and Richard Brautigan into Persian. His debut novel, The Immortals of Tehran, 

will be published by Melville House Press in April, 2020. 

 

https://lithub.com/how-we-see-iran-a-brief-history-of-fictions-at-a-distance/ 

https://lithub.com/tag/internet/
https://lithub.com/tag/iran/
https://lithub.com/tag/iran-iraq-war/
https://lithub.com/tag/iranian-hostage-crisis/
https://lithub.com/tag/islamic-revolution/
https://lithub.com/tag/tehran/
https://lithub.com/tag/war/
https://lithub.com/author/alirezataheriaraghi/
https://lithub.com/how-we-see-iran-a-brief-history-of-fictions-at-a-distance/
https://lithub.com/author/alirezataheriaraghi/
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Climate change: Whales "worth a thousand trees" not the whole story 

By James Holloway 

 

Restoring whale populations could help fight the climate crisis, according to the IMF 

KonArt/Depositphotos 

In case we needed another reason to save the whales, a compelling one has come along courtesy of the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF). As far as fighting climate change is concerned, "one whale is worth 

thousands of trees," the organization has said. It calls for restoring whales to pre-whaling populations of 4 or 5 

million, up from about 1.3 million now. But reports suggesting that trees are somehow worse or less 

important than whales in the fight against climate change are missing the point. 

"The carbon capture potential of whales is truly startling," an IMF statement says, citing that great whale 

species take an average of 33 US tons (30 metric tons) of carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere, and for 

hundreds of years thanks to their slow rate of decay at the bottom of the ocean. Great whales include species 

regulated by the International Whaling Commission, including blue, gray, minke, right and sperm whales. 

https://newatlas.com/author/james-holloway/
https://depositphotos.com/27321029/stock-photo-humpback-whale-jumping-out-of.html
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"A tree, meanwhile, absorbs only up to 48 pounds of [carbon dioxide] a year," the statement continues, 

though in fairness to trees, that still equates to more than a couple of tons for a 100-year old tree, which may 

have the good fortune of still being alive after that time. 

Further, whales also encourage the growth of phytoplankton which is thought to have captured around 41 

billion US tons (37 metric tons) of carbon dioxide. According to IMF calculations that's the equivalent of four 

Amazon rainforests. 

Though some whales feed on phytoplankton, whales in general encourage phytoplankton growth. Their waste 

contains iron and nitrogen which phytoplankton need, while their movement through the water brings 

minerals up to and across the ocean surface. Increasing phytoplankton productivity by 1 percent would 

capture extra hundreds of millions of tons of carbon dioxide, or "equivalent to the sudden appearance of 2 

billion mature trees." 

The IMF argues that protecting whales has significant scope to contribute to carbon capture because great 

whale numbers are massively depleted after more than a century of whaling. Blue whale numbers fell by over 

99 percent during the 20th century. Though numbers have recovered somewhat, the global population is still 

only 3 percent of what it was before the rise of whaling. 

The organization argues that whales could provide a simple, economically-viable alternative to ambitious, 

untested carbon capture proposals which would seek to take carbon from carbon dioxide in the atmosphere to 

bury in the ground. It argues that the economic value of a great whale is more than US$2 million, based on an 

individual's contribution to carbon capture and its lifetime contribution to economic activity such as fishing 

and ecotourism. 

But be wary of coverage suggesting that environmental activists would be better off saving whales than 

planting or saving trees. Though one whale may make a much bigger contribution than any one tree, there are 

orders of magnitude more trees than whales in the world. Not to mention that it's easier for an activist to plant 

a tree than it is to save a whale. Clearly, it's not an either-or scenario. From an environmental perspective, it'd 

be beneficial to have more trees and whales, not to mention more biodiversity, biomass and sequestered 

carbon in general, though admittedly, that doesn't make for as eye-catching a headline. 

The IMF even cites the example of the United Nations Collaborative Programme on Reducing Emissions 

from Deforestation and Forest Degradation in Developing Countries (REDD) as a model to emulate with 

whale protection. The REDD program gives incentives to countries which preserve their forests in an effort to 

retain captured carbon dioxide. 

The IMF suggests that similar incentives could be offered to, say, shipping companies which avoided whale 

populations. It'd be most peculiar for the IMF to cite forest conservation as a shining example, and then call 

for those efforts to be suspended in favor of whales. Fortunately, that's not what it's suggesting. 

But more can certainly be done to help whales. As the IMF points out, whaling is no longer the only threat 

posed by humankind, with fishing nets, plastic waste, noise pollution, ship strikes and the warming oceans 

themselves posing problems to whale populations. At the current rate, it will take 30 years for current whale 

populations to double, and generations more for their populations to be restored. "Society and our own 

survival can’t afford to wait this long," the IMF concludes. 
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The IMF doesn't claim that whales trump trees in efforts to combat climate change. It claims that whales 

represent an enormous opportunity – literally and figuratively – to do more and has used trees as an 

illustrative yardstick to make that point. "Nature has had millions of years to perfect her whale-based carbon 

sink technology," the IMF says. "All we need to do is let the whales live." 

Source: International Monetary Fund 

We recommend 

1. Short-term changing patterns of stem water isotopes in shallow soils underlain by fractured bedrock 

Sun et al., Hydrology Research, 2018 

2. CPR Video Improves Decision-Making in Advanced Cancer 

Medscape 

3. Warming Trend: How Climate Shapes Vibrio Ecology 

Sharon Levy et al., Medscape 

1. Climate Change and Infectious Disease: Is the Future Here? 

Catherine M. Cooney et al., Medscape 

2. Downscaling of precipitation on a lake basin: evaluation of rule and decision tree induction 

algorithms 

Goyal, Manish Kumar et al., Hydrology Research, 2012 

3. The mysterious world of whales comes to London 

BMJ Publishing Group Limited, Vet Record, 2017 

 

https://newatlas.com/environment/whales-climate-change-imf/ 

  

https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2019/12/natures-solution-to-climate-change-chami.htm
https://iwaponline.com/hr/article-abstract/doi/10.2166/nh.2018.086/64303/Short-term-changing-patterns-of-stem-water?redirectedFrom=fulltext&utm_campaign=TrendMD_HydrologyResearch&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=TrendMD
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/852568?src=trendmd_pilot
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/843643?src=trendmd_pilot
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/749518?src=trendmd_pilot
http://iwaponline.com/hr/article/43/3/215/31254/Downscaling-of-precipitation-on-a-lake-basin?searchresult=1&utm_campaign=TrendMD_HydrologyResearch&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=TrendMD
http://iwaponline.com/hr/article/43/3/215/31254/Downscaling-of-precipitation-on-a-lake-basin?searchresult=1&utm_campaign=TrendMD_HydrologyResearch&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=TrendMD
http://veterinaryrecord.bmj.com/content/181/8/187?utm_term=1-B&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=alljjs&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://newatlas.com/environment/whales-climate-change-imf/
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Wendell Berry on Delight as a Force of Resistance to Consumerism, the Key to Mirth Under Hardship, 

and the Measure of a Rich Life 

“The essential cultural discrimination is not between having and not having or haves and have-nots, but 

between the superfluous and the indispensable. Wisdom… is always poised upon the knowledge of 

minimums; it might be thought to be the art of minimums.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“I have always had a quarrel with this country not only about race but about the standards by which it appears 

to live,” James Baldwin told Margaret Mead as they sat down together to reimagine democracy for a post-

consumerist world. A generation later, the poet, farmer, and ecological steward Wendell Berry — a poet 

in the largest Baldwinian sense — picked up the time-escalated quarrel in his slim, large-spirited book The 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/05/06/a-rap-on-race-james-baldwin-margaret-mead-4/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/05/06/a-rap-on-race-james-baldwin-margaret-mead-4/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/04/13/james-baldwin-the-artists-struggle-for-integrity/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1582434867/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1582434867/braipick-20
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Hidden Wound (public library) to offer, without looking away from its scarring realities, a healing and 

conciliatory direction of resistance to a culture in which our enjoyment of life is taken from us by the not-

enoughness at the hollow heart of consumerism, only to be sold back to us at the price of the latest product, 

and sold in discriminating proportion along lines of stark income inequality. 

Wendell Berry (Photograph: Guy Mendes) 

Berry writes: 

It occurs to me that, for a man whose life from the beginning has been conditioned by the lives of black 

people, I have had surprisingly little to say about them in my other writings. Perhaps this is justifiable — there 

is certainly no requirement that a writer deal with any particular subject — and yet it has been an avoidance. 

When I have written about them before I have felt that I was doing little more than putting down a mark, 

leaving an opening, that I would later have to go back to and fill. For whatever reasons, good or bad, I have 

been unwilling until now to open in myself what I have known all along to be a wound — a historical wound, 

prepared centuries ago to come alive in me at my birth like a hereditary disease, and to be augmented and 

deepened by my life. 

Berry recounts growing up around a black man named Nick, who worked for Berry’s grandfather. Nick, to 

whom he dedicates the book, was a benediction of presence during Berry’s most formative years — a hard-

working man with a buoyant imagination and an uncommonly cheerful mindset. The small child befriended 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1582434867/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/hidden-wound/oclc/466334748&referer=brief_results
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1582434867/braipick-20
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the large fifty-something man with the ardor of kinship chosen and not dictated by blood. Berry recalls his 

love of Nick with sweetness undiminished by the flight of decades: 

One of my two or three chief ambitions was to be with him… I dogged his steps. So faithful a follower, and 

so young and self-important and venturesome as I was, I must have been a trial to him. But he never ran out 

of patience. 

This bond had a deep impact on Berry as a writer and a human being, shaping both his poetry and the 

personhood from which it springs. He reflects: 

The great benefit in my childhood friendship with Nick… was not an experience of sympathy, though that 

was involved and was essential, but a prolonged intense contact with lives and minds radically unlike my 

own, and radically unlike any other that I might have known as a white child among white adults. They don’t 

figure in my memory and in my thoughts about them as objects of pity, but rather as friends and teachers, 

ancestors you could say, the forebears of certain essential strains in my thinking. 

Art by R. Gregory Christie from Freedom in Congo Square by poet Carole Boston Weatherford 

From Nick, who had been working hard since childhood for the smallest of wages and with the slimmest of 

prospects for living any other way, Berry learned one of the hardest, most beautiful truths about living a rich 

life — a kind of existential contemplative practice of inclining the mind, whatever the conditions of the body, 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/03/30/freedom-in-congo-square/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/03/30/freedom-in-congo-square/
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toward delight. A century after Hermann Hesse placed attendance to life’s little joys at the center of living 

with gladsome presence, Berry writes: 

There were two heavy facts that Nick accepted and lived with: life is hard, full of work and pain and 

weariness, and at the end of it a man has got to go farther than he can imagine from any place he knows. And 

yet within the confines of those acknowledged facts, he was a man rich in pleasures. They were not large 

pleasures, they cost little or nothing, often they could not be anticipated, and yet they surrounded him; they 

were possible at almost any time, or at odd times, or at off times. They were pleasures to which a man had to 

be acutely and intricately attentive, or he could not have them at all. There were the elemental pleasures of 

eating and drinking and resting, of being dry while it is raining, of getting dry after getting wet, of getting 

warm again after getting cold, of cooling off after getting hot. There was pleasure to be taken in good work 

animals, as long as you remembered the bother and irritation of using the other kind. There was pleasure in 

the appetites and in the well-being of good animals. There was pleasure in quitting work. There were certain 

pleasures in the work itself. There was pleasure in hunting and in going to town, and in visiting and in having 

company. There was pleasure in observing and remembering the behavior of things, and in telling about it. 

There was pleasure in knowing where a fox lived, and in planning to run it, and in running it. And… Nick 

knew how to use his mind for pleasure; he remembered and thought and pondered and imagined. He was a 

master of what William Carlos Williams called the customs of necessity. 

In a sentiment evocative of Kurt Vonnegut’s short poem about the secret of happiness and of Viktor Frankl’s 

hard-earned conviction that “everything can be taken from a man but one thing: the last of the human 

freedoms — to choose one’s attitude in any given set of circumstances,” Berry adds: 

In these times one contemplates it with the same sense of hope with which one contemplates the sunrise or the 

coming of spring: the image of a man who has labored all his life and will labor to the end, who has no 

wealth, who owns little, who has no hope of changing, who will never “get somewhere” or “be somebody,” 

and who is yet rich in pleasure, who takes pleasure in the use of his mind! Isn’t this the very antithesis of the 

thing that is breaking us in pieces? Isn’t there a great rare humane strength in this — this humble possibility 

that all our effort and aspiration is to deny? 

Berry takes great care to address the reasonable objection that, given his position as a white man of 

moderately comfortable means, his portrait of Nick may be misconstrued as romanticizing poverty. (Baldwin 

acknowledged a kindred objection in contrasting the warmhearted poor of Istanbul with the wealthy but 

unsympathetic Swiss he had encountered during his relatively privileged life in Europe.) “I am uncomfortably 

aware,” Berry notes, “of the dangers and difficulties in a white man’s attempt to write so intimately of the life 

of a black man out of a child’s memories a quarter of a century old.” And yet, across this vast ocean of time 

and difference, Berry lands on shared shore of tremendous, boldly countercultural wisdom: 

This much is clear to me: insofar as I am capable of feeling such pleasures as I believe Nick felt, I am strong; 

insofar as I am dependent on the pleasures made available by my salary and the things I own, I am weak. I 

feel much more secure in those pleasures for which I am dependent on the world, as Nick was for most of his, 

than in those for which I am dependent on the government or on a power company or on the manufacturers of 

appliances. And I am far from conceding anything to those who assume that the poor or anyone else can be 

improved by recourse to that carnival of waste and ostentation and greed known as “our high standard of 

living.” As Thoreau so well knew, and so painstakingly tried to show us, what a man most needs is not a 

knowledge of how to get more, but a knowledge of the most he can do without, and of how to get along 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/03/06/hermann-hesse-little-joys-my-belief/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/01/16/kurt-vonnegut-joe-heller-having-enough/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/19/viktor-frankl-humor-survival/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/19/viktor-frankl-humor-survival/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/05/06/a-rap-on-race-james-baldwin-margaret-mead-4/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/05/06/a-rap-on-race-james-baldwin-margaret-mead-4/
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without it. The essential cultural discrimination is not between having and not having or haves and have-nots, 

 

Art by Beatrice Alemagna from A Velocity of Being: Letters to a Young Reader. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/20/a-velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/20/a-velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/
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but between the superfluous and the indispensable. Wisdom, it seems to me, is always poised upon the 

knowledge of minimums; it might be thought to be the art of minimums. 

Complement this excerpt from The Hidden Wound — a powerful, tenderhearted, and increasingly necessary 

read in its entirety — with Baldwin and Mead’s contemporary E.F. Schumacher’s paradigm-challenging 

vision for Buddhist economics and Bertrand Russell on the relationship between work, leisure, and social 

justice, then revisit Berry on how to be a poet and a complete human being and Amanda Palmer’s reading of 

his stunningly prescient poem “Questionnaire.” 

Thanks, Courtney 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/11/17/wendell-berry-hidden-

wound/?mc_cid=190867f242&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1582434867/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/07/07/buddhist-economics-schumacher/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/12/27/in-praise-of-idleness-bertrand-russell/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/12/27/in-praise-of-idleness-bertrand-russell/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/05/12/how-to-be-a-poet-wendell-berry/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/14/wendell-berry-questionnaire-amanda-palmer/
https://www.courtneyemartin.com/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/11/17/wendell-berry-hidden-wound/?mc_cid=190867f242&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/11/17/wendell-berry-hidden-wound/?mc_cid=190867f242&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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Night Singing 

by W. S. Merwin 
Issue no. 128 (Fall 1993) 

Long after Ovid’s story of Philomela 

   has gone out of fashion and after the testimonials 

of Hafiz and Keats have been smothered in comment 

   and droned dead in schools and after Eliot has gone home 

from the Sacred Heart and Ransom has spat and consigned 

   to human youth what he reduced to fairy numbers 

after the name has become slightly embarrassing 

   and dried skins have yielded their details and tapes have been 

slowed and analyzed and there is nothing at all 

   for me to say one nightingale is singing 

nearby in the oaks where I can see nothing but darkness 

   and can only listen and ride out on the long note’s 

invisible beam that wells up and bursts from its 

   unknown star on on on never returning 

never the same never caught while through the small leaves 

   of May the starlight glitters from its own journeys 

once in the ancestry of this song my mother visited here 

   lightning struck the locomotive in the mountains 

it had never happened before and there were so many 

   things to tell that she had just seen and would never 

have imagined now a field away I hear another 

   voice starting up and on the slope there is a third 

not echoing but varying after the lives 

   after the goodbyes after the faces and the light 

after the recognitions and the touching and tears 

   those voices go on rising oh if I knew I would hear 

in the last dark that singing I know how I would listen 

If you enjoyed this poem, why not  … 

 listen to the latest and last episode of The Paris Review Podcast Season 2, featuring this poem? 

Episode 17 also includes Charlotte Rampling as Simone de Beauvoir; Danez Smith reading their 

poem “my bitch!”; Sarah Manguso reading her essay “Oceans”; and a Henry Green short story read 

by Griffin Dunne.  

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=51f7eb4ffd&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=51f7eb4ffd&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=cfd89f1ddc&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=51f7eb4ffd&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=51f7eb4ffd&e=d538c8f2e0
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Atomic-scale spin sensing with a single molecule 

DIPC November 21, 2019 

Schematic view of the tunnel junction. Atom colors: Cu, orange; C, gray; H, white; Ni, green. 

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is a technique in which a fine conducting probe is held close to the 

surface of a sample. Electrons tunnel between the sample and the probe, producing an electrical signal. The 

probe is slowly moved across the surface and raised and lowered so as to keep the signal constant. The 

precision reached in approaching the STM tip apex toward the surface permits for a controlled electronic 

contact with a single surface atom or molecule. A profile of the surface is thus produced, and a computer-

generated contour map is created. 

The invention of the scanning tunneling microscope by Binnig et al. in 1982 opened a new era in surface 

science. It is now a standard microscopy technique for real-space imaging of the electronic structure of 

conducting surfaces with picometer resolution. 

In conventional scanning tunneling microscopy, the magnetic ground state of an isolated atom or molecule is 

inferred by collecting spin-related fingerprints in the conductance measured with a metallic tip. Isolated atoms 

or molecules can also serve as spin detectors when controllably moved on the surface with the help of the tip 

within their local magnetic environment. The magnetic ground state can change in the presence of a magnetic 

coupling. Exchange- and surface-mediated interactions have been spatially mapped in this way by monitoring 

the zero-bias peak in the differential conductance associated with several effects. 

https://mappingignorance.org/author/dipc/
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A well-calibrated sensor attached to the tip apex would allow the tip to be freely positioned above a surface 

target. This detection scheme eliminates surface-mediated interactions and benefits from the vertical-

displacement sensitivity of the STM as the sensor-target distance is no longer imposed by the surface 

corrugation. 

Probing a magnetic exchange interaction across a vacuum gap is experimentally demanding because scanning 

probe techniques suffer from poor structural and magnetic characterization of the tip apex. Now, a team of 

researchers has overcome 1 these limitations by introducing spin sensitivity through the functionalization of 

the tip apex with a single magnetic molecule. 

The researchers used a tip decorated by a spin S = 1 nickelocene molecule, which comprises a Ni atom 

sandwiched between two C5H5 cyclopentadienyl rings. First-principles calculations showed that they captured 

the junction geometry accurately. 

When the nickelocene-tip was 100 picometers away from point contact with a surface-supported object, 

magnetic effects could be probed through changes in the spin excitation spectrum of nickelocene. This 

detection was used to simultaneously determine the exchange field and the spin polarization of iron atoms and 

cobalt films on a copper surface with atomic-scale resolution. 

A large variety of magnetic systems can be investigated using this scheme, ranging from systems having 

resolvable magnetic quantum states to systems having a magnetic moment but nonresolvable quantum states. 

The latter could include single atoms and organometallic molecules on magnetic surfaces or surfaces with 

complex magnetic structures. 

Author: César Tomé López is a science writer and the editor of Mapping Ignorance 

Disclaimer: Parts of this article may have been copied verbatim or almost verbatim from the referenced 

research paper. 
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https://mappingignorance.org/2019/11/21/atomic-scale-spin-sensing-with-a-single-molecule/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-6380-1
http://about.me/cesar_tome
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/366/6465/623
https://mappingignorance.org/2019/11/21/atomic-scale-spin-sensing-with-a-single-molecule/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#origin-note-6380-1
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Donostia International Physics Center (DIPC) is a singular research center born in 2000 devoted to research at 

the cutting edge in the fields of Condensed Matter Physics and Materials Science. Since its conception DIPC 

has stood for the promotion of excellence in research, which demands a flexible space where creativity is 

stimulated by diversity of perspectives. Its dynamic research community integrates local host scientists and a 

constant flow of international visiting researchers. 

 Website:http://dipc.ehu.es/ 

 Twitter:@DIPCehu 

 

https://mappingignorance.org/2019/11/21/atomic-scale-spin-sensing-with-a-single-

molecule/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%

28Mapping+Ignorance%29 

  

http://dipc.ehu.es/
https://twitter.com/intent/user?screen_name=DIPCehu&lang=en-US
https://mappingignorance.org/2019/11/21/atomic-scale-spin-sensing-with-a-single-molecule/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29
https://mappingignorance.org/2019/11/21/atomic-scale-spin-sensing-with-a-single-molecule/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29
https://mappingignorance.org/2019/11/21/atomic-scale-spin-sensing-with-a-single-molecule/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29
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New self-cleaning concrete is also strong and lightweight 

By Ben Coxworth 

 

A microscope image of the PDMS-lined pores within the superhydrophobic concrete 

American Chemical Society 

VIEW 1 IMAGES 

Like anything else, concrete structures get dirty over time, and it's a hassle to clean them. Such chores may 

soon no longer be necessary, however, as scientists have developed what they claim is a self-cleaning 

concrete that isn't heavy – or weak. 

Generally speaking, self-cleaning materials work by incorporating hydrophobic (water-repelling) surfaces that 

cause liquid to bead up and roll off. Not only does this feature keep those liquids from forming stains, but it 

also allows dust and dirt to be carried away with the repelled fluids. 

https://newatlas.com/author/ben-coxworth/
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Previous attempts at adding hydrophobic materials to concrete, though, haven't been entirely successful. 

When applied as a surface coating, for instance, they've ended up getting scratched off or worn away over 

time. And when mixed into concrete while it was still wet, they've compromised its strength upon drying. 

Led by Prof. Xin Xu, researchers from the University of Science and Technology of China have come up with 

an alternative. 

They started by combining wet concrete with an oil, an emulsifier, and a hydrophobic silicone polymer 

known as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The oil and the PDMS mixed together, with the emulsifier then 

causing that mixture to form into droplets which were spread throughout the concrete matrix. 

When the concrete was subsequently dried and heated, the oil evaporated, leaving tiny PDMS-coated pores 

where the droplets had been. The resulting material proved to be highly hydrophobic – repelling a wide 

variety of liquids – while also exhibiting light weight and high mechanical strength. 

What's more, it retained its self-cleaning quality even after grinding, and exposure to both extreme heat and 

harsh chemicals. And as an added bonus, it was also found to be very good at absorbing sound and insulating 

against heat loss. 

The scientists now hope that the concrete could be used not only for the construction of buildings and other 

structures, but also for bacteria-resistant surfaces in settings such as hospitals. A paper on the research was 

recently published in the journal ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces. 

Source: American Chemical Society 

We recommend 

1. O7C.4 Use of control measures among construction workers when performing dusty work 

Trang Khieu et al., Occup Environ Med, 2019 

2. OnabotulinumtoxinA injections in detrusor facilitate self-catheterisation in a patient with paraplegia 

and bladder outlet dyssynergia 

François Hervé et al., Case Rep, 2017 

3. Household use of cleaning sprays and asthma activity in elderly women from the French E3N cohort 

Annabelle Bédard et al., European Respiratory Journal, 2013 

1. No Risk of Allergic Dermatitis Associated With Household Cleaning Products 

PracticeUpdate, 2017 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acsami.9b14929
https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/pressroom/presspacs/2019/acs-presspac-november-20-2019/self-cleaning-concrete-could-keep-buildings-looking-new-video.html
https://oem.bmj.com/content/76/Suppl_1/A65.2?utm_term=1-B&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=alljjs&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://casereports.bmj.com/content/2017/bcr-2016-218429.info?utm_term=1-B&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=alljjs&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://casereports.bmj.com/content/2017/bcr-2016-218429.info?utm_term=1-B&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=alljjs&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
http://erj.ersjournals.com/content/42/Suppl_57/P3615?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=_European_Respiratory_Journal_TrendMD_1
http://www.practiceupdate.com/content/no-risk-of-allergic-dermatitis-associated-with-household-cleaning-products/61902/37/4/1?elsca1=TrendMD_CPA
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2. P146 Cleaning products and respiratory health outcomes in professional cleaners: a systematic 

review and meta-analysis 

O Archangelidi et al., Thorax, 2018 

3. Cleaning products and respiratory health effects in professional cleaners: A systematic review 

Olga Archangelidi et al., European Respiratory Journal, 2018 

Ben Coxworth 

Based out of Edmonton, Canada, Ben Coxworth has been writing for New Atlas since 2009 and is presently 

Managing Editor for North America. An experienced freelance writer, he previously obtained an English BA 

from the University of Saskatchewan, then spent over 20 years working in various markets as a television 

reporter, producer and news videographer. Ben is particularly interested in scientific innovation, human-

powered transportation, and the marine environment. 

 

https://newatlas.com/materials/self-cleaning-concrete/ 

  

https://thorax.bmj.com/content/73/Suppl_4/A181?utm_term=1-B&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=alljjs&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://thorax.bmj.com/content/73/Suppl_4/A181?utm_term=1-B&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=alljjs&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
http://erj.ersjournals.com/content/52/suppl_62/PA371?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=_European_Respiratory_Journal_TrendMD_1
https://newatlas.com/author/ben-coxworth/
https://newatlas.com/materials/self-cleaning-concrete/
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A 100-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor on How Books Save Lives 

“There are times when dreams sustain us more than facts. To read a book and surrender to a story is to keep 

our very humanity alive.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

It is often said that books save lives. Most of the time, however heartfelt the sentiment, it is figurative. Every 

once in an improbable while, it approximates the literal. But only on the rarest of occasions, in the most 

extreme of circumstances, do books become lifelines in the realest sense. 

One such occasion is immortalized in A Velocity of Being: Letters to a Young Reader (public library) — 

the collection I spent eight years putting together in the hope of showing young people how essential reading 

is to an inspired and inspiring life. There are original illustrated letters about the transformative and 

transcendent power of reading from some immensely inspiring humans — scientists like Jane Goodall and 

Janna Levin, artists like Marina Abramović and Debbie Millman, musicians like Yo-Yo Ma, Amanda Palmer, 

and David Byrne, entrepreneurs like Richard Branson and Tim Ferriss, poets like Mary Oliver, Elizabeth 

Alexander, and Sarah Kay, media pioneers like Kevin Kelly, Jad Abumrad, and Shonda Rhimes, beloved 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/11/02/mary-oliver-upstream-staying-alive-reading/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1592702287/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/oclc/1061863690&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/20/a-velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/20/a-velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/
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writers of literature for young people like Jacqueline Woodson, Judy Blume, and Neil Gaiman, and a great 

many celebrated authors of books for so-called grownups. But one of the most powerful letters comes from 

someone whose name might not, or at least not yet, mean much to many: Helen Fagin. 

Art by Ingrid Gordon for 

Helen Fagin’s letter from A Velocity of Being: Letters to a Young Reader. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/20/a-velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/20/a-velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/
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Helen was twenty-one when her family was imprisoned in the Warsaw Ghetto in Nazi-occupied Poland. She 

and her sisters managed to escape, but they lost both of their parents in the Holocaust. Helen arrived in 

America not speaking a word of English, then went on to earn a Ph.D. and teach literature for more than two 

decades. She devoted her life to elucidating the moral lessons of humanity’s darkest hour and was 

instrumental in the creation of the Holocaust Memorial in Washington, D.C. To this day, she remains a 

voracious reader of literature and moral philosophy, swimming effortlessly from Whitman to Camus and back 

again in a single conversation. 

Helen Fagin, a week after her 100th birthday, with Ash Gaiman. Photograph by Amanda Palmer. 
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Helen happens to be my dear friend Neil Gaiman’s cousin. One day over dinner, having just visited her in 

Florida, a very animated Neil told me the incredible story of how a book — a particular book — became a 

lifeline for the teenage girls at the secret school Helen had set up in the Warsaw Ghetto as an antidote to the 

innumerable assaults against dignity to which the Nazis subjected these Jewish youths: the denial of basic 

education. Her story stopped me up short as the profoundest embodiment of the core ethos of A Velocity of 

Being, and so I invited her to tell it in a letter. 

To celebrate the publication of the book, which Helen sees as an invaluable part of her legacy, I asked her to 

read her letter for the New York Public Library launch event. She was 97 at the time she wrote her letter and 

is approaching her 101st birthday as she reads it: 

Dear Friend, 

Could you imagine a world without access to reading, to learning, to books? 

At twenty-one, I was forced into Poland’s WWII ghetto, where being caught reading anything forbidden by 

the Nazis meant, at best, hard labor; at worst, death. 

There, I conducted a clandestine school offering Jewish children a chance at the essential education denied 

them by their captors. But I soon came to feel that teaching these sensitive young souls Latin and mathematics 

was cheating them of something far more essential — what they needed wasn’t dry information but hope, the 

kind that comes from being transported into a dream-world of possibility. 

One day, as if guessing my thoughts, one girl beseeched me: “Could you please tell us a book, please?” 

I had spent the previous night reading Gone with the Wind — one of a few smuggled books circulated among 

trustworthy people via an underground channel, on their word of honor to read only at night, in secret. No one 

was allowed to keep a book longer than one night — that way, if reported, the book would have already 

changed hands by the time the searchers came. 

I had read Gone with the Wind from dusk until dawn and it still illuminated my own dream-world, so I invited 

these young dreamers to join me. As I “told” them the book, they shared the loves and trials of Rhett Butler 

and Scarlett O’Hara, of Ashley and Melanie Wilkes. For that magical hour, we had escaped into a world not 

of murder but of manners and hospitality. All the children’s faces had grown animated with new vitality. 

A knock at the door shattered our shared dream-world. As the class silently exited, a pale green-eyed girl 

turned to me with a tearful smile: “Thank you so very much for this journey into another world. Could we 

please do it again, soon?” I promised we would, although I doubted we’d have many more chances. She put 

her arms around me and I whispered, “So long, Scarlett.” “I think I’d rather be Melanie,” she answered, 

“although Scarlett must have been so much more beautiful!” 

As events in the ghetto took their course, most of my fellow dreamers fell victim to the Nazis. Of the twenty-

two pupils in my secret school, only four survived the Holocaust. 

The pale green-eyed girl was one of them. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/live/
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Many years later, I was finally able to locate her and we met in New York. One of my life’s greatest rewards 

will remain the memory of our meeting, when she introduced me to her husband as “the source of my hopes 

and my dreams in times of total deprivation and dehumanization.” 

There are times when dreams sustain us more than facts. To read a book and surrender to a story is to keep 

our very humanity alive. 

Sincerely, 

Helen Fagin 

Special thanks to Helen’s children, Gary and Judith Fagin, for filming this video, and most of all to Neil and 

Amanda for bringing this remarkable person into my world and, through her contribution to A Velocity of 

Being: Letters to a Young Reader, into our shared human world. What an honor. 

Complement with a peek inside this massive labor of love eight years in the making, all proceeds from which 

we are donating to the New York public library system, then sit down with a cup of tea and watch the 

recording of the NYPL launch celebration — a magical evening of readings by sixteen of our letter writers, 

original art for the letters, live literature-inspired music, and a roomful of largehearted love of books. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/12/18/a-velocity-of-being-helen-

fagin/?mc_cid=5dc838b300&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1592702287/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1592702287/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/20/a-velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/
https://www.brainpickings.org/live/
https://www.brainpickings.org/live/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/12/18/a-velocity-of-being-helen-fagin/?mc_cid=5dc838b300&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/12/18/a-velocity-of-being-helen-fagin/?mc_cid=5dc838b300&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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Left to right: Getty (x5); Shutterstock Premier 

The Strange Liberal Backlash to Woke Culture 

Why Meghan Daum, Bret Easton Ellis, and Wesley Yang reject social justice movements on the left 

By RYU SPAETH 

Illustration by Tim Robinson 

There is a certain kind of liberally inclined writer who sees Donald Trump’s America as a nation in crisis. At 

every turn, in every tweet, she is confronted by the signs of an ongoing catastrophe, from which it may be too 

late to escape. An ugly, vicious intolerance spread on social media; the collapse of norms once considered 

sacred; a crass narrow-mindedness surreally celebrated by some of this country’s most powerful institutions—

these are all elements in the gathering storm of a new, distinctly American fascism. The twist is that this crisis 

has its source, she contends, not in the person of Trump, but in his frothing-mouthed opposition: the left. 

That, roughly speaking, is the thesis of a group of writers who, since Trump’s election in 2016, have chastised 

the left for its supposedly histrionic excesses. Their enemies extend well beyond the hashtag resistance, and 

their fire is aimed, like a Catherine wheel, in all directions, hitting social justice warriors, elite universities, 

millennials, #MeToo, pussy hat–wearing women, and columnists at Teen Vogue. Everyone from Ta-Nehisi 

Coates down to random Facebook commenters is taken to task, which makes for a sprawling, hard-to-define 

https://newrepublic.com/authors/ryu-spaeth
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target. These writers might call their bugbear “woke culture”: a kind of vigilance against misogyny, racism, 

and other forms of inequality expressed in art, entertainment, and everyday life. 

 

THE PROBLEM WITH EVERYTHING: MY JOURNEY THROUGH THE NEW CULTURE WARS by 

Meghan Daum Gallery Books, 256 pp., $26.00 
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The title of Meghan Daum’s new book—The Problem With Everything—conveys just how far she believes 

the woke left has overstepped. Its publication follows similar works of polemic recently by the novelist Bret 

Easton Ellis (White) and the journalist and essayist Wesley Yang (The Souls of Yellow Folk). Together they 

constitute a school of thought of sorts, distinct from the usual howling condemnations of wokeness from the 

right. These three writers, after all, don’t fit the profile (straight, white, male, conservative) of the average 

anti-P.C. crusader. Daum insists that she is a feminist; Ellis for a long time struggled with his public identity 

as a gay man; and Yang made his name as an astute chronicler of Asian American life. Yet, in styles ranging 

from anxious foreboding to visceral contempt, they each oppose what is at its heart a movement for equality. 

At their worst, these writers’ critiques of contemporary culture suffer from the flaw Lionel Trilling once 

found in conservatism: that it does not express itself in ideas, but in “irritable mental gestures which seek to 

resemble ideas.” At their best, they offer a rousing defense of individuality and the right to express oneself, no 

matter what society might demand. It is a liberal vision, but a cramped one, emphasizing one sort of freedom 

over all others: the freedom to be wrong, to be offensive, to be exempt from any obligation to anyone else. 

 

I should note at the outset that I am not unsympathetic to the concerns of these liberal (or liberal-ish) writers, 

although none of them shows a particularly firm grasp of the thing they are rejecting or its history. The writer 

Kashana Cauley has traced the use of the term “woke” to unionized black workers in the midcentury and to 

the civil rights movement. In her childhood in the 1990s, wokeness was “a command to keep ourselves 

informed about anti-blackness, and to fight it.” The last five years have seen more and more people take up 

this mantle, as Black Lives Matter called for sustained protest against systemic racism, and the election of 

Trump laid bare the depth of the white patriarchy’s enduring power. To be woke in 2019 is, in part, to be a 

critic; whether recognizing the subtle sexism in a TV show or celebrating the political messaging in a music 

video, it is a form of close reading that has always been aligned with activism. 

Young people tend to be more attuned to this discourse than their parents. For those who aren’t squarely of 

the millennial generation, it can be difficult to adjust to the postures and reflexes of woke culture, particularly 

as it is voiced on social media. As in so many debates over identity, the stakes are high, and a lot is seen to 

rest on each judgment. There are good opinions (as evidenced by thousands of retweets) and bad ones (the 

dreaded ratio). An ill-advised op-ed by a famous New York Times columnist can be the subject of swarming 

condemnation, which very often will include suggestions that the columnist be fired or otherwise “canceled.” 

Even a poorly worded tweet by a random person with a dozen followers can invite a furious response, since it 

could exemplify a widespread prejudice. 

 

Must-reads. 

5 days a week. 

https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/The-Problem-with-Everything/Meghan-Daum/9781982129330
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/605004/white-by-bret-easton-ellis/
https://wwnorton.com/books/The-Souls-of-Yellow-Folk/
https://www.dissentmagazine.org/article/against-the-neoconservatives-the-debris-of-ideas
https://www.dissentmagazine.org/article/against-the-neoconservatives-the-debris-of-ideas
https://believermag.com/word-woke/
https://www.thelist.com/79978/misogynistic-90s-tv-moments-thatll-make-cringe-today/
https://www.flavorwire.com/404594/10-great-music-videos-with-a-political-message
https://www.merriam-webster.com/words-at-play/words-were-watching-ratio-ratioed-ratioing
https://www.merriam-webster.com/words-at-play/words-were-watching-ratio-ratioed-ratioing
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Sign Up 

 

WHITE by Bret Easton Ellis Knopf, 272 pp., $25.95 

The inspiration for Bret Easton Ellis’s White was his gut response to the Trump resistance specifically and 

woke culture more broadly. “Somewhere in the last few years—and I can’t pinpoint exactly when,” he writes 
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in the book’s introduction, “a vague yet almost overwhelming and irrational annoyance started tearing 

through me.” Ellis objects not only to the discourse, however, but also to the whole notion that young people 

have any grounds to complain. He cannot fathom why so many people, including his millennial boyfriend, are 

so worked up over Trump’s election. After all, he notes, Trump described Mexican immigrants as rapists 

“only once.” Why can’t the kids stop whining? “The legions of the disappointed had failed to get over the 

outcome of the election, failed to move on,” he writes, “and at times it became appalling, almost unbearable, 

that there were no signs of accepting one of life’s simple if brutal truths: you win some, you lose some.” 

 

THE SOULS OF YELLOW FOLK: ESSAYS by Wesley Yang W.W. Norton & Company, 256 pp., $24.95 

https://www.bookforum.com/print/2601/bret-easton-ellis-rages-against-the-decline-of-american-culture-20825
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Is it even worth pointing out that this is something only a wealthy white person would say? That there are 

children in cages or that newly emboldened white supremacists have taken to the streets of American cities 

does not seem to have left much of an impression on Bret Easton Ellis. Indeed, in his telling, the most 

pernicious consequence of Trump’s otherwise inconsequential election is that it gave woke culture the license 

to run riot. “Everyone has to be the same” now, Ellis grumbles; everyone is forced to applaud the same 

politically correct television shows and cheer for the same politically correct heroes. “And if you refuse to 

join the chorus of approval you will be tagged a racist or a misogynist.” A pampered generation raised on 

victimhood—“Generation Wuss,” Ellis calls it, in contrast to his own hard-bitten Generation X—has 

exploited Trump’s rise to impose its sniveling paradigm on everyone else. “When did people start identifying 

so relentlessly with victims,” he asks, “and when did the victim’s worldview become the lens through which 

we began to look at everything?” 

The irony of White is that it is a book-length exercise in playing the victim. It is Ellis who, in his skirmishes 

with the social media thought police, claims to have been condemned by “a new fascism” that “willingly 

censored people and punished voices, obstructed opinions and blocked viewpoints.” It is Ellis who says he 

has been “subjected to an ever-widening social and professional fatwa” because he refuses to recognize “how 

hateful and dangerous Donald Trump is.” (He doesn’t, however, give many examples of actually losing out on 

opportunities because of his opinions, and he continues to write screenplays and books, including this one, 

published by the venerable Alfred A. Knopf.) It is Ellis who believes he has been left behind by liberalism, 

once it “hardened into a warped authoritarian moral superiority movement.” 

It is difficult to engage these broadsides in any serious way, because Ellis does so little work to back them up. 

Everything that he throws at his opponents can easily be flung back at him. Do social justice warriors act as if 

they are morally superior? Maybe, but Ellis himself claims to be taking a brave stand against “stamping out 

passion and silencing the individual,” in what reads very much like a morally superior position. Is woke 

culture rigidly incapable of brooking dissenting opinion? Perhaps, but Ellis spends an entire book refusing to 

consider any opinion that might make him question his own. Are millennials thin-skinned? Ellis is so upset 

about being called a sexist and a ninny online that he has written tens of thousands of aggrieved words about 

it. And has the resistance to Trump really descended into a “childlike fascism”? Ellis defends the 

supporters of Trump’s hateful and, yes, fascistic presidency, by citing the First Amendment: “As a writer I 

have to believe in free speech no matter what,” he declares, retreating from the muddy waters of the world 

into the safety of principle. 

Toward the end of White, Ellis wonders what Patrick Bateman—the sociopathic financier in American 

Psycho, who represents the morally decrepit core of capitalism in the Reagan years—would be doing today. 

He has trouble envisioning Bateman’s life beyond his ’80s heyday, a failure that suggests some overlap 

between the author and his most famous character: They share a coldness that once read as cool. 

But White shows that coldness can be as banal as it is outrageous. One can imagine an elderly Bateman in the 

austere luxury of his Manhattan apartment, his impassive face bathed in the greenish glow of a smartphone, 

sending his empty thoughts about pop music and Hollywood and politics into the ether. 

 

Meghan Daum has a lot in common with Ellis. Both are proud members of Gen X, a cohort they revere for its 

purported toughness and love of irony. Both are inordinately pleased with the names they have bestowed on 

their weak-kneed, irony-hating millennial counterparts: The “wokescenti” is Daum’s portmanteau version of 

https://www.vox.com/culture/2019/4/16/18410541/bret-easton-ellis-white-review
https://www.vox.com/culture/2019/4/16/18410541/bret-easton-ellis-white-review
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“Generation Wuss.” Both are driven to distraction by the Trump resistance, suffocating under its heavy 

atmosphere of urgency. And both like to shore up their positions by trotting out arguments from Joan Didion, 

who, they seem to hope, will lend their screeds a patina of legitimacy. 

Before Daum came out as a loud opponent of woke culture, she was best known for sprightly personal 

essays that spoke to the concerns of modern feminists—about her struggles with debt as a young woman, for 

example, or her decision not to have children. She now cuts a rather different figure, positioning herself as a 

critic of feminism from within, tracking all the ways it has gone off the rails since Trump’s election, with its 

“silly memes and shallow expressions of badassedness.” Unlike Ellis, she at least pays lip service to the 

notion that Trump poses a threat both to women and to others. “I get that these are bad times,” she writes 

in The Problem With Everything. “Very, very, very bad times.” But her heart just isn’t in it. Her real beef is 

not with oppression or inequality, but with millennials who have framed “Trumpism as a moral emergency 

that required an all-hands-on-deck, no-deviation-from-the-narrative approach to cultural and political 

thought.” 

Indeed, this could be fodder for an excellent, Salvador-esque examination of political culture in a time of 

crisis. But no matter how many times Daum invokes the spirit of Didion (Daum and Ellis are both specifically 

enamored with Didion’s 1972 takedown of feminism, “The Women’s Movement”), she has nothing of 

Didion’s dispassionate precision. What we get instead are hopped-up rants against pussy hats cut with rueful 

digressions about menopause and marriage, like a dismal cross between a Bari Weiss op-ed and Nora 

Ephron’s I Feel Bad About My Neck. 

There are so many potential angles of attack on this deeply silly book that it is hard to know which to choose. 

There is her attempt to both-sides the issue of toxic masculinity by invoking “toxic femininity,” citing the 

“remarkable number of men” who have reported to her of being approached “often wordlessly” by women for 

sexual encounters, including “unsolicited hand jobs.” (I find it odd, to say the least, that I have never heard 

similar reports.) Or there is Daum’s investigation into an allegation of sexual misconduct at the University of 

Iowa (she is skeptical of claims of a campus rape culture), in which she interviews, and is highly sympathetic 

to, the accused, but fails even to make contact with the accuser. “I hate that I can’t get her side of the story,” 

she lamely concludes. Or there is her habit of brushing aside the major claims of the #MeToo movement—

about the pernicious effects of the patriarchy, the systemic nature of sexism, etc.—with personal anecdotes. 

Her argument usually boils down to this: Meghan Daum herself was not directly disadvantaged by systems of 

oppression, and therefore she has trouble believing they exist. 

Daum’s obsession with pussy hats nicely distills the utter confusion and point-missing that are hallmarks of 

this book. If you have forgotten them (and I nearly had), pussy hats were worn by women during the 

Women’s March protests that took place in cities across the country the day after Trump’s inauguration in 

January 2017. They were meant to convey solidarity against a president who had bragged about grabbing 

women “by the pussy,” as were signs and T-shirts that read “Pussy Grabs Back.” The hats were not the most 

sophisticated political statement; they were, the younger generation might say, a little basic. But Daum 

loathes them with a passion that far exceeds their significance. She suggests that women should have worn a 

uniform of “smart-looking blazers” instead. She grinds her teeth over the “nasty woman” shirts and the 

march’s vibe of raucous defiance. She worries that the resistance has squandered an opportunity to appeal to a 

broader base, including people who may have gone over to the “dark side.” 

In her characteristically sloppy fashion, she does not say who those people might be, but she does drop one 

telling detail: She did not attend any of the marches herself. Some on-the-ground reporting might have helped 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/1999/10/18/my-misspent-youth
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/1999/10/18/my-misspent-youth
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/40768/salvador-by-joan-didion/
https://medium.com/@mdaum213/metoo-will-not-survive-unless-we-recognize-toxic-femininity-6e82704ee616
https://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-daum-rape-stanford-turner-20160609-snap-story.html
https://newrepublic.com/article/140026/voices-womens-march-washington
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her analysis. I was at the main march in Washington, D.C., as it happens, and my recollection of the pussy 

hats is that they were worn by women of all ages, but were particularly favored by a certain kind of middle-

aged woman: happy to be there, yet mad as hell at the political situation; defeated but proud to march with her 

daughters; and very definitely including Generation X, which would seem to contradict Daum’s entire 

premise that coddled millennials have undermined the feminist project with their crude hashtags and 

embarrassing outfits. 

There is a broader lesson, too, in Daum’s myopic focus on these protesters and their ugly hats. While 

she wrings her hands over random Facebook comments and other ephemera, she refuses to engage seriously 

with the substantive arguments that have been made on behalf of #MeToo. She name-checks #MeToo 

skeptics such as Bari Weiss and Caitlin Flanagan, but makes no mention of the movement’s pioneers and 

stoutest defenders—no Rebecca Solnit or Rebecca Traister or Tarana Burke. Astonishingly for a book about 

feminism in 2019, she fails to discuss in any depth the examples of Harvey Weinstein or Charlie Rose or Les 

Moonves or even Donald Trump, all of whom have been accused of using their power to abuse women for 

decades without repercussions. To read her book, you would not think that the problem is the men who have 

long degraded women, but the women who have finally dared to speak up about it. There is one chapter about 

her friend’s account of showing up to work at an investment bank in the 1990s to find that some man had 

jerked off on her desk out of spite; the title of the chapter is “Just Switch Chairs and Move On.” 

 

If Ellis and Daum constitute the crude id of the backlash to woke culture, then Wesley Yang could be 

considered its more sophisticated ego. One of the more eloquent writers on male Asian American identity, he 

is best known for two groundbreaking essays, both collected along with other essays and magazine profiles 

in The Souls of Yellow Folk. These pieces—“The Face of Seung-Hui Cho” in 2008 and “Paper Tigers” in 

2011—fulfilled a central promise of the left’s new identity politics: making visible those who had been 

rendered invisible by the predominant culture. 

In both, Yang speaks from the tormented perspective of one of the overlooked. Despite outward signs of 

assimilation and success, Asian Americans, he writes in “Paper Tigers,” are considered “a mass of stifled, 

repressed, abused, conformist quasi-robots who simply do not matter, socially or culturally.” The men, in 

particular, are sexually undesirable, powerless, and emotionally crippled by a servile subculture that is 

obsessed with academic success, with math and violin lessons—with a soulless, by-the-numbers kind of 

American dream. The proof lies in both anecdote and data: the painfully maladroit men who confide in Yang 

that they cannot live comfortably in their own skin, the way whites do; the ranks of exquisitely credentialed 

Asian Americans who fill the middle tiers of this country’s most profitable companies, but rarely make it to 

the top. 

There is something extreme in Yang’s characterization of the Asian American’s plight, a bottomless self-

loathing that is as repellent as it is fascinating. But for the most part it rings true, showing the ways in which a 

racially divided culture’s values—about beauty, success, merit—are internalized by the minority and become 

the warped reflection by which he deems himself hideous, unlovable, alien. 

Which is all to say that Yang makes for a curious critic of woke culture. He has been knocked for focusing so 

intently on the Asian American man’s sexual woes, and there are parts of The Souls of Yellow Folk that treat 

women as ciphers, as merely the measure by which these sex-starved men—who perhaps would now be 

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/elisabethdonnelly/meghan-daum-book-the-problem-with-everything-metoo-feminism
https://nplusonemag.com/issue-6/essays/face-seung-hui-cho/
http://nymag.com/news/features/asian-americans-2011-5/
https://jezebel.com/the-familiar-defiance-of-wesley-yang-1832874054
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described as “incels”—hope to gain their redemption. (The essay “Game Theory,” first published in n+1 in 

2008, is an empathetic treatment of the world of pickup artists and their bible, The Game.) Yang seems to see 

these criticisms as part of an overcorrection for the misogyny and sexism in American life that he explicitly 

recognizes—as a misguided attack on masculinity itself, just as campaigns against racism, he believes, have 

morphed into a zero-sum war on whiteness. 

There is a point in The Souls of Yellow Folk where you can see Yang poised uneasily on the fence. In “We 

Out Here,” originally published by Harper’s in 2016, he marvels at the sea change that has occurred in 

minority politics: Campus activists, he writes, had given “voice to an aspiration that people of my generation 

and older, who had grown up more isolated in a whiter America, had not thought could be expressed as a 

collective demand rather than as an individual wish.” And yet he cannot quite get on board: The idea that we 

really can be equal “still seems to me an impossible wish, and, like all impossible wishes, one that is charged 

with authoritarian potential.” 

The book concludes with a couple of essays that explore this potential. Here we see all the anti-woke 

tropes prevalent in Daum and Ellis: that the left’s obsession with white male supremacy comes from a 

deranged campus politics and social media, not the election of Trump; that an illiberal liberalism is using its 

“administrative and disciplinary power to delegitimize, stigmatize, disqualify, surveil, forbid, shame, and 

punish holders of contrary views.” It is perhaps no coincidence, though it is a shame nevertheless, that Yang’s 

normally lucid prose gives way in these later essays to a hectoring tone, full of opaque jargon. 

Yang is primarily concerned with the way woke culture clashes with a “liberal individualist emphasis on laws 

and rights.” The Souls of Yellow Folk shows that the brilliant, sometimes maddening individual has long 

been Yang’s cynosure, even in the magazine profiles that seemingly have little to do with yellow folk at all. 

The tragedy of the hacker-turned-martyr Aaron Swartz is that he dared to be iconoclastic in “a world whose 

irrational power must sometimes simply be endured”; the historian Tony Judt is approvingly quoted as saying 

the intellectual’s primary duty is to dissent, “above all, from the consensus of their own community.” The 

individual, in the form of Yang himself, is the hero of “Paper Tigers”—the person who becomes a writer so 

he can be “his own law”; who rejects both the fetters of a self-destructive Asian American culture and a 

hegemonic white culture that demands his fealty; who is determined to express his “obdurate singularity at 

any cost.” 

I can recognize the appeal of this creed. Yet where does it leave everyone else? To repurpose a criticism of 

V.S. Naipaul, the implication of Wesley Yang’s work is that the only way to transcend America’s various 

racial traps is to become Wesley Yang. 

 

Literature, whether in the essay or in fiction, has long been a battleground between the individual and the 

community. The truth is a constant negotiation between what the individual thinks and feels and what the rest 

of the world thinks and feels; this negotiation is particularly amenable to a form that both elucidates the 

individual’s viewpoint and seeks to make it universal. The individual and the world, the world and the 

individual—they feed off and inform each other. Think of the moment in Pride and Prejudice when Elizabeth 

Bennet realizes she has been utterly wrong about Mr. Darcy all along. It is not just that she was wrong about 

the world beyond her narrow perception, but also about her own ability to discern the truth: “Till this moment, 

I never knew myself,” she says. 

https://harpers.org/archive/2016/03/we-out-here/
https://www.tabletmag.com/jewish-news-and-politics/250053/is-it-ok-to-be-white
https://www.tabletmag.com/jewish-news-and-politics/250053/is-it-ok-to-be-white
http://nymag.com/news/features/aaron-swartz-2013-2/
https://nplusonemag.com/issue-17/the-intellectual-situation/world-lite/
https://nplusonemag.com/issue-17/the-intellectual-situation/world-lite/
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Some 200 years later, the narrator in Ben Lerner’s novel 10:04 offers an updated version of this negotiation, 

when he describes a receptionist he finds attractive: “She was not unusually beautiful, but her proportions, 

visible through her black pantsuit even while she sat, were consistent with normative male fantasy.” It is a 

funny line, the neurotic writing professor diagnosing his own horniness as if it were a malady, but also a tad 

disturbing. The critics of woke culture might say that this character is exhibiting a kind of internalized 

wokeness—adopting the politically correct lessons of gender relations so blindly that he can’t trust his own 

desires. Does he know himself? Or does he only know what academia and elite discourse and social media 

have taught him? 

If there is a proper balance between individual truth and worldly truth, it would be hard to locate it with any 

precision. The claims that woke culture has gone “too far” at the expense of freedom of thought, however, 

strike me as overblown, not least because Ellis, Daum, and Yang possess powerful platforms to say whatever 

they want. While woke culture surely has its flaws, as any political movement does, it has not destroyed 

masculinity or irony as we know it—not if the involuntary flutters of Lerner’s hyper-aware narrator are to be 

believed. 

The foot-stamping insistence on individual rights obliterates what should be a tension between those rights 

and the well-being of the community as a whole. This is all the more relevant at a time when the political 

implications of unbridled individualism, represented by capitalism’s self-made man, have never been clearer. 

There must be a way to express oneself while also ensuring that others aren’t silenced, oppressed, and 

forgotten. There must be a way to protect the individual while addressing dire problems that can only be fixed 

collectively, from environmental collapse to systemic racism and sexism. To err on the side of solidarity, even 

against one’s strongest emotions, is not to sacrifice our individual humanity. It is to accept what Elizabeth 

Bennet finally learned: that the truth will set you free. 

Ryu Spaeth is the features editor of The New Republic’s website. 

 

@RyuSpaeth 

 

https://newrepublic.com/article/155681/strange-liberal-backlash-woke-culture 

  

https://newrepublic.com/article/119005/ben-lerners-1004-review-repetition-and-autobiography-fiction
https://twitter.com/RyuSpaeth
https://twitter.com/RyuSpaeth
https://newrepublic.com/article/155681/strange-liberal-backlash-woke-culture
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Encouraging early results from first human CRISPR gene therapy trials 

By Rich Haridy 

 

The first two patients treated in a CRISPR gene editing study report incredibly positive results after the one-

off experimental treatment 

kentoh/Depositphotos 

VIEW 1 IMAGES 

Promising preliminary data from one of the first human trials testing the safety and efficacy of a CRISPR 

gene therapy has just been revealed. Although it is too early to evaluate long-term effects, the initial reports 

are impressively successful for two patients with severe genetic blood diseases. 

Until February of this year, when pharmaceutical companies CRISPR Therapeutics and Vertex began a large 

global trial into a treatment called CTX001, no human outside of China had been officially treated with a 

CRISPR-based gene editing therapy. 

https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://depositphotos.com/259472320/stock-photo-genetic-code.html
https://newatlas.com/crispr-gene-editing-first-human-trial/46453/
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CTX001 was developed to treat two types of inherited blood disease, beta-thalassemia and sickle cell disease. 

Both conditions are caused by a mutation in a single gene and the treatment involves engineering a patient's 

stem cells with a single genetic change designed to raise levels of fetal hemoglobin in red blood cells. 

The newly announced data from the first two patients treated with CTX001 is nothing short of extraordinary. 

The first patient was treated with the CRISPR therapy at the beginning of 2019 for transfusion-dependent 

beta-thalassemia. The patient’s illness was so severe they required around 16 blood transfusions every year. 

Nine months after the single CTX001 treatment the patient was completely independent of the need for blood 

transfusions and their total hemoglobin levels were near normal. 

The second patient, treated for sickle cell disease, demonstrated similar remarkable responses to the one-off 

gene therapy treatment. Four months after the CTX001 infusion the patient’s total hemoglobin levels had 

returned to normal and many of the disease symptoms had disappeared. 

“We are very encouraged by these preliminary data, the first such data to be reported for patients with beta 

thalassemia and sickle cell disease treated with our CRISPR/Cas9 edited autologous hematopoietic stem cell 

candidate, CTX001,” says Samarth Kulkarni, CEO of CRISPR Therapeutics. “These data support our belief 

in the potential of our therapies to have meaningful benefit for patients following a one-time intervention.” 

Both patients did suffer from a small number of serious adverse events following the CTX001 treatment, 

however, the researchers conducting the trial are confident none of these side effects were related to the gene 

therapy. Instead, these side effects seem primarily related to a pre-CTX001 treatment involving the 

elimination of pre-existing mutated bone marrow cells to enable the healthy CRISPR-edited cells to 

reproduce. 

It is certainly very early days for the research, and a number of patients are yet to be enrolled and treated in 

this current trial. Both the beta-thalassemia and sickle cell disease trials plan to enroll up to 45 patients, with a 

two-year follow-up planned to evaluate safety and efficacy. The Phase 1/2 open-label trials precede larger 

Phase 3 trials required for ultimate market approval, so these new therapies are still at least a decade away 

from clinical implementation. 

Still, these initial results are as positive as one could hope for at this stage, establishing CRISPR gene editing 

as having exciting curative potential in human subjects. Whether the treatment holds for extended periods of 

time, and demonstrates longer safety profiles is yet to be determined. But, these early results are leaving 

researchers cautiously optimistic. 

“The data we announced today are remarkable and demonstrate that CTX001 has the potential to be a curative 

CRISPR/Cas9-based gene-editing therapy for people with sickle cell disease and beta thalassemia,” says CEO 

of Vertex, Jeffrey Leiden. “While the data are exciting, we are still in the early phase of this clinical 

program.” 

Source: CRISPR Therapeutics 

We recommend 

1. Regenerating medicine 

http://www.crisprtx.com/about-us/press-releases-and-presentations/crispr-therapeutics-and-vertex-announce-positive-safety-and-efficacy-data-from-first-two-patients-treated-with-investigational-crispr-cas9-gene-editing-therapy-ctx001-for-severe-hemoglobinopathies
http://www.bmj.com/content/358/bmj.j4245.short?utm_campaign=tbmj&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd&utm_term=usage-042019&utm_content=consumer
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Andrew Webster et al., The BMJ, 2017 

2. Gene Therapy for Visual Loss: Opportunities and Concerns 

PracticeUpdate, 2018 

3. CRISPR/Cas9: at the cutting edge of hepatology 

Francis P Pankowicz et al., Gut, 2017 

1. Therapeutic Gene Editing Using CRISPR/Cas9 in Hematological Disorders 

PracticeUpdate, 2019 

2. Will Gene Editing Be in Your Medical Future? 

Leigh Page, Medscape 

3. Therapies Targeting DNA and RNA in Huntington's Disease 

PracticeUpdate, 2017 

 

Rich Haridy 

Rich is based in Melbourne, Australia and has strong interests in film, new media, and the new wave of 

psychedelic science. He has written for a number of online and print publications over the last decade while 

also acting as film critic for several radio broadcasters and podcasts. Rich was Chair of the Australian Film 

Critics Association for two years (2013-2015) and completed a Masters degree at the University of 

Melbourne. Since joining the New Atlas team three years ago Rich’s interests have considerably broadened to 

examine the era-defining effects of new technology on culture and life in the 21st century. 

 

https://newatlas.com/medical/encouraging-early-results-first-human-crispr-gene-therapy-trials/ 

  

https://www.practiceupdate.com/content/gene-therapy-for-visual-loss-opportunities-and-concerns/72908/21/5/1?elsca1=TrendMD_CPA
http://gut.bmj.com/content/early/2017/05/08/gutjnl-2016-313565?utm_term=1-B&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=alljjs&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://www.practiceupdate.com/content/therapeutic-gene-editing-using-crisprcas9-in-hematological-disorders/81542/23/18/1?elsca1=TrendMD_CPA
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/856498?src=trendmd_pilot
http://www.practiceupdate.com/C/58294/56?elsca1=TrendMD_CPA
https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://newatlas.com/medical/encouraging-early-results-first-human-crispr-gene-therapy-trials/
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The Heroines of America’s Black Press 

Maya Millett 

A collage of the art commissioned for this article; from top left, by Johnalynn Holland, Andrea Pippins, Erin 

Robinson, Elise R. Peterson, Adriana Bellet, and Xia Gordon 

How many black women journalists from the nineteenth century can you name? For many, the list starts and 

ends with Ida B. Wells, the pioneering newspaperwoman and activist whose anti-lynching crusade galvanized 

a movement. Wells was celebrated in her own lifetime, and for good reason—she inspired people on both 

sides of the Atlantic to pay attention to the atrocities inflicted on black Americans. But far from acting alone, 

she was part of a much larger network of black women journalists who dared to wield their pens in the names 

of truth and justice. At a time when all women were discouraged from engaging in “unladylike” activities like 

politics, the women of the black press were boldly writing about racial justice, gender equality, and political 

reform. 

The African-American press of the nineteenth century was a lively, dynamic, insistently visible force for 

change. First emerging in 1827 with Freedom’s Journal, a New York–based newspaper founded by a group of 

free black men and edited by journalists Samuel Cornish and John Russworm, the initial pre-Emancipation 

black-owned papers not only railed against slavery and injustice but served as a vital source of community 

https://www.nybooks.com/contributors/maya-millett/
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/millett-lead-2.jpg
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and education. They spread knowledge about current affairs, literature, and the arts, during a time when 

simply learning how to read and write in many parts of the country could get a black person killed. 

Countering the constant hatred leveled against black Americans by the mainstream press, and white America 

at-large, the publications provided a space for their readers to be truthfully, respectfully, seen. 

This driving spirit of the black press only intensified after the end of slavery. The years that followed 

Emancipation ushered in a new frontier for black people, which included the opportunity to define who they 

were and what they aspired to become. This collective push forward was brutally met by Jim Crow laws, the 

rise of the Ku Klux Klan, and the steady weight of discrimination and disenfranchisement, which, together 

with the terror of lynchings, threatened to stifle and erode black advancement. In this roiling landscape of 

hopeful progress and violent backlash, the black press exploded. Alongside an increase in black literacy, by 

1899 W. E. B. DuBois reported that there were over 150 dailies, weeklies, magazines, and journals across the 

country created by and for black people. 

Crucial to many of these publications was the exceptional work of black women. These journalists were of the 

black elite and the working class, the free-born and the formerly enslaved. They were a mix of wives and 

mothers and widows, and women who never married at all. They were civic workers and religious leaders and 

educators—and many of them were active clubwomen. 

The club movement began early in the nineteenth century, when black and white women formed groups in 

cities across the country to advocate for issues they were passionate about, such as suffrage, temperance, 

education, children’s welfare, and the abolition of slavery. For black women, these groups doubled as 

organized spaces to combat racial discrimination in their local communities and to advocate for greater equity 

in their lives and careers. In 1894, the club movement produced the first national newspaper published 

entirely by and for black women, The Woman’s Era, founded by Boston journalist and clubwoman Josephine 

St. Pierre Ruffin. 

If they didn’t know one another directly, the women journalists working during the era of the black press’s 

proliferation at least knew, and often publicly admired, the others’ work—so interconnected were their 

worlds. These women were fighting against multiple systems—racism, sexism, an exclusionary white 

feminist movement—that were determined to keep them unseen and unheard. With their platforms, they were 

attempting to write themselves, and all black women across America, into undeniable visibility. Together with 

the leading women thinkers, leaders, and activists of the race, they offered black women powerful tools to 

advocate for themselves—and gave us language, ideas, and strategies for political engagement that we are still 

influenced by today. 

And yet, their names are largely forgotten. 

I started Race Women on Instagram as a way to celebrate pioneering black feminists too often buried by 

history—women who, as the name “race women” suggests, devoted their lives to furthering the freedom of 

the men and women of the race. (The term “race man” would become well known for describing black 

intellectuals and activists like W.E.B. Du Bois, but the women thinkers of the day also repurposed the title for 

their own use.) By investigating the past through archival research, I hope to contribute to the vital work of 

sharing this history in order to keep the legacies of our foremothers alive. It is chiefly through the sustained 

efforts of other black women—writers, scholars, librarians, educators, community leaders—that information 

about them is known at all. My work builds on the foundation they established. 

https://www.instagram.com/race_women/
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The six journalists profiled here represent just a sample of the constellation of black women in the field who 

were making significant contributions during this critical time in American history. Gloria Wade-Gayles, a 

scholar of black women’s history, determined that between 1886 and 1905, nearly fifty black women 

journalists were reportedly working across the country. A handful had begun publishing even before this 

timeline, in the 1870s and earlier. Still, there is too little recognition of their bravery and hard work. One 

result of the historical canon’s neglect is that images of these women are largely nonexistent—or simply gone. 

Sometimes just one or two portraits remain. (Consider, by way of contrast, the records we have for figures 

like Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, for whom a quick Google search generates several 

photographs from each stage in their lives.) 

In an attempt to repair some of what’s been lost to time and prejudice, six different artists who celebrate black 

womanhood in their own work—Adriana Bellet, Andrea Pippins, Elise R. Peterson, Erin Robinson, Johnalynn 

Holland, and Xia Gordon—have created original portraits of the journalists described here, based on the 

images that are extant. These portraits, and the brief biographies that accompany them, honor the 

extraordinary lives these women led and serve to memorialize their legacies. 

 

Lillian Parker Thomas Fox by Johnalynn 

Holland 

https://www.jeezvanilla.com/
https://andreapippins.com/
https://www.eliserpeterson.com/
http://brooklyndolly.com/
http://www.johnalynnholland.com/
http://www.johnalynnholland.com/
https://xiagordon.com/
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/lillian-parker-thomas-fox-johnalynn-holland.jpg
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Lillian Parker Thomas Fox (1854–1917) 

Lillian Parker Thomas Fox was born in Chicago in 1854, but soon after moved with her family to Oshkosh, 

Wisconsin. She spent her adolescence deep in books, in and outside the classroom, but by one account she 

was forced to end her education during her third year of high school, when she became engaged. Though 

many of her friends assumed that marriage would mark the end of her intellectual pursuits, Fox was 

undeterred. She began writing articles for the daily and weekly black press in Wisconsin, providing opinion 

pieces on events around town and the injustices plaguing the race on a national level. 

Her first major article protested the repeal of the Civil Rights Act of 1875, which was the last piece of 

Reconstruction-era legislation guaranteeing black people equal rights by law. Addressing white America, Fox 

was not afraid to condemn the country’s hypocrisy: “You pity England with her Lords and Commons; Russia 

with its Czar and subject, and yet practically acknowledge that you have a people among you of American 

birth whom you consider by God created for your servants, your inferiors by nature rather than by condition.”  

Fox continued to publish her sharp, incisive pieces in publications across the Midwest, supporting her writing 

career by working as a seamstress and a sought-after elocutionist. In 1885, she moved to Indianapolis, 

Indiana, and a few years later accepted a position at one of the city’s black newspapers, the nationally 

known Indianapolis Freeman. Fox was the only woman journalist on staff, and she created all of the special 

features columns in the paper, including one called “Race Gleanings.” 

Like all race women, Fox believed that true freedom could come only with racial and gender equality—and 

she used her platform in print to advocate for both: “The feminine heart yearns for broader paths wherein to 

walk, an intellectual highway whereupon all nations or sex may walk abreast,” she declared in an article 

written circa 1893. As an active clubwoman, Fox started numerous women’s groups, both in Indianapolis and 

at the state level, including the Indiana Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs. She participated in various 

national women’s conventions, sharing stages with famous black feminist figures like the abolitionist, 

suffragist, and writer Frances Ellen Watkins Harper. On her way to one convention in Atlanta, in 1895, she 

was kicked off a train in the middle of the night for refusing to move to the “colored” section. She promptly 

sued the train company. But unlike the case of Ida B. Wells, who had also sued the railroad—and won—after 

being similarly ejected from a train a few years earlier, it’s unclear what happened with Fox’s suit; no legal 

records of it seem to have survived. But acts of defiance like hers and Wells’s created pathways for women 

like Claudette Colvin and Rosa Parks to follow decades later.  

In 1900, two years after the death of her husband, Fox became the first black journalist to write regularly for a 

white-owned and -managed Indiana publication, the Indianapolis News. Although the newspaper never 

allowed her a byline in the fourteen years she worked there—she published anonymously—black journalists 

made sure people knew exactly which articles were hers, citing her work in their own papers. Fox was 

exuberantly praised by her people, described as “majestic” and “luminous”—a journalist who used her craft to 

direct “human thought forward.” For over twenty-five years she challenged American society with her work 

to think more expansively about what freedom and equality could look like. 

In 2014, Lillian Parker Thomas Fox was inducted into the Indiana Journalism Hall of Fame. 
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Katherine Davis Chapman 

Tillman by Xia Gordon 

Katherine Davis Chapman Tillman (1870–circa 1922) 

Katherine Davis Chapman Tillman was born in Mound City, Illinois, a rural town at the southern tip of the 

state on the Ohio River. Tillman’s mother was a gifted teacher and taught her to read, but her parents 

struggled financially, and she didn’t have access to a formal education until the family moved to Yankton, 

South Dakota, when she was twelve years old. There, Tillman’s writing flourished. 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/kate-chapman-xia-gordon.jpg
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She developed a love for poetry, publishing her first poem in the Christian Recorder newspaper at the age of 

eighteen, when she was still in high school. She continued publishing poems and essays throughout the black 

press, including in the Indianapolis Freeman, where Lillian Parker Thomas Fox was sure to have 

encountered—perhaps even nurtured—Tillman’s promising work. Many of her poems were frank social 

commentaries that confronted society’s egregious offenses. “And shall our people, long oppressed / By fierce, 

inhuman foe, / Not seek to have their wrongs redressed?” she asked in “A Question of Today,” published in 

the Freeman in 1889. “No! by their manhood, no!” 

Tillman went on to attend Wilberforce University in Ohio, and State University in Kentucky, while 

continuing to circulate her writing. In addition to her newspaper work, throughout her career she also 

published several books of fiction, a volume of literary essays, as well as several biographies and plays. She 

used all of these forms as opportunities to promote racial pride and address concerns affecting black people, 

women in particular. In fact, black women were some of her most beloved muses. Tillman honored the work 

of Ida B. Wells in her poem “Lines to Ida B. Wells” (1894) and celebrated the suffragist and educator Anna 

H. Jones in her ode “My Queen” (1891). 

In her essay “Afro-American Women and Their Work” (1895), Tillman extols the extraordinary 

accomplishments of black women since the end of slavery—many of whom, through incredible feats of 

perseverance, she described, survived the added savagery of sexual violence on top of slavery’s general 

horror. She fills the essay with the names of dozens of women from across the country who had achieved 

things the world never imagined they could: becoming businesswomen and land owners, school principals, 

sculptors, painters, musicians, writers, doctors. She celebrates high-society ladies in equal measure to 

working-class women, crediting domestic laborers especially for the fundamental contributions and sacrifices 

they made for the uplifting of the race: “It is owing to their liberality that we have many of the privileges we 

now enjoy.” 

Tillman was just nineteen when she was featured, as a journalist on the rise, in Irvine Garland Penn’s Afro-

American Press and Its Editors (1891), a book that extensively chronicled the history of the black press since 

its inception. She believed strongly in the power of the press to engender change, writing to Penn about the 

value of their shared profession: “I regard the press as one of the mightiest factors that move this universe of 

ours. So great is its influence, so powerful its results, I verily believe that if we, through any unseen force, 

should lose our free press, our republic would be shattered.” 
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Lucy Wilmot Smith by Andrea Pippins 

Lucy Wilmot Smith (1861–1889) 

In 1886, twenty-four-year-old Lucy Wilmot Smith stood before a mostly black male audience at the American 

National Baptist Convention and delivered a speech titled “The Future Colored Girl.” Whereas the typical 

Southern “colored girl” of the past had faced a narrow destiny of enslavement, domestic servitude, and 

subordinate, dependent positions in her household, Smith argued that black girls of the present, and the future 

women they would become, could and should demand more. Equality for Smith meant economic 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/lucy-wilmot-andrea-pippins.jpg
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empowerment, a range of professional options, and the unwavering power to choose. “Give the girl the same 

freedom in exercising as the boy,” she argued, “the same liberty of wearing loose clothes, the same mental 

food and she will accomplish the same work.” 

Smith was raised in Lexington, Kentucky, by her mother, Margaret, a widow who supported her seven 

children on her own as a domestic worker. With no male head of the household to rely on, Smith witnessed 

firsthand the struggles her mother endured to provide for her family as a single black woman living in the 

South with few economic choices. Though Census records suggest that Margaret did not know how to read or 

write, she took it upon herself to ensure that the “unusually bright” Smith was given every educational 

opportunity she had been denied. 

At sixteen, Smith became a teacher, in large part to help support her family, and a few years later took over as 

principal of the junior teacher training school (called a model school) at Lexington’s State University. There, 

she encouraged the girls in her classroom to cultivate their ambitions and never doubt where their intelligence 

could take them. Only a few years older than her students, Smith led by example. While there, she paid for 

her sister’s schooling at the university, served as personal secretary to the school’s president—and started 

seeking bigger platforms to share her ideas. 

By the mid-1880s, Smith was running the children’s and women’s section columns at two Baptist 

newspapers, and eventually joined the staff of the Baptist Journal. Like Katherine Tillman, Smith was also 

seen as a rising star within the black press. She used her editorial space to lay out practical strategies for how 

her people could ascend. She wrote articles about jobs women might pursue outside the realm of domestic 

labor; work children could do to earn their own money; the importance of voting in the larger scheme of black 

women’s independence. Over thirty years before women’s right to vote was granted, Smith wrote: “Our 

position is, that women should have the ballot, not as a matter of expediency, but as a matter of pure justice.” 

Smith also became a member of the National Baptist Convention and its adjacent women’s educational 

convention. Religious organizations throughout civil rights history have produced vital pools of activists, 

commonly allying with secular movements to further a common cause—and Smith was one of the most vocal 

advocates for women’s rights within this male-dominated Baptist circle. She frequently gave lectures on the 

need for female leadership in the Church, offering examples of powerful women in world history and in the 

Bible as proof of their ability to take charge. 

“To know her was but to admire her,” North Carolina activist and physician Lawson A. Scruggs wrote in 

Smith’s biographical sketch, featured in his book Women of Distinction: Remarkable in Works and Invincible 

in Character (1893). The portrait he paints is of an extremely hard-working, intelligent leader who put her 

passion for the elevation of women above all else. 

In December 1889, at the age of just twenty-eight, Lucy Wilmot Smith died after a brief illness. Even toward 

the end, when the sickness was wearing her body down, “she talked of her future work for her sex.” That 

year, she published a series of articles in the New York Journalist celebrating her sister newspaper writers. 

She was also in the midst of penning a book called Women and Their Achievements, but she died before she 

could finish the manuscript. Smith had hoped to open a seminary devoted to girls’ education, and had begun 

studying medicine because she strongly believed that women’s mortality rates were as high as they were 

partly because they didn’t feel comfortable sharing their ailments with male doctors. 
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“What woman, who reads this sketch,” asked Scruggs, “will take up the work she so nobly began and make 

the most of it for the good of the race and humanity at large?” 

 

Mary Virginia Cook-Parrish by Erin Robinson 

Mary Virginia Cook-Parrish (1862–1945) 

Mary Virginia Cook-Parrish was traveling through New England when she heard the news that her friend 

Lucy Wilmot Smith was sick. It was Cook-Parrish’s future husband, prominent pastor Charles Parrish, who 

finally convinced Smith to step away from her post at State University, and took her home to her mother to 

rest. “I waited to see Ms. Cook,” Smith was reported to have said, “but I must go now.” At Smith’s funeral, it 

was Cook-Parrish who gave the eulogy, lauding Smith’s work in the fight for the race, for women, that they’d 

waged together, side by side: “Her pen and voice always designated her position so clearly that no one need 

mistake her motive.” It was Cook-Parrish, too, who reportedly promised to finish Smith’s book on black 

women’s achievements—“if only the manuscript could be gotten.” 

Although she wasn’t able to fulfill that promise, Mary Virginia Cook-Parrish was a living testament to black 

women’s limitless capacity to achieve. Born into slavery in Bowling Green, Kentucky, in 1862, she spent her 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/mary-cook-erin-robinson.jpg
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early years post-Emancipation taking advantage of whatever schooling she could. Although educational 

opportunities were scarce, Cook-Parrish was determined, winning numerous spelling bees and reading 

contests, and eventually receiving the accolade of the city’s top student. In 1881, her reputation earned her a 

spot at State University, from which she graduated two years later as valedictorian. Upon graduation, she 

became a teacher, then principal, of the teacher training school there. And that was where she and Lucy 

Smith—also a principal, of the model school—likely forged their friendship. 

Like Smith, Cook-Parrish also became involved in National Baptist Convention activities with the aim of 

disrupting the old ways to demand space for women to lead—both inside the Church and in their own lives. 

Equality for women in education and employment was the centerpiece of her advocacy. As vice-president of 

the Baptists’ women’s educational convention, Cook-Parrish steadily challenged male leadership on public 

stages, delivering pointed speeches with titles like “Woman: A Potent Factor in Public Reform.” 

By 1886, she had taken her sharp commentary to the printed page, publishing articles in black papers across 

the country under the pen name “Grace Ermine.” Cook-Parrish wrote columns for several publications across 

the South, unabashedly focusing on racial injustice. “White faces seem to think it their heaven-born right to 

practice civil war on negroes, to the extent of blood-shed and death,” she wrote in an editorial for Our Women 

and Children magazine circa 1889. “They look upon the life of their brother in black as a bubble to be blown 

away at their pleasure… This outrage cannot endure. God still lives, and that which has been sown shall be 

reaped.” 

In her work advocating for gender rights, Cook-Parrish carried forward the belief that she and Smith shared 

that there was a world of opportunity awaiting women if only they knew how to begin. The press, she saw, 

was a powerful tool of connection, and she encouraged other women to enter journalism as a way of 

amplifying the causes they cared about, creating a network of empowered, engaged black women. To her 

peers, Mary Virginia Cook-Parrish’s writing was a beacon, “shedding therefrom a gleam of light wherever 

found,” as journalist and civil rights activist Monroe Majors wrote at the time. “Marvelous indeed is it when 

we take into consideration the fact that such women are indeed living realities.” 
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Photo: Berea College Special 

Collections and Archives; Berea, KY 

Mary Ellen Britton by Elise R. Peterson 

Dr. Mary Ellen Britton (1855–1925) 

When Mary Ellen Britton addressed the Eighth Annual State Association of Colored Teachers Convention in 

1887, she started with a confession. The theme of her speech was women’s suffrage—a right, she admitted, 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/mary-britton-elise-peterson.jpg
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she had not always believed in. Britton explained that the South she grew up in was not a place that condoned 

or supported equal rights for women. Human rights, not women’s rights, was the cause she’d always felt 

compelled to agitate for. Writing articles on racial injustice in local newspapers, Britton was labeled a 

“strong-minded” woman for her opinions, and, she said, “not knowing the import, I argued against the term.” 

But, she continued, this was no longer so: “I now throw away the old ignorant prejudices, which I am 

ashamed to have ever held, and stand here this evening, fearlessly, defending woman suffrage.” 

Though raised in antebellum Kentucky, Mary Britton herself was born free. Her father was a free-born 

carpenter of Spanish and Native American descent, and her mother, though born into slavery, was freed by 

her mistress at sixteen and for years toured the country as a talented pianist. One of ten children, Britton 

enjoyed the privileges that her parents’ relatively comfortable status afforded the family, attending good 

schools and eventually enrolling at Berea College in 1871. But three years later, both of Britton’s parents died 

suddenly, within months of each other, and at the age of nineteen, she was forced to drop out of school and 

support herself. 

Finding work as a teacher in the Lexington school system, Britton spent this next period of her life learning 

how to navigate a world that treated women—particularly black women—as a separate and decidedly unequal 

class within the labor force. A woman “suffers all the wrong and impositions of the working man,” she 

observed during her suffrage speech. “And the addition of a still greater injustice, that a woman shall receive 

less wages than a man for the same amount and quality of work, simply because she is a woman.” In pushing 

for equality, particularly through political reform, Britton realized that women could affect real change in 

their lives. Suffrage meant staking their claim to power, and gave them the right “to follow freely their natural 

gifts.” 

Over the rest of her career, Britton amassed a reputation as a gifted teacher while continuing to publish 

articles in newspapers across the South. She also ran the Lexington Herald’s women’s column under the pen 

name “Meb.” “Many and varied have been her treatises on the race question,” wrote Monroe Majors in his 

sketch of her for his book Noted Negro Women: Their Triumphs and Activities (1893). “More than a dozen 

Negro journals have been forced onward toward the high mark, owing to the quality of her contributions. All 

Louisville is alive to the fact that within its borders there is one plucky woman and she is our Meb.” 

Not satisfied with limiting her activism to the page, Britton often took her protesting to the streets. In 1892 

she and a group of black women leaders traveled to the Kentucky capitol of Frankfurt to call on lawmakers to 

reject the Separate Coach Act, a bill that would require black and white Kentuckians to ride in separate and, 

of course, unequal train cars. Among the small delegation present to state their case was Mary Virginia Cook-

Parrish. 

The next year Britton traveled to Chicago for the 1893 World’s Fair to make a point about the country’s racial 

discrimination. Called “The White City” because many of the buildings were white, for black Americans—

who were categorically denied participation in the Fair—the nickname was particularly apt. To test whether 

she would be admitted to her state’s showcase building, Britton subjected herself to the “humiliation, 

indignation and other strains” of being ejected, according to a reporter who saw the incident unfold. “Being 

asked if she had any reason to expect different treatment in the Kentucky building than she received in the 

city of her home, she said she wanted to see.” 

In 1897, after more than twenty years as a journalist and educator, Britton decided to study medicine, 

recognizing—much as Lucy Wilmot Smith did—just how underserved her people were in health care. By that 
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point, she had grieved the loss of several of her siblings—including her younger sister Hattie, who died at 

twenty-three by suicide—on top of the early deaths of her parents. In 1902, Mary Britton became the first 

black woman physician in Kentucky. A year into her practice, she built a home that would also double as her 

doctor’s office for the next twenty-two years, until she retired. 

By then, Britton’s career had fully embodied her own closing remarks in that pivotal speech of 1887: “No 

movement of any great importance has ever taken place in the world, in which woman has not taken a 

prominent part as a worker.” 

 

Victoria Earle Matthews by Adriana Bellet 

Victoria Earle Matthews (1861–1907) 

Victoria Earle Matthews believed that the most crucial action black people could take in the fight for freedom 

was to write broadly, contributing to all genres and forms, and to preserve their own narratives. Race 

literature, as she called it in a 1895 speech titled “The Value of Race Literature,” held “potent possibilities.” It 

was the antidote to centuries of ignorance that insisted on the lie of black people’s inferiority. It could be a 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/victoria-earle-matthews-adriana-bellet.png
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constantly replenishing source of racial pride, its mere existence a radical act of defiance in a country where 

“statutes were carefully, painstakingly prepared by the most advanced and learned American jurists to 

perpetuate ignorance.” Despite this, she declared, such laws “were powerless to keep all the race out from the 

Temple of Learning.” Flooding the landscape with black America’s intellectual contributions was the guiding 

spirit of her prolific journalism career. 

Matthews was born into slavery in Fort Valley, Georgia, in 1861. After several attempts, her mother, 

Caroline, escaped North to set up a better life for her nine children. When she returned several years later to 

retrieve them, she found only four of those children still living, young Victoria among them. In 1869, the 

family moved first to Virginia, and later to New York City, when Matthews was twelve. She briefly attended 

school but soon left to look after a sick relative. 

Matthews then started working as a domestic servant, picking up bits of learning however she could, mostly 

teaching herself. One of her white employers, noticing her eagerness, allowed Matthews to read whatever she 

wanted in their library after her day’s work was done. One can only speculate if it was in that space, 

surrounded by books she did not own, filled with stories that were not hers—some of which undoubtedly 

presented ugly depictions of her people she knew to be false—that Matthews’s passion for race literature 

started to emerge. 

In 1879, at the age of eighteen, she married a coachman named William Matthews; a year later, they had a 

son, Lamartine. Balancing marriage and motherhood, Matthews began breaking into the world of journalism. 

Writing under the name “Victoria Earle,” she had soon published articles in more than twenty newspapers, 

magazines, and journals across the country, reporting for New York papers like the Times and the Herald, and 

writing for black newspapers such as the Richmond Planet, the Washington Bee, and the Cleveland Gazette. 

Matthews became known as “a giantess” in the field—the “Queen Bee” of black women journalists who, 

according to The Woman’s Era newspaper, “has stirred our best women as no other woman has done.” In 

addition to her articles, she also produced works of fiction, short stories that described the inner lives of black 

women from all walks of life, and explored the complicated racial politics of colorism and passing—issues 

very much alive to Matthews as a light-skinned, straight-haired black woman. 

Matthews, too, was deeply involved in the women’s club movement. In 1892, she and Brooklyn educator 

Maritcha Lyons hosted a benefit dinner for Ida B. Wells not long after the office of Wells’s Memphis 

newspaper, The Free Speech, was burned to the ground by a white mob in retaliation for her dogged reporting 

of lynchings. Shortly after the fundraiser, Matthews and Lyons formed the Women’s Loyal Union to support 

Wells’s anti-lynching efforts and other social justice issues. Matthews went on to become a founding member 

of the National Association of Colored Women in 1896, bringing her into contact with hundreds of women 

engaged in a united fight for gender and racial equality across the country—including Lillian Parker Thomas 

Fox. 

The death of her son at sixteen sent Matthews into deep mourning. To channel her grief, she turned her 

attention to working in service of children. After discovering that young black girls from the South were 

being lured by shady Northern employment agencies and recruited into prostitution, she opened in 1897 an 

all-girls school in Harlem called the White Rose Mission. The mission stationed women agents in both the 

South and the North to ensure the girls received safe passage to the school. And there Matthews installed a 

library filled with books by black authors, arming the next generation with the powerful legacy they’d 

inherited. 
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“Our task is a conquest for a place for ourselves,” she’d said during that 1895 speech on the importance of 

race literature, delivered at the First National Conference of the Colored Women of America. Victoria Earle 

Matthews’s message to the crowd—an audience made up entirely of devoted race women—was clear: We tell 

these stories for our remembrance, and for our survival. If we fail, “not only will the sturdy pioneers who 

paved the way and laid the foundation of our Race Literature be robbed of their just due, but an irretrievable 

wrong will be inflicted upon the generations that shall come after us.” 

Gratitude to Gloria Wade-Gayles, Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, Darlene Clark Hine, Karen Cotton 

McDaniel, Claudia Tate, Shirley Wilson Logan, and Wilma L. Gibbs Moore, whose selected texts, linked to 

here, helped to deepen my understanding of the work and lives of these six incredible women. 

 

This project was made possible through the support of the Eyebeam Center for the Future of Journalism. 

 

https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2019/11/23/the-heroines-of-americas-black-press/ 

  

https://www.jstor.org/stable/3043847?seq=1
https://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674769786
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/000608897
https://networks.h-net.org/system/files/contributed-files/maryellenbritton-griotarticlebymcdaniel2013.pdf
https://networks.h-net.org/system/files/contributed-files/maryellenbritton-griotarticlebymcdaniel2013.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Katherine-Chapman-Tillman-Schomburg-Nineteenth-Century/dp/0195062000
http://www.siupress.com/books/978-0-8093-2193-3
https://www.amazon.com/Indianas-African-American-Heritage-Essays-History/dp/0871950995
https://www.eyebeam.org/eyebeam-center-for-the-future-of-journalism/
https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2019/11/23/the-heroines-of-americas-black-press/
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Relationship Lessons from Trees 

“I think of good love as something that roots, not rots, over time, and of the hyphae that are weaving through 

the ground below me, reaching out through the soil in search of mergings.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“The tree which moves some to tears of joy is in the eyes of others only a green thing which stands in the 

way,” William Blake wrote in his most beautiful letter. “As a man is, so he sees.” Walt Whitman saw trees 

as the wisest of teachers; Hermann Hesse as our mightiest consolation for mortality. Wangari Maathai rooted 

in them a colossal act of resistance that earned her the Nobel Peace Prize. Poets have elegized their wisdom, 

artists have drawn from their form resonance with our human emotions, scientists are only just beginning 

to uncover their own secret language. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/07/14/william-blake-john-trusler-letter/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/11/06/walt-whitman-specimen-days-trees/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/09/21/hermann-hesse-trees/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/06/04/wangari-maathai-the-woman-who-planted-millions-of-trees/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/09/23/amanda-palmer-mary-oliver-when-i-am-among-the-trees/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/06/trees-at-night-art-young/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/07/10/trees-ted-ed/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0393242145/braipick-20
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Robert Macfarlane — a rare enchanter who entwines the scientific and the poetic in his lyrical explorations of 

the natural world — offers a crowning curio in the canon of wisdom on human life drawn from trees in a 

passage from Underland: A Deep Time Journey (public library) — his magnificent soul-guided, science-

lit tour of the hidden universe beneath our feet. 

 

Art by Arthur Rackham for a rare 1917 edition of the Brothers Grimm fairy tales. (Available as a print.) 

Macfarlane writes: 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/08/13/marianne-moore-camperdown-elm/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0393242145/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/underland-a-deep-time-journey/oclc/1090426398&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/16/underland-robert-macfarlane/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/02/29/arthur-rackham-brothers-grimm/
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-from-a-rare-1917-edition-of-the-brothers-grimm-fairy-tales_print?curator=brainpicker
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/02/29/arthur-rackham-brothers-grimm/
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Lying there among the trees, despite a learned wariness towards anthropomorphism, I find it hard not to 

imagine these arboreal relations in terms of tenderness, generosity and even love: the respectful distance of 

their shy crowns, the kissing branches that have pleached with one another, the unseen connections forged by 

root and hyphae between seemingly distant trees. I remember something Louis de Bernières has written about 

a relationship that endured into old age: “we had roots that grew towards each other underground, and when 

all the pretty blossom had fallen from our branches we found that we were one tree and not two.” As someone 

lucky to live in a long love, I recognize that gradual growing-towards and subterranean intertwining; the 

things that do not need to be said between us, the unspoken communication which can sometimes tilt 

troublingly towards silence, and the sharing of both happiness and pain. I think of good love as something that 

roots, not rots, over time, and of the hyphae that are weaving through the ground below me, reaching out 

through the soil in search of mergings. Theirs, too, seems to me then a version of love’s work. 

Art from Trees at Night by Art Young, 1926. 

(Available as a print.) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/06/trees-at-night-art-young/
https://society6.com/product/they-were-lonesome-from-trees-at-night-by-art-young_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/they-were-lonesome-from-trees-at-night-by-art-young_print?curator=brainpicker
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Beneath the canopy, Macfarlane marvels at the slim contour of empty space around each tree’s crown — a 

phenomenon known as crown shyness, “whereby individual forest trees respect each other’s space, leaving 

slender running gaps between the end of one tree’s outermost leaves and the start of another’s.” 

In this, too, I see a poignant lesson in love, evocative of Rilke and what may be the greatest relationship 

advice ever committed to words: “I hold this to be the highest task of a bond between two people: that each 

should stand guard over the solitude of the other.” 

“Broken/hearted” by Maria Popova. 

(Available as a print.) 

Couple this tiny fragment of the sweepingly wondrous Underland with Amanda Palmer’s lovely reading of 

Mary Oliver’s poem “When I Am Among the Trees,” then revisit Kahlil Gibran on the difficult balance of 

intimacy and independence in love. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/11/13/robert-macfarlane-underland-tree-

love/?mc_cid=e315e9cc24&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/09/03/rilke-love-marriage/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/09/03/rilke-love-marriage/
https://society6.com/product/brokenhearted-by-maria-popova_print?curator=brainpicker
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0393242145/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/09/23/amanda-palmer-mary-oliver-when-i-am-among-the-trees/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/09/27/kahlil-gibran-the-prophet-love-marriage/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/09/27/kahlil-gibran-the-prophet-love-marriage/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/11/13/robert-macfarlane-underland-tree-love/?mc_cid=e315e9cc24&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/11/13/robert-macfarlane-underland-tree-love/?mc_cid=e315e9cc24&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://society6.com/product/brokenhearted-by-maria-popova_print?curator=brainpicker
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Inflammation linked with Alzheimer's, reduced cognition and brain fog 

By Rich Haridy 

 

Three new studies add weight to a long-held hypothesis connecting neurodegeneration and cognitive 

impairment to chronic inflammation 

LisaAlisa_ill/Depositphotos 

VIEW 1 IMAGES 

Several newly published studies are reporting evidence affirming a growing hypothesis that links 

inflammation with cognitive deficits. As well as associating inflammation with the cognitive deficits seen in 

conditions such as bipolar disorder and Alzheimer’s, some research is even suggesting low-grade systemic 

inflammation in healthy subjects can result in mental sluggishness. 

For some time patients suffering from chronic inflammatory conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis or 

inflammatory bowel disease have reported mild cognitive deficits in association with their disease. Despite a 

number of correlational studies finding connections between inflammation and cognitive performance, 

homing in on any clear causal links has been a little tricky for scientists. 

https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://depositphotos.com/61362477/stock-illustration-creative-concept-of-human-brain.html
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“Scientists have long suspected a link between inflammation and cognition, but it is very difficult to be clear 

about the cause and effect,” explains Ali Mazaheri, from the University of Birmingham. “For example, people 

living with a medical condition or being very overweight might complain of cognitive impairment, but it’s 

hard to tell if that’s due to the inflammation associated with these conditions or if there are other reasons.” 

The experiment 

Mazaheri and his team sought to create an experiment that could empirically evaluate the effects of 

inflammation on specific cognitive processes. Twenty healthy volunteers were recruited and subjected to a 

double-blind, placebo-controlled experiment. 

To induce low-grade systemic inflammation, the subjects were administered a salmonella typhoid vaccine. 

This vaccine is known to trigger a rapid, albeit small, systemic inflammatory response, but with no broader 

side effects such as fever. Around six hours after the injection the participants completed a number of 

cognitive tests while having their brainwave activity measured. Blood samples were also taken at various 

points to track levels of interleukin-6, a marker of systemic inflammatory activity. Each subject performed the 

experiment twice, once with a placebo and once with the active vaccine. 

The cognitive tests performed in the study were primarily focused on attentional processes. The researchers 

point out that while similar prior studies have not found experimentally induced inflammation to result in 

significant cognitive alterations, those studies used “coarse cognitive tests (e.g., digit span forward, digit 

symbol test, color-word Stroop test) that more likely index memory, learning and other high-level executive 

functions.” This new study was much more interested in testing visual attention processes. Three particular 

components of visual attention were evaluated: alerting, orientating, and executive control. 

The results revealed the induction of mild systemic inflammation seemed to only affect one of those three 

processes – alerting. This specific attentional state of arousal involves the ability to focus our cognitive 

processes on a discreet object or source while filtering out other peripheral bits of information. This result was 

primarily identified via differences in EEG brainwave activity and not the general cognitive tests. 

“Observed in the absence of performance decrements, these novel findings suggest that acute inflammation 

requires individuals to exert greater cognitive effort when preparing for a task in order to maintain adequate 

behavioral performance,” the researchers conclude in the published paper. 

Mazaheri suggests these results may explain why some people with chronic inflammatory diseases often 

report feelings of mental sluggishness. 

“These results show quite clearly that there’s a very specific part of the brain network that’s affected by 

inflammation,” says Mazaheri. “This could explain ‘brain fog’.” 

The bipolar connection 

The University of Birmingham study is primarily exploring mild cognitive consequences from low-grade 

inflammation. A separate, newly published study has investigated the relationship between cognitive 

impairment and inflammation in patients suffering from bipolar disorder (BD). 
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The research, led by scientists from Brigham and Women's Hospital, began by trying to understand what 

factors could explain why only around 50 percent of patients with bipolar disorder display neurocognitive 

deficits. The hypothesis was that not only could inflammatory biomarkers be used to identify those BD 

patients at the greatest risk of cognitive decline, but treating that inflammatory symptom could potentially 

offer cognitive benefits. 

"We know that one person with bipolar disorder may be very different from another, and these findings 

support this,” says Katherine Burdick, corresponding author on the Brigham study. “Levels of inflammation 

varied in patients, but among those with high levels of inflammation, we saw the strongest evidence of 

cognitive impairment." 

The causal mechanisms may not be entirely clear but the Brigham team notes the predictive nature of these 

inflammatory markers in being able to identify cognitive decline, even after accounting for other confounding 

factors, imply a strong possibility that treating the inflammation could improve BD-related cognitive 

impairments. 

"Cognitive impairment is a core component of bipolar disorder," says Burdick. "Because of its significant role 

in predicting a person's level of functioning in their everyday lives, this needs to be considered a treatment 

target. The message here is an optimistic one: This is a marker of something we can actively change, which 

opens the door for hope." 

Assuming inflammation does play a role in acute cognitive impairment, it would be fair to ask what part it 

may play in longer term neurodegeneration? 

Alzheimer's disease and inflammation 

A fascinating study published earlier in 2019 suggested a statistically significant link between chronic 

inflammation in a person’s middle age, and higher rates of cognitive decline in later life. The 20-year study 

was resolutely correlational, with the researchers suggesting it is unclear whether treating mid-life 

inflammation would result in slower rates of cognitive decline in old age. 

New research, led by the German Centre for Neurodegenerative Diseases (DZNE) and the University of 

Bonn, is offering some intriguing causal evidence pointing to a possible mechanistic explanation linking 

inflammation with neurodegeneration. The impressive work looked at a macromolecule called NLRP3 that is 

found within the brain’s immune cells. NLRP3 is known as an inflammasome, a kind of molecular signal that 

triggers inflammatory activity. 

The current prevailing pathological sign of neurodegeneration, associated with conditions such as 

Alzheimer’s disease, is the aggregation of toxic proteins in certain parts of the brain. These accumulations of 

amyloid proteins into plaques, and tau proteins into neurofibrillary tangles, are thought to underpin the 

neuronal damage that leads to symptoms of dementia. 

Prior research from the same German team has suggested the early accumulations of amyloid proteins into 

plaques could be initially triggered by inflammatory activity mediated by the NLRP3 inflammasome. This 

new study now affirms the damaging tau pathology is also underpinned by the same inflammatory process. 

https://newatlas.com/chronic-inflammation-cognitive-decline-memory-dementia/58494/
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"Our results indicate that the inflammasome and the inflammatory reactions it triggers, play an important role 

in the emergence of tau pathology," says Michael Heneka, a senior researcher working on the project. "It 

appears that inflammatory processes mediated by the inflammasome are of central importance for most, if not 

all, neurodegenerative diseases with tau pathology." 

What this finding ultimately means is that inflammatory triggers may kick off the neurodegeneration 

attributed to Alzheimer’s disease and other amyloid- or tau-related dementias. Heneka suggests this particular 

inflammasome trigger could be the missing link in understanding how neurodegeneration begins. 

"Inflammatory processes promote the development of [amyloid] pathology, and as we have now been able to 

show, of tau pathology as well. Thus, the inflammasome plays a key role in Alzheimer's and other brain 

diseases," says Heneka. "The idea of influencing tau pathology is obvious. Future drugs could tackle exactly 

this aspect by modulating the immune response. With the development of tau pathology, mental abilities 

decline more and more.” 

Science is all about incremental, piecemeal discoveries. Very rarely does one single study offer up a universal 

answer. These three new studies are certainly not the final word on the topic, but rather they offer rigorous 

evidence for an increasingly strong hypothesis linking inflammatory processes to both acute cognitive 

impairment and longer-term cognitive decline. 

The University of Birmingham study was published in the journal NeuroImage. 

The Brigham and Women’s study was published in the journal Molecular Psychiatry. 

The German study was published in the journal Nature. 

Sources: University of Birmingham, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, German Centre for Neurodegenerative 

Diseases 

We recommend 

1. Cognitive Deficits Present Years Before Alzheimer's Develops 

Medscape 

2. ICU Stay Linked to Long-term Cognitive Impairment 

Laurie L. Barclay, MD, Medscape 

3. Cognitive Interventions in Alzheimer and Parkinson Diseases 

Prashanthi Vemuri et al., Medscape 

1. Cognitive Deficits Linked to Nonalcoholic Liver Disease 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1053811919306895
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41380-019-0591-1#Abs1
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1769-z#Abs1
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2019/11/link-between-inflammation-and-mental-sluggishness-shown-in-new-study.aspx
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2019-11/bawh-ap111519.php
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2019-11/d-gc-ipd112019.php
https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2019-11/d-gc-ipd112019.php
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/847560?src=trendmd_pilot
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/813848?src=trendmd_pilot
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/866669?src=trendmd_pilot
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/834732?src=trendmd_pilot
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Nancy A. Melville et al., Medscape 

2. Confirmed: Surgical Menopause Linked to Cognitive Decline 

Medscape 

3. Amyloid-β plaque formation and reactive gliosis are required for induction of cognitive deficits in 

App knock-in mouse models of Alzheimer’s disease 

Yasufumi Sakakibara et al., BMC Neurosci, 2019 

 

https://newatlas.com/medical/inflammation-immune-alzheimers-dementia-cognition-brain-fog/ 

  

https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/818037?src=trendmd_pilot
https://bmcneurosci.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12868-019-0496-6?utm_campaign=BMCS_TrendMD_2019_BMCNeuroscience&utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc
https://bmcneurosci.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12868-019-0496-6?utm_campaign=BMCS_TrendMD_2019_BMCNeuroscience&utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc
https://newatlas.com/medical/inflammation-immune-alzheimers-dementia-cognition-brain-fog/
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Beauty in Ingenuity: The Art of Science 

Jenny Uglow 

Science Museum Group 

Roy Nockolds: Supersonic, 1948–1952 

The Science Museum is always alive with children. School groups scribble on clipboards, five-year-olds drag 

parents and grandparents by the hand, push buttons, and make lights flash. Toddlers flag for ice-cream. The 

halls and galleries ring with noise. By contrast, in the softly lit exhibition space on the second floor, a sudden 

quiet descends. But almost at once, on entering the museum’s new show, “The Art of Innovation: From 

Enlightenment to Dark Matter,” here are the children again. In Joseph Wright of Derby’s A Philosopher 

Giving that Lecture on an Orrery in which a Lamp is put in the Place of the Sun (1766), they lean over, faces 

lit up, as the girl, her eyes glowing, points over her brother’s shoulder at the tiny planets circling the sun. 

That sense of excitement defines the exhibition, as visitors zig-zag from The Lecture on the Orrery through 

250 years of art and science. In the book that accompanies the show, far more than a catalog, the curators, Ian 

Blatchford and Tilly Blyth, lay out their stall. “Throughout history,” they write, “artists and scientists alike 

https://www.nybooks.com/contributors/jenny-uglow/
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/science-supersonic.jpg
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have been driven by curiosity and the desire to explore worlds, inner and outer. They have wanted to make 

sense of what they see around them and feel within them: to observe, record and transform. Sometimes 

working closely together, they have taken inspiration from each other’s practice.” To illustrate this dual 

heritage and point to the leaps of imagination in both fields, they have placed twenty works—painting, 

sculpture, film, photographs, posters, and textiles—alongside the scientific objects that inspired them. Thus A 

Lecture on the Orrery hangs near James Ferguson’s wooden pulley-operated mechanical model of the solar 

system, an orrery from the Museum’s collection. 

Science Museum Group 

Orrery planetary model, by James Ferguson, 1755–1756 

1.  

2.  
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Wright’s painting, so warmly inclusive with its male savants, awed young woman in her hat, and enthralled 

children, celebrates both the skill of the instrument maker and the rational Newtonian universe. But two years 

later, Wright painted a complementary picture, An Experiment on a Bird in the Air Pump, which shows the 

precariousness rather than the harmony of natural forces as the bird, deprived of oxygen, flutters near death. 

This time, the children turn away in fear: in the corner above them, the moon shimmers through a high 

window, suggesting mysteries beyond comprehension. This painting is not on show here, but the exhibition 

similarly acknowledges the dangers as well as the delights of scientific advances. In a later section, a large 

Greenpeace poster shouts, “It’s deadly serious Mr. Reagan—nuclear weapons testing must stop.” 

It’s a delicate balance. At the exhibition’s opening, Conrad Shawcross’s sculpture Paradigm (2015) nods to 

Thomas Kuhn’s notion of the “paradigm shift,” the belief that for ideas to progress, old models and 

conceptual frameworks must be toppled by the new. The sculpture itself, is a tower of stacked tetrahedra.  A 

small skeletal version of the huge public sculpture outside the new Francis Crick Institute, it seems to defy 

gravity, rising and twisting while being on the verge of toppling, testing physical laws. 

Science Museum Group 

Silk skirt and blouse dyed with Perkin’s mauve aniline dye, 1862–1863 

https://www.crick.ac.uk/about-us/our-history/our-building/paradigm
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/science-dye.jpg
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We follow those shifts of thought through the display, which is divided into four sections—although this isn’t 

altogether clear as you walk round, making some juxtapositions wonderfully startling. It’s odd to move, for 

example, in the first section, “Sociable Science,” from Wright’s painting of the laws of the universe to a silk 

skirt and jacket of 1862 dyed with “Perkin’s Mauve Aniline dye.” But the dye, like every exhibit here, has a 

story behind it: in this case it’s the accidental discovery William Henry Perkin made while trying to 

synthesize quinine by isolating aniline salts from coal tar. That experiment failed, but he found the dark 

residue made a purple solution when dissolved in alcohol that would dye silk. When Empress Eugénie and 

Queen Victoria wore the new color, its popularity soared—though its artificial brightness appalled artists and 

designers of the Arts and Crafts movement such as C.F.A. Voysey, whose subtle textile, using natural dyes, 

hangs near the offending dress. 

Across the room, the quest for new materials continues, with a wafting terylene dress from 1941, and a 

screening of the exuberant 1951 Ealing comedy The Man in the White Suit, with Alec Guinness as the naïve 

inventor of an indestructible textile fleeing from angry industrialists and workers, saved only when his magic 

material disintegrates around him. There’s a lot of fun, as well as science, in this show—and some joyous 

artistic accidents, like David Hockney’s encounter with a polaroid camera, which he used for the dazzling 

grid of Sun on the Pool, Los Angeles (1982). “Drawing with a camera,” he called it. 

Science Museum 

Group 

Artificial arm for a below elbow amputee, made by McKay, 1921–1930 
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In the next section, “Human Machines,” the note of fear enters fully with the trauma of mechanized carnage 

in World War I. A case holds pioneering artificial limbs from the 1920s, and in Otto Dix’s Card 

Players (1920), three disfigured soldiers sit round a table, their torn limbs and missing jaws replaced by 

fantastical prosthetics. The destructive technology of warfare and the constructive skill of limb-makers have 

turned Dix’s men into monsters. Have they, perhaps, become machines themselves? 

Science Museum Group 

Conoid string surface model, made by Fabre de Lagrange, 1872 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/science-string.jpg
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The complex, sometimes conflictual, relationship of man and machine is a constant thread. Recalling how the 

mechanical telling of time itself became contested during the Industrial Revolution, as the historian E.P. 

Thompson described in a famous 1967 Past & Present article, “Time, Work-Discipline, and Industrial 

Capitalism,” here is a handsome double-dialled clock from a Macclesfield mill, dating from 1810. In the 

catalog, the curators tell us that while the lower dial showed the actual time, the upper dial was connected to 

the silk mill’s waterwheel: if the waterwheel ran slowly, or stopped, “mill time” was slowed or suspended, 

and the workers would have to make up the lost production time, “ruled by the pace of their machines.” 

Similarly, a photographic sequence of a woman operating a hand press, using an “old” and “new” method, 

was taken as part of a British motion study in the 1920s–1930s: the new method, using one stroke less, was 

said to increase productivity by 40 percent. Nearby, L.S. Lowry’s painting A Manufacturing Town (1922) 

illustrates his own heartfelt feeling: “I look upon human beings as automatons… because they all think they 

can do what they want but they can’t. They are not free. No one is.” 

Paradoxically, machines could also make men and women feel free as never before. The flashing lines of 

Umberto Boccioni’s drawing of a cyclist, The Dynamism of a Cyclist (1913), brilliantly convey the thrill of 

being at one with a machine, as well as the embrace of the modern that galvanized Italian Futurism. 

Boccioni’s capturing of motion echoes the earlier photographic experiments of Eadweard Muybridge, and of 

Étienne-Jules Marey, whose new high-speed shutter enabled him to capture a sequence of actions on a single 

plate, like the Man doing the high jump, from 1892. The exhibits move us back and forth in time: the 

excitement of velocity found in Boccioni’s drawing loops back to Turner’s Rain, Steam and Speed—the Great 

Western Railway (1844) hung in a section called “Troubled Horizons,” and forward to the breaking of the 

sound barrier depicted in Roy Knockold’s near-abstract painting Supersonic (1948–1952), in which a curved 

line shows how the plane’s speed compresses the air, making shock waves spread and causing a sonic boom 

as it passes. 

The space devoted to “Meaningful Matter,” turns away from technology to the natural world, explored in 

Luke Howard’s sketches of clouds in the early 1800s, and in Anna Atkins’s pioneering cyanotypes of algae in 

1843. In a later period, natural forms—and the museum’s own mathematical models—also inspired sculptural 

work like Barbara Hepworth’s Study with Colour and Strings (1939/1961) and Henry Moore’s series of string 

installations. Less familiar are the textile patterns prompted by atoms and molecules made for the 1951 

Festival of Britain. These, used on everything from ashtrays to neck ties, were based on X-ray 

crystallographic patterns of haemoglobin, while the (rather hideous) olive-green wallpaper for the Festival 

Hall’s Regatta Restaurant on London’s South Bank drew upon a “contour map,” provided by the 

crystallographer Helen Megaw, of the inner atoms of the crystalline mineral afwillite (first identified in South 

Africa in 1925 and named for a De Beers mining official, Alpheus Fuller Williams). How weird to see the 

optimism of the atomic age as décor. 

And so we conclude with Einstein. Here is a gyroscope from Gravity Probe B—its spheres the most perfectly 

precise ever made, for a 2004–2005 experiment to test the general theory of relativity’s prediction that a huge 

body like the Earth would warp and twist surrounding fabric of space-time; the results, announced in 2011, 

proved Einstein right. Here, too, are Cornelia Parker’s Einstein’s Abstracts (1999), super-magnified images of 

the chalk marks on a blackboard that Einstein used in a lecture in Oxford in 1931. They look mysteriously 

like photographs of space. On the wall above are Einstein’s words: “I am enough of an artist to draw freely 

upon my imagination. Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited, whereas 

imagination encircles the world.” 

https://www.sv.uio.no/sai/english/research/projects/anthropos-and-the-material/Intranet/economic-practices/reading-group/texts/thompson-time-work-discipline-and-industrial-capitalism.pdf
https://www.sv.uio.no/sai/english/research/projects/anthropos-and-the-material/Intranet/economic-practices/reading-group/texts/thompson-time-work-discipline-and-industrial-capitalism.pdf
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Science Museum Group 

Wallpaper based on crystallographer Helen Megaw's map of afwillite atoms, designed by William J. Odell, 

1951 

 

“The Art of Innovation: From Enlightenment to Dark Matter” is on view at the Science Museum through 

January 26, 2020. 

 

https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2019/11/22/beauty-in-ingenuity-the-art-of-science/ 

  

https://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/see-and-do/art-innovation-enlightenment-dark-matter
https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2019/11/22/beauty-in-ingenuity-the-art-of-science/
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Bertrand Russell on How to Heal an Ailing and Divided World 

“What is needed in our very complex modern society is calm consideration, with readiness to call dogmas in 

question and freedom of mind to do justice to the most diverse points of view.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“We must mend what has been torn apart, make justice imaginable again in a world so obviously unjust, give 

happiness a meaning once more,” Albert Camus wrote as he contemplated how to live honorably thorough 

shameful times at the peak of World War II, a quarter century before he became the second-youngest Nobel 

laureate. 

It took another seer of uncommon insight and unrelenting humanism to consider this necessary mending work 

as the maelstrom of injustice was only just beginning to seethe in the entrails of the world. That is 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/12/28/albert-camus-almond-trees-character/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/12/28/albert-camus-almond-trees-character/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0415325064/braipick-20
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what Bertrand Russell (May 18, 1872–February 2, 1970), who would himself receive the Nobel Prize shortly 

after the war for his “varied and significant writings in which he champions humanitarian ideals and freedom 

of thought,” examines in the preface to the 1935 edition of his book-length essay In Praise of Idleness (public 

library) — his insightful inquiry into the relationship between leisure and social justice. 

Bertrand Russell 

Shortly after Germany withdrew from the League of Nations and Hitler instituted his most bigoted racial 

laws, Russell writes: 

The world is suffering from intolerance and bigotry, and from the belief that vigorous action is admirable 

even when misguided; whereas what is needed in our very complex modern society is calm consideration, 

with readiness to call dogmas in question and freedom of mind to do justice to the most diverse points of 

view. 

Three decades later, as his ideas matured under the ferment of a war-savaged world, Russell would 

acknowledge that certain points of view are so unjust as to be unworthy of consideration in his remarkable 

response to a fascist. But he devoted his long life to the peaceable conciliation of humanity’s most divisive 

and self-destructive impulses — nowhere more pointedly than in the manifesto he issued a decade after 

Hitler’s death, when an even more explosive threat was looming over Earth in the midst of the Cold War. 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0415325064/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/in-praise-of-idleness-and-other-essays/oclc/803987639&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/in-praise-of-idleness-and-other-essays/oclc/803987639&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/12/27/in-praise-of-idleness-bertrand-russell/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/10/06/bertrand-russell-oswald-mosley/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/10/06/bertrand-russell-oswald-mosley/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0415325064/braipick-20
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Art by Olivier Tallec from What If… — a child’s vision for a better, juster world. 

Addressing the measureless danger of weapons of mass destruction, Russell enlisted a dozen of the world’s 

leading scientific minds in co-signing this document of reason and humanism, calling on world leaders to find 

peaceful paths to resolving international conflict. Albert Einstein signed the manifesto, now known as 

the Russell-Einstein Manifesto, days before his death in April 1955. It was presented at a London press 

conference on July 9, 1955, and became the guiding spirit of the inaugural Pugwash Conferences on Science 

and World Affairs, co-founded by Russell and held two years later. Its text contains an enduring appeal to our 

noblest nature, our deepest shared stakes, and the singular human faculty of foresight, evocative of Maya 

Angelou’s wakeful and mobilizing poem “A Brave and Startling Truth.” 

Russell writes: 

We shall try to say no single word which should appeal to one group rather than to another. All, equally, are 

in peril, and, if the peril is understood, there is hope that they may collectively avert it. 

We have to learn to think in a new way. We have to learn to ask ourselves, not what steps can be taken to give 

military victory to whatever group we prefer, for there no longer are such steps. 

[…] 

There lies before us, if we choose, continual progress in happiness, knowledge, and wisdom. Shall we, 

instead, choose death, because we cannot forget our quarrels? We appeal as human beings to human beings: 

Remember your humanity, and forget the rest. 

A generation later, with our species having barely survived two World Wars and the Cold War, with the even 

graver new danger of planetary ecological collapse on the horizon, the great physician, etymologist, poet, and 

essayist Lewis Thomas would echo these sentiments in his inspiriting yet cautionary reflection on the wonders 

of possibility. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/07/29/what-if-tallec-lenain/
https://pugwash.org/1955/07/09/statement-manifesto/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/09/a-brave-and-startling-truth-maya-angelou/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/01/04/lewis-thomas-seven-wonders/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/01/04/lewis-thomas-seven-wonders/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/07/29/what-if-tallec-lenain/
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Couple with E.B. White on what it really takes to live in a peaceful world, then revisit Russell on our 

mightiest defense against political manipulation, the two types of knowledge that govern humanity, what 

makes a fulfilling life, why “fruitful monotony” is essential for happiness, and his immensely insightful Nobel 

Prize acceptance speech about the four desires driving all human behavior. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/11/13/einstein-russell-

manifesto/?mc_cid=e315e9cc24&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/06/28/e-b-white-unity/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/05/18/bertrand-russell-free-thought-propaganda-doubt/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/05/18/bertrand-russell-free-thought-propaganda-doubt/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/05/08/bertrand-russell-the-scientific-outlook/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/07/03/how-to-grow-old-bertrand-russell/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/07/03/how-to-grow-old-bertrand-russell/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/21/bertrand-russell-boredom-conquest-of-happiness/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/09/21/bertrand-russell-nobel-prize-acceptance-speech/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/11/13/einstein-russell-manifesto/?mc_cid=e315e9cc24&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/11/13/einstein-russell-manifesto/?mc_cid=e315e9cc24&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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Yellow Scorpions Are Invading Brazilian Cities 

1. PETER YEUNG 

 

Hotter conditions and urbanization trends have made cities like São Paulo prime habitat for the deadly 

stinging creatures. 

SÃO PAULO, Brazil—The dim lights of a gas station along the Avenida 11 de Junho in central São Paulo at 

first glance seem to illuminate an unremarkable intersection in the huge Brazilian metropolis. But experts say 

this collection of apartment blocks, grocery stores, and late-night pizzerias is the epicenter of a creature 

infestation worthy of science fiction: the rise of Tityus serrulatus, the deadly yellow scorpion. 

Just about every shop and home in the nearby vicinity has seen one recently. At night, the predatory 

arthropods lurk at the entrance of supermarkets, crawl up kitchen sinks, and skitter into second-story 

bedrooms. Some residents have been victims of their venomous stings. 

“It is like a time bomb,” says Anilton Gulfier, who lives in the neighborhood. He’s come across scorpions at 

his father-in-law’s house in both the kitchen and the garage this year. “I think scorpions are an enormous 

threat when they get inside a house. The problem is when this bomb goes off, finding treatment is difficult.” 

https://www.citylab.com/authors/peter-yeung/
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André Sanchez, owner of a nearby coffee shop, found two scorpions in his store last month. “I was raised in 

the countryside, so I was not as startled as most people,” says Sanchez. “But I am surprised to find them here 

in the city—it is a thing of the fields.” 

When questioned in an adjacent street, one young man, accompanied by his wife, quips: “There’s so many 

we’ll be eating them on skewers like in Thailand soon.” 

According to the Brazilian health ministry, the number of people stung by yellow scorpions across Brazil 

jumped more than tenfold since the turn of the century, from 12,000 in 2000 to 156,000 last year. The stings 

can cause seizures, vomiting, and excruciating pain. Most aren’t fatal for adults, but young children are very 

vulnerable. Last month a 7-year-old girl died after being stung by a scorpion in Franco da Rocha, part of the 

São Paulo metropolitan region. The girl was transferred to a hospital that did not have the necessary anti-

venom and died later that day. 

 

In a separate incident this month, a 12-year-old boy was stung on his toe when returning home through a bike 

path in Sertãozinho, in the northern São Paulo region. The family managed to capture the arachnid and went 

to the emergency room of São Francisco hospital, but the boy couldn’t be saved. 

Last week, several scorpions were even found in Brazil’s Senate, but a statement from a parliamentary 

advisor denied there was an infestation in the building. 

What’s behind the invasion? Blame climate change, in part. The creatures are flourishing in the hotter, wetter 

conditions of recent years. “Their growth is optimal in warm and humid weather and, because of the mean 

temperature in winter season is becoming higher, there are more favorable conditions for their reproduction 

and growing,” says Dimas Tadeu Covas, director of the Butantan Institute, one of the official bodies that 

produces anti-venom in Brazil from its pool of 15,000 captive species. Tityus serrulatus is parthenogenetic—

females can give birth without needing a male partner—and can produce up to 30 offspring several times a 

year. Scorpions are most active at dawn or dusk, peaking during the hottest months of the year in the Southern 

Hemisphere, from December to February. 

Cities are changing fast. Keep up with the CityLab Daily newsletter. 

The best way to follow issues you care about. 

Subscribe 

Loading... 

Urbanization is also part of the scorpion’s success story. The rate of stings in the country’s southeastern 

region, which contains major cities such as São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, and Belo Horizonte, rose from 5.2 per 

100,000 inhabitants in 2000 to 82.1 in 2018, making it second only behind the tropical northeast. The yellow 

scorpion is thriving in cities because of the lack of natural predators like owls, frogs, lizards, and skunks. 

https://portalarquivos2.saude.gov.br/images/pdf/2019/outubro/23/Dados-Epidemiologicos-SiteSVS--Setembro-2019-ESCORPI--O-CASOS.pdf
https://g1.globo.com/sp/sao-paulo/noticia/2019/10/15/menina-morre-apos-picada-de-escorpiao-ao-saber-do-caso-avo-passa-mal-e-tambem-morre-em-franco-da-rocha.ghtml
https://g1.globo.com/sp/sao-carlos-regiao/noticia/2019/10/29/menino-de-12-anos-morre-apos-ser-picado-por-escorpiao-em-ciclovia-de-casa-branca.ghtml
https://noticias.uol.com.br/politica/ultimas-noticias/2019/11/22/funcionarios-encontram-escorpioes-dentro-do-senado-federal.htm
https://portalarquivos2.saude.gov.br/images/pdf/2019/outubro/16/Dados-Epidemiologicos-SiteSVS--Setembro-2019-ESCORPI--O-INCID--NCIA.pdf
https://portalarquivos2.saude.gov.br/images/pdf/2019/outubro/16/Dados-Epidemiologicos-SiteSVS--Setembro-2019-ESCORPI--O-INCID--NCIA.pdf
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Urban life is also offers ample prey in the form of the cockroaches that gather around piles of trash the city 

often fails to clean up. 

“Most scorpions are now being found in urban areas,” says Covas. “Poor sanitary conditions are associated 

with the phenomenon, as the nearby presence of waste and garbage attract cockroaches.” He adds that 

“scorpion expansion has achieved such a high level that currently they can be found in sewage systems, 

cemeteries, and construction material warehouses, even in reasonably clean areas, and thus easily entering 

inside the houses.” 

Some experts have raised concerns that Brazilian cities, with their spotty infrastructure and large number of 

residents living in informal settlements, aren’t adequately prepared for a scorpion crisis. “The problem has 

been increasing for a long time but it has the potential to get a lot worse,” says Hamilton Carvalho, a 

researcher at the University of São Paulo. “You have this complex issue because there is poor garbage 

management, but also there is only one place in the entire city of São Paulo where one can find the anti-

venom. Inevitably, it is the poorest who have the worst provision of service. The service needs to be expanded 

and decentralized.” 

Currently, municipal scorpion mitigation efforts in São Paulo are hardly adequate for a metro of 22 million: 

The city only offers daytime patrols based on complaints made by residents. (The city did not respond to 

requests for comment.) But one sign of success in tackling the issue has come from the Americana prefecture 

in São Paulo state, which has been conducting night captures of scorpions using ultraviolet light—which 

causes the bodies of scorpions to glow, making them easier to detect—in strategic parts of the city. Last year, 

a five-man team caught 13,034 of the creatures and sent the majority to the Butantan Institute. 

For São Paulo residents bracing for the worst, Carvalho points to Epidemiological Surveillance Center advice: 

Shake out your clothes and shoes before putting them on, apply screens to floor drains or sinks, and “preserve 

the natural enemies of scorpions” such as nocturnal birds, lizards, geckos, and frogs. 

“The summer of scorpions is coming,” he says. 

About the Author 

Peter Yeung 

 @PTR_YEUNG 

 FEED 

Peter Yeung is a journalist based in London. His work has appeared in The Guardian, The Independent, the 

BBC, the Financial Times, and other publications. 

 

https://www.citylab.com/environment/2019/11/yellow-scorpion-sting-danger-climate-change-sao-paolo-

brazil/602620/ 

http://www.americana.sp.gov.br/americanaV6_index.php?it=1&a=noticias_americana_lista&idnot=19737
http://www.portaldenoticias.saude.sp.gov.br/acidentes-com-escorpioes-orientacoes-gerais/
https://www.citylab.com/authors/peter-yeung/
https://twitter.com/ptr_yeung
https://www.citylab.com/feeds/author/peter-yeung/
https://www.citylab.com/authors/peter-yeung/
https://www.citylab.com/environment/2019/11/yellow-scorpion-sting-danger-climate-change-sao-paolo-brazil/602620/
https://www.citylab.com/environment/2019/11/yellow-scorpion-sting-danger-climate-change-sao-paolo-brazil/602620/
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Her vision was getting worse, then animal research made things clear 

by Editor 

By Justin A. Varholick, Ph.D. 

As we grow older there’s an impending fear that we will slowly, but surely, begin to lose our vision. This 

slow loss of vision is clinically dubbed ‘low vision’ and impacts more than 39 million Americans, costs $68 

billion annually in direct health care costs, and is only growing in our population as baby boomers enter the 

at-risk age of 65 and older. Magnifiers can often be used to help people with acute issues of low vision, but 

are often inconvenient and frustrating. More serious issues of low vision such as cataracts, age-related 

macular degeneration, glaucoma, and diabetic retinopathy require advanced treatment and surgery. For 

example, cataracts can be improved or reversed by removing the cloudy lens and replacing it with an artificial 

one. Such surgeries are not always ideal, or convenient, and further contribute to the already hefty direct 

health care costs. But, a recent breakthrough by Japanese scientists, in correcting blurry vision, might reverse 

this bleak future. 

 

Source 

Old cells can become new again 

Our story begins around the mid-20th century, in 1958. A young and aspiring scientist, named John Gurdon, 

was studying frogs at the University of Oxford in England. Not everyone thought Gurdon would end up 

actually becoming a scientist. In his early days his school master thought such a career was far-fetched for 

Gurdon. Indeed, he ranked last in his Biology class out of 250 students. Yet despite such poor grades, Gurdon 

found himself studying frogs at Oxford and earning a doctoral degree in Biology. And his studies would 

http://speakingofresearch.com/2019/11/14/breakthrough-her-vision-was-getting-worse-then-animal-research-made-things-clear/
http://speakingofresearch.com/author/soreditor2/
https://www.thevisioncouncil.org/sites/default/files/VC_LowVision_Report2015.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-02597-2
https://smartdriving.co.uk/Assets/Driving_Assets/Photos/older.png
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surprisingly lead to a breakthrough in vision, and likely many other issues in human health, like Parkinson’s 

Disease, heart disease, and spinal cord injury. 

 

John Gurdon, Source 

At the time Gurdon was trying to test an age-old theory on cell development. Many scientists before him 

discovered that cells — the smallest unit of life — begin without a clear fate in the early stages of an embryo. 

Then as the cell develops, their fate becomes more clear. They become cells of the heart, of the brain, the 

kidneys, the stomach, the spinal cord, or the eyes. But they cannot go back to a time when they had no fate, or 

specialization. The cells can only develop in one direction, from no destiny, to a clear path, then to a mature 

adult cell; like one found in the heart. But you just can’t take a heart cell and start the process over, maybe 

turning it into a brain cell. 

In disagreement with this theory, Gurdon did a simple experiment. He knew that a tadpole has more adult 

cells than a frog egg. A tadpole has gills, a heart, eyes, etc., while a frog egg simply does not. So, he cut open 

the tadpole and removed a single cell from the intestine; an intestinal cell. He then cut open the intestinal cell 

and removed its nucleus; the seed of the cell carrying all the DNA. Very carefully, he did the same with the 

frog egg, and finally replaced the nucleus of the frog egg with the nucleus of the intestinal cell. According to 

the age-old theory, the intestinal nucleus should stop “normal development” of the frog egg. But that’s not 

what happened. 

https://www.theguardian.com/science/blog/2012/oct/08/nobel-prize-2012-live-medicine-physiology
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Instead, the new frog egg continued to develop normally, becoming a tadpole that later became an adult frog. 

Gurdon thought this was unbelievably odd, and so did everyone else in science. After many more experiments 

doing the exact same procedure (i.e., replication), it seemed that what he saw was a real, replicable fact. For 

some reason the nucleus of the intestinal cell was able to reverse itself to have no fate and slowly develop into 

any other adult cell. The seed from the intestine somehow could become the seed of a heart, brain, kidney, or 

even an eye cell — and of course, an intestinal cell too. 

After many more experiments testing the same theory, on many more animals, it seemed the theory was true, 

but it just didn’t work for mammals. Given that the same effect could not be repeated in a mammal, some 

believed this discovery did not apply to humans. But they were wrong. 

The discovery of induced pluripotent stem cells 

Almost 45 years later, around the start of the millennium, Shinya Yamanaka and Kazutoshi Takahashi began 

running experiments that would translate Gurdon’s findings to humans. Born after Gurdon’s findings were 

already published and well known, Yamanaka and Takahashi grew up in a world in which the fact that old 

cells can become new again was widely known--a solid foundation for further hypotheses, experiments, and 

discovery. So, the scientists set out to do what no one had before: turn adult skin cells of mice into new cells 

without a clear fate. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAcwjWi6I9Y&w=420&h=237
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Shinya Yamanaka, Source 

Yamanaka, the lead investigator of the study, shared a similar early history with Gurdon. He first became a 

medical doctor in Japan but was frustrated by his inability to quickly remove small human tumors — taking 

over an hour rather than the typical 10 minutes.  Senior doctors gave him the nickname “Jamanaka”, a 

Japanese pun for the word ‘jama’ meaning ‘obstacle’. He then found himself earning a PhD in pharmacology 

and becoming a post-doctoral scientist, but spent more time caring for mice than doing actual research. 

Frustrated again, his wife suggested he just become a practicing physician. Despite her advice, Yamanaka 

applied to become an Assistant Professor at Nara Institute of Science and Technology, in Japan, and won 

everyone over with his fantastical ideas of investigating embryonic stem cells; the cells without a clear fate. 

Then the persistence paid off when Yamanaka — with his assistant, Takahashi — discovered how to induce 

adult skin cells from mice to return to an embryonic, or stem cell, state — without a clear fate. They began 

their experiments knowing that gene transcription factors — proteins that turn genes on and off — were 

responsible for keeping embryonic cells in a state without a clear fate. They thought that by turning specific 

genes on and off with these factors, they could turn back time and make an adult cell embryonic again. So, 

they tried many different combinations of gene transcription factors and ultimately discovered that 4 specific 

ones were enough to induce an adult skin cell to a mouse to become an embryonic cell. Because these re-

newed embryonic cells, or stem cells, originally came from adult cells they came up with a new name, 

induced pluripotent stem cell. Broken down, induced pluripotent stem cells means that the cell was induced to 

become pluripotent — pluri meaning several, like plural, and potent meaning very powerful (and stem 

meaning to have the ability to turn into any cell in the body). 

These induced pluripotent cells were thought to be very powerful indeed and scientists across the globe were 

excited by this great discovery. They had visions of taking a person’s skin or blood, forming them into 

induced pluripotent cells, and then using them to grow a new liver or new parts of the brain. Laboratories 

across the world confirmed the results by repeating the experiment. 

Human stem cells 

Just repeating the experiments in mice, or frogs, was not enough. They needed to begin making induced 

pluripotent stem cells from humans. Enter scientists from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. The lead 

scientist, James Thomson was already well known for deriving primate embryonic cells from rhesus 

monkeys in 1995 and the first human embryonic cell line in 1998. In fact, Thomson’s accomplishment of 

isolating embryonic cells from monkeys was the first sound evidence that it was possible to do the same for 

humans. Such discoveries placed him on the forefront in ethical considerations for research using human 

embryos and the most obvious scientist to lead the path toward making induced pluripotent stem cells from 

humans. 

Source 

Thomson’s team made the first human derived induced pluripotent stem cells from adult skin, with Yamanaka 

as a co-scientist. They followed the same general principles set by Yamanaka, who did the procedure with 

mouse skin cells. Importantly to Thomson, this discovery helped to relieve some ethical controversy with 

using human embryos to make human stem cells. By being able to induce adult human skin to become 

pluripotent stem cells, much research on human stem cells could be done without human embryos — 

albeit research with human embryos remains necessary. 

https://www.nature.com/news/how-ips-cells-changed-the-world-1.20079
https://news.wisc.edu/a-starring-role-for-nonhuman-primates-in-the-stem-cell-story/
https://news.wisc.edu/a-starring-role-for-nonhuman-primates-in-the-stem-cell-story/
https://news.wisc.edu/research-on-human-embryonic-stem-cells-marks-10-year-milestone/
https://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/22/science/22stem.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/22/science/22stem.html
http://content.time.com/time/covers/0,16641,20010820,00.html
https://www.eurostemcell.org/embryonic-stem-cells-where-do-they-come-and-what-can-they-do
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Yet more important to the discussion at hand, the ability to induce human skin to become pluripotent stem 

cells placed us on the edge of a breakthrough. With some clinical trials in humans, the fantasy of growing a 

new liver, heart, or eye was more a reality than ever before. 

The start of human trials 

In 2012, around the time both Gurdon and Yamanaka were presented with the Nobel Prize in Physiology and 

Medicine for their work leading to induced pluripotent stem cells, human clinical trials were beginning in 

Japan. The first clinical trial was for age-related macular degeneration, an eye condition leading to blindness. 

Unfortunately, this trial was quickly terminated when Yamanaka and his team identified small gene mutations 

in the transplanted induced pluripotent stem cells from the first patient. Although the procedure did cure the 

patient of macular degeneration, these small gene mutations worried the scientists because they could lead to 

tumor development. 

But recently with the introduction of an inducible suicide gene that can signal cells with abnormal growth to 

die, human trials are starting up again. In October of 2018, Japanese scientists began trials with Parkinson’s 

disease, a brain disease related to a shortage of neurons producing dopamine. Scientists took cells from the 

patients, made them into induced pluripotent stem cells, guided them to develop into dopamine producing 

cells, and then deposited them in the dopamine centers of the brain through surgery. The outcome is 

promising since similar procedures in monkey’s have been successful. 

Other trials in Japan have also started, including spinal cord injury and one for replacing the cornea of the eye. 

Early results replacing damaged corneas with induced pluripotent stem cells, thereby correcting blurry vision, 

were just announced at the end of August. Although it will take more patients and safety checks before all 

humans can get induced pluripotent cells to correct their damaged eyes, malfunctioning brains, or broken 

spinal cords, Takahashi — the post-doctoral scientist working with Yamanaka — thinks it might happen as 

early as 2023. So, it looks like that in our lifetime we just might be able to stay young and enjoy retirement 

because of great breakthroughs in animal research. 

--- 

Note, EuroStemCell is a great resource for learning more about the ethics and research currently being done 

with stem cells derived from human embryos. 

 

http://speakingofresearch.com/2019/11/14/breakthrough-her-vision-was-getting-worse-then-animal-research-

made-things-clear/ 

  

https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/opinion--ethical-challenges-in-using-ips-cells-to-teat-paralysis-65577
https://www.eurostemcell.org/
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VIA SCRIBNER 

How George Eliot Became a Social Outcast at the Height of Her Fame 

On Her Final novel, Daniel Deronda 

By Norman Lebrecht 

 

At the height of her fame, while every respectable Victorian household had a copy of The Mill on the Floss in 

the bookcase, George Eliot became a social outcast. 

The novelist, born 200 years ago this weekend, moved into a house near Regent’s Park in 1854 with George 

Henry Lewes, a married journalist whose wife, Agnes, was living with the founding editor of the Daily 

Telegraph, Thornton Hunt, and bearing his children. This open marriage was so offensive to public morals 

that George Eliot, whose real name was Mary Ann Evans, was forced to form her own discreet circle, seeking 

friends among fringe people—artists, crackpots, penniless intellectuals. 

Among those who entered her life at this time was a low-paid curator at the British Museum, a polyglot 

bachelor from Berlin who had just written the first study in English of the Babylonian Talmud. George Eliot, 

enraptured by his 60-page monograph, hired Emanuel Oscar Menahem Deutsch to teach her Hebrew once a 

https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/Genius-Anxiety/Norman-Lebrecht/9781982134228
https://lithub.com/author/normanlebrecht/
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week. Before long, she fell in love with Deutsch’s lively mind and took to calling him “rabbi”—Hebrew for 

“my teacher.” He addressed her as ‘Mrs Lewes’. 

Between the dusty archivist and the wealthiest self-made woman in England flashed a spark that would 

change the world and transform the godless Eliot into a Messiah of the Jews. On her bicentenary, it seems to 

me odd that her political impact should have been almost totally forgotten. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

In my new book Genius and Anxiety, I describe Deutsch, on an 1869 trip to the Holy Land, sobbing against 

the cold remaining stones of King Solomon’s Temple in Jerusalem. On his return he told Eliot, “All my wild 

yearnings are fulfilled at last.” From this day on he set about convincing his student that the Jews needed to 

return to the land of their fathers. 

They did not have much time left for discussion. Deutsch was suffering from a stomach ache which, under 

surgery, was found to be caused by a cancerous tumor. Eliot, while writing Middlemarch, visited him at the 

home of a Marylebone vicar who had taken him in as an act of Christian charity. Eliot begged Deutsch not to 

end his life prematurely (“like Mary Wollstonecraft”) but to carry on sharing his boundless knowledge of 

ancient languages and literature as long as possible. Deutsch taught the vicar’s wife beginner’s Arabic, and 

then set off once more for the Middle East, dying in Alexandria at the age of 43. 

“I am going to the East… the idea that I am possessed with is that of restoring a political existence to my 

people, making them a nation again.“ 

George Eliot was devastated. On her way to Paris for a holiday, she informed Lewes that she was germinating 

a new novel around Deutsch’s ideas. Back home, she pestered his literary executor, Lady Strangford, for his 

unpublished essays and notes and immersed herself in books about Judaism. She visited synagogue services, 

impressing the Chief Rabbi with her detailed command of custom and practice. 

She called her novel after its Jewish hero, Daniel Deronda. Its heroine, Gwendolyn Harleth, is widely thought 

to be a self-portrait of George Eliot, secretly in love with an unattainable Jew. 

In the novel, when Deronda finally kills off Gwendolyn’s hopes of capturing him, he tells her, “I am going to 

the East… the idea that I am possessed with is that of restoring a political existence to my people, making 

them a nation again.” These may be presumed to be the words that George Eliot had heard from her “rabbi” 

and they quickly set off a firestorm across the Jewish diaspora. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

Daniel Deronda, published in 1876, was disparaged by Lewes, who warned that “the Jewish element seems to 

me likely to satisfy nobody” and by its publisher, John Blackwood, who remarked that “even her magic pen 

cannot at once make (the Jews) a popular element in a Novel.” 
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Despite these anxieties, the novel sold in vast quantities and in many languages—German, French, Italian, 

Dutch, Russian and, significantly, Yiddish, the vernacular of the Jewish Pale of Settlement in Russia. 

Unauthorized extracts appeared in a Hebrew magazine as early as December 1876. 

Five years later, in 1881, a wave of anti-Jewish pogroms in Russia provoked mass emigration to America and 

the stirrings of a return to the Holy Land, the Daniel Deronda dream. Leaders of the Zionist movement 

embraced the novel. Theodor Herzl was seen reading it on the eve of the first Zionist Congress in Basle in 

1897. Eliezer Ben-Yehuda reinvented Hebrew as a living language after reading the novel. Chaim 

Weizmann’s assistant Nahum Sokolow said “Deronda paved the way for Zionism.” Golda Meir had a copy on 

her shelf. “In terms of its practical effects,” wrote the British historian Paul Johnson, Daniel Deronda “was 

probably the most influential novel of the 19th century.” 

Norman Lebrecht’s GENIUS & ANXIETY: How Jews Changed the 

World, 1847-1947 

It was to be George Eliot’s final novel. Before her death in 1880, she refused an offer to be buried in 

Westminster Abbey, whether because of her aversion to organized religion or because of her anger at a 

society that condemned her for living in sin. 

Daniel Deronda is not considered her greatest novel by any means, and some academic critic—notably FR 

Leavis—suggested cutting out its Jewish theme and republishing it under the title Gwendolyn Harleth. The 

BBC’s 2002 television adaptation was an Andrew Davies bodice-ripper which centered on the love story and 

studiously avoided any intimation of the Israel-Palestine conflict. Deronda will always defeat scriptwriters 

who refuse to acknowledge its Zionism. 

George Eliot’s reputation has risen ever higher. She ranks above Dickens and Trollope as the greatest English 

novelist of her century and is still widely read for pleasure. As for Emanuel Deutsch, he has faded so 

comprehensively from history that no street or building is named after him in Israel, the nation-state that he 

https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/Genius-Anxiety/Norman-Lebrecht/9781982134228
https://www.simonandschuster.com/books/Genius-Anxiety/Norman-Lebrecht/9781982134228
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envisioned, or in London, the city he lit up with arcane knowledge. Deutsch deserves better—at the very least, 

a blue plaque in Bloomsbury, on the wall of the British Museum. 

_________________________________ 

 will be available from Scribner on December 3. 

Daniel DerondaEmanuel DeutschGeorge EliotNorman LebrechtScribnerZionism 

 

 

 

 

 

Norman Lebrecht 

Norman Lebrecht is the world’s bestselling author on classical music. His Whitbread Award-winning 

novel, The Song of Names, is currently being developed into a feature film. Aside from the history of Western 

music, he has a lifelong passion for the culture and chronicles of the Jewish people and is the author of Genius 

& Anxiety. He lives in London. 

 

https://lithub.com/how-george-eliot-became-a-social-outcast-at-the-height-of-her-fame/ 

  

https://lithub.com/tag/daniel-deronda/
https://lithub.com/tag/emanuel-deutsch/
https://lithub.com/tag/george-eliot/
https://lithub.com/tag/norman-lebrecht/
https://lithub.com/tag/scribner/
https://lithub.com/tag/zionism/
https://lithub.com/author/normanlebrecht/
https://lithub.com/how-george-eliot-became-a-social-outcast-at-the-height-of-her-fame/
https://lithub.com/author/normanlebrecht/
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Beginnings at the End of Love: Rebecca West’s Extraordinary Love Letter to H.G. Wells in the Wake 

of Heartbreak 

“I am always at a loss when I meet hostility, because I can love and I can do practically nothing else.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“If during the next million generations there is but one human being born in every generation who will not 

cease to inquire into the nature of his fate, even while it strips and bludgeons him, some day we shall read the 

riddle of our universe,” the great English writer and feminist Rebecca West (December 21, 1892–March 15, 

1983) wrote as she contemplated suffering, survival, and the will to keep walking the road to ourselves in her 

1941 masterpiece Black Lamb and Grey Falcon. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/02/24/rebecca-west-black-lamb-grey-falcon/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/034546544X/braipick-20
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Three decades earlier, West had honed this heroic insistence on inquiry into suffering on the bludgeoning 

whetstone of her own heartbreak. At only twenty, after calling him “the Old Maid of novelists” in a scorching 

review of his novel Marriage, she had fallen madly in love with H.G. Wells — one of the era’s most 

venerated writers, twenty-six years her senior, married (to a woman who shared his skepticism about the 

institution of marriage), and the father of two young boys. The magmatic affair ended after several months, 

severed by Wells. At first attracted to West’s electric intellect, he cowered upon discovering that this selfsame 

electricity coursed through the whole of her being — she was too intense, her love too alive — affirmation of 

Henry James’s famous indictment of Wells: “so much life with (so to speak) so little living.” 

 

In one of the most remarkable letters ever composed — a masterwork of inhabiting one’s multitudes and 

contradictions with the full dignity of each faction, the bold along with the desperate, the broken along with 

the whole — penned in March 1913 and found in Anna Holmes’s delicious Hell Hath No Fury: Women’s 

Letters from the End of the Affair (public library), West channels the confused magnetic maelstrom of push 

and pull familiar to any rejected lover, but channels it with a level of lucidity and fiery self-awareness rarely 

accessible to the rest of us: 

Dear H. G., 

During the next few days I shall either put a bullet through my head or commit something more shattering to 

myself than death. At any rate I shall be quite a different person. I refuse to be cheated out of my deathbed 

scene. 

I don’t understand why you wanted me three months ago and don’t want me now. I wish I knew why that 

were so. It’s something I can’t understand, something I despise. And the worst of it is that if I despise you I 

rage because you stand between me and peace. Of course you’re quite right. I haven’t anything to give you. 

You have only a passion for excitement and for comfort. You don’t want any more excitement and I do not 

https://www.brainpickings.org/tag/h-g-wells/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/03/09/henry-james-h-g-wells-art/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/034546544X/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/034546544X/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/hell-hath-no-fury-womens-letters-from-the-end-of-the-affair/oclc/50590589&referer=brief_results
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give people comfort. I never nurse them except when they’re very ill. I carry this to excess. On reflection I 

can imagine that the occasion on which my mother found me most helpful to live with was when I helped her 

out of a burning house. 

I always knew that you would hurt me to death some day, but I hoped to choose the time and place. You’ve 

always been unconsciously hostile to me and I have tried to conciliate you by hacking away at my love for 

you, cutting it down to the little thing that was the most you wanted. I am always at a loss when I meet 

hostility, because I can love and I can do practically nothing else. 

And then, in a passage that justifies Virginia Woolf’s later description of West as “hard as nails… a cross 

between a charwoman and a gipsy, but as tenacious as a terrier, with flashing eyes… immense vitality… 

suspicion of intellectuals, and great intelligence,” she adds: 

I was the wrong sort of person for you to have to do with. You want a world of people falling over each other 

like puppies, people to quarrel and play with, people who rage and ache instead of people who burn. You 

can’t conceive a person resenting the humiliation of an emotional failure so much that they twice tried to kill 

themselves: that seems silly to you. I can’t conceive of a person who runs about lighting bonfires and yet 

nourishes a dislike of flame: that seems silly to me. 

As the universal pendulum of the jilted swings from blame to self-blame, from self-righteousness to self-

abasement, she throws herself from the clocktower of heartbreak into the always impenetrable unknown that 

follows the end of a great love: 

You’ve literally ruined me. I’m burned down to my foundations. I may build myself again or I may not. You 

say obsessions are curable. They are. But people like me swing themselves from one passion to another, and if 

they miss smash down somewhere where there aren’t any passions at all but only bare boards and sawdust. 

You have done for me utterly. You know it. That’s why you are trying to persuade yourself that I am a coarse, 

sprawling, boneless creature, and so it doesn’t matter. When you said, “You’ve been talking unwisely, 

Rebecca,” you said it with a certain brightness: you felt that you had really caught me at it. I don’t think 

you’re right about this. But I know you will derive immense satisfaction from thinking of me as an 

unbalanced young female who flopped about in your drawing-room in an unnecessary heart-attack. 

That is a subtle flattery. But I hate you when you try to cheapen the things I did honestly and cleanly. You did 

it once before when you wrote to me of “your — much more precious than you imagine it to be — self.” That 

suggests that I projected a weekend at the Brighton Metropole with Horatio Bottomley. Whereas I had written 

to say that I loved you. You did it again on Friday when you said that what I wanted was some decent fun and 

that my mind had been, not exactly corrupted, but excited, by people who talked in an ugly way about things 

that are really beautiful. That was a vile thing to say. You once found my willingness to love you a beautiful 

and courageous thing. I still think it was. Your spinsterishness makes you feel that a woman desperately and 

hopelessly in love with a man is an indecent spectacle and a reversal of the natural order of things. But you 

should have been too fine to feel like that. 

I would give my whole life to feel your arms round me again. 

I wish you had loved me. I wish you liked me. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/02/24/rebecca-west-black-lamb-grey-falcon/
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Yours, 

Rebecca 

She adds a postscript of heartbreaking resignation: 

P.S. Don’t leave me utterly alone. If I live write to me now and then. You like me enough for that. At least I 

pretend to myself you do. 

But just as Wells had failed to account for the consanguinity of her character qualities, West too failed to 

account for his — the all-consuming love confessed in this letter, aimed at winning him back, was the very 

thing that had made him run in the first place. His curt three-line response, found in Lesley MacDowell’s 

excellent Between the Sheets: Nine 20th Century Women Writers and Their Famous Literary 

Partnerships (public library), made this painfully clear: 

How can I be your friend to this accompaniment? I don’t see that I can be of any use or help to you at all. You 

have my entire sympathy — but until we can meet on a reasonable basis — Goodbye. 

For all her passionate nature, West’s intellect was too great to let her make the same mistake twice. She issued 

no more personal appeals. Instead, she threw herself into what had brought them together in the first place — 

her professional devotion to her craft. And then the seemingly miraculous but not altogether unexpected 

happened. When she published a characteristically perceptive and lyrical essay about a Spanish café singer in 

the July issue of The New Freewoman, she received a letter from Wells that must have honeyed her soul both 

as a writer and as a lover, but also bittered with its confused mosaic of professional praise and misogynistic 

punishment. (It is telling that Wells found and read the essay despite its publication in a literary magazine that 

only existed for six months — he was clearly keeping a keen eye out for her work, perhaps the era’s 

equivalent of Instagram stalking.) He wrote: 

You are writing gorgeously again. Please resume being friends… [Your essay] was tremendous. You are as 

wise as God when you write — at times — and then you are atortured, untidy… little disaster of a girl who 

can’t even manage the most elementary tricks of her sex. You are like a beautiful voice singing out of a 

darkened room into which one gropes and finds nothing. 

West took her time to respond. No record survives of when and how she did. But by November, they were 

lovers again. In January, West found out she was pregnant and decided to keep the child. Wells would later 

blame himself for impairing her promising career with his carelessness: 

It was our second encounter and she became pregnant. It was entirely unpremeditated. She wanted to write. It 

should not have happened, and since I was the more experienced person, the blame is wholly mine. 

Their son, Anthony West, was born in the final months of World War I. West and Wells remained lovers for a 

decade, but grew increasingly unhappy in the relationship, both personally and professionally, until Wells was 

ready to admit that they “did harm to each other as writers.” Only when they separated did West’s career soar 

to its influential heights. They remained friends until Wells’s death. “We did at times love each other very 

much,” he reflected after the collapse of the romantic relationship. “We love each other still.” 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1590202384/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1590202384/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/between-the-sheets-nine-20th-century-women-writers-and-their-famous-literary-partnerships/oclc/940045218&referer=brief_results
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West and Wells in 1923, just after the end of their romance. (Photograph: Alfred L. Shepherd) 

Perhaps the rift came not from the absence of love but from the misalignment of values in what they both held 

at the center of their being: their identity as writers. Wells, by his own admission, would “rather be called a 

journalist than an artist.” West, in her trailblazing account of Balkan culture — the culture of which I myself 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/03/09/henry-james-h-g-wells-art/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/03/09/henry-james-h-g-wells-art/
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am the product, — went on to pioneer a new aesthetic of journalism that was equally a work of truth and a 

work of art, animated by her fundamental conviction that “art is not a plaything, but a necessity, and its 

essence, form, is not a decorative adjustment, but a cup into which life can be poured and lifted to the lips and 

be tasted.” 

Complement with Rilke on how to break up with integrity and Van Gogh on heartbreak as a vitalizing force 

for creative work, then revisit Hannah Arendt on how to live with the fundamental fear of love’s loss. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/11/12/rebecca-west-h-g-wells-

letter/?mc_cid=e315e9cc24&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/03/15/rebecca-west-art/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/03/15/rebecca-west-art/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/03/15/rebecca-west-art/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/09/26/rilke-breakup/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/04/20/van-gogh-heartbreak/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/04/20/van-gogh-heartbreak/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/02/25/love-and-saint-augustine-hannah-arendt/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/11/12/rebecca-west-h-g-wells-letter/?mc_cid=e315e9cc24&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/11/12/rebecca-west-h-g-wells-letter/?mc_cid=e315e9cc24&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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VIA HARPER WAVE 

Dorothy Allison on the Necessity of Making Readers Uncomfortable 

"You have to give up wanting to please." 

By Editors of Garden and Gun  

 

Dorothy Allison calls herself “trashy” with a chuckle, but she stops laughing when asked what Southern 

women have in common: “Oh, God. We can survive what seems unsurvivable.” Though she now calls 

Guerneville, California, home, it was Greenville, South Carolina, where Allison survived the childhood she 

later drew upon to write her debut novel, Bastard Out of Carolina. Depicting the brutal physical abuse and 

emotional suffering of a young girl, the book was named a National Book Award finalist even as it was 

banned in countless schools across America. While it rose to the status of a classic, Allison 

followed Bastard with works that include another best-selling novel, a memoir, and a collection of feminist 

essays. 

Why did you begin telling stories? 

My mama worked. My aunts worked. I was probably 10 or 11, and I was left with the care of my dumb 

cousins, some of whom were older than me. To keep them from killing each other, I’d tell them scary stories. 

If I got their mouths to drop open, they’d stop hitting each other for a few minutes. 

When you started writing, did your family know? 

My mother did. She adored country western and gospel music. That can lead to a lot of really bad poetry in an 

adolescent girl. But every time I’d write a poem, she collected it. That helps a lot when you’re a little baby 

writer, having someone who adores everything that you utter or write. 

https://www.harpercollins.com/9780062859365/southern-women/
https://lithub.com/author/editorsofgardenandgun/
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Have you always written with an audience in mind? 

Of course. When I began, my audience was my mother and sisters. But at the same time, there was this 

overwhelming sense that the world did not understand or approve of us, and that became an audience. You 

can write against that. You can write to say to that audience, “You don’t know who we are.” That’s one of the 

great beginnings for any story: “You don’t know what it was like. Let me tell you.” That audience doesn’t 

have to be approving and friendly. It can be very adversarial, and that’s strong. 

“There is a certain impulse in all writers to want to please. You have to give up wanting to please.” 

So you’re trying to show people what they got wrong? 

To tell you the truth, what I’m reaching for is glory. 

What do you mean? 

Glory is language on the page that doesn’t just resonate but evokes an immediate, emotionally tinged response 

in the listener or the reader. Glory does not require approval. Glory is like the angels take over and you’re 

flying. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

You’ve been a guest professor at several colleges and universities . What’s the biggest obstacle you try to help 

students overcome? 

They’ve been conditioned—especially young Southern writers—to write in a voice that is not their own. I try 

to get them to take a breath and let that go. By that I mean you have to allow yourself to use a voice that is 

unique and your own, that is not what you’ve read before. There is a certain impulse in all writers to want to 

please. You have to give up wanting to please. 

That’s hard to do when you’re young. 

When I was young, the majority of books that I could find were all written in the Northeast, and they were 

written by middle- or upper-class people. That did not say anything about the world that I inhabited, and in 

fact when they mentioned the world that I inhabited, it was always with great contempt. 

And that motivated you? 

What I wanted was to have us—which is to say the people I loved and feared and was also in an embattled 

relationship with—I wanted us to at least be real. To make us real meant to write in a language that could not 

only speak beautifully about the people I love but also make the reader uncomfortable. 

“In the kind of writing I love, the language is encouraging and comforting while the content is profoundly 

disturbing.” 

Do you ever feel completely comfortable and accepted, or do you always feel a little different? 

Both things are true. I always say I’m a visitor from another planet! I take a certain joy and power out of 

being that survivor growing up poor, that embattled female, that lesbian feminist, that Southern accent. It’s a 

kind of reverse authority. The resistance to contempt really is very powerful. 

You wrote once that Bastard Out of Carolina “disturbed the peace.” Is that part of the purpose of literature 

and music? 
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Yes. That never changes. And let’s be clear about what the peace is. The peace is a kind of silence about the 

very issues that writers exist to call attention to. It’s so easy to disturb the peace. All you really have to do is 

tell the truth, and it will disturb and upset people. In the kind of writing I love, the language is encouraging 

and comforting while the content is profoundly disturbing. 

That’s an effective combination. 

It’s one of the things I love about a lot of Southern literature. We do it better than anyone. We can make you 

laugh and cry at the same time, which is my favorite thing. I work hard to do a kind of seduction in which you 

read sections that are very funny and charming, and then, two paragraphs later, it ain’t charming. It ain’t 

funny. It’s horrible. And to have both of those things happen at the same time, that’s life. 

______________________________________ 

 

From Southern Women by the editors of Garden & Gun. Used with the permission of the publisher, 

HarperCollins Publishers. Copyright © 2019 by Garden & Gun LLC. All rights reserved. Photo by Paige 

Green. 

https://www.harpercollins.com/9780062859365/southern-women/
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Bastard Out of CarolinaDorothy AllisonHarper WaveSouthern literatureSouthern Womenwomen 

 

 

Editors of Garden and Gun 

Garden & Gun is a national magazine that covers the best of the South, including its sporting culture, food, 

music, art, and literature, and its people and their ideas. The magazine has won numerous awards for 

journalism, design, and overall excellence, and its two previous books, The Southerner's Handbook and Good 

Dog, were New York Times bestsellers. 

 

https://lithub.com/dorothy-allison-on-the-necessity-of-making-readers-uncomfortable/ 

  

https://lithub.com/tag/bastard-out-of-carolina/
https://lithub.com/tag/dorothy-allison/
https://lithub.com/tag/harper-wave/
https://lithub.com/tag/southern-literature/
https://lithub.com/tag/southern-women/
https://lithub.com/tag/women/
https://lithub.com/author/editorsofgardenandgun/
https://lithub.com/dorothy-allison-on-the-necessity-of-making-readers-uncomfortable/
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A Tale of Two Churches 

Batya Ungar-Sargon 

Delyn Stirewalt for The New York Review of Books 

Pastors Jay Stewart and Derrick Hawkins at The Refuge church, Kannapolis, North Carolina, November 2019 

On September 20, 2016, police officers in Charlotte, North Carolina, arrived at the apartment complex of a 

forty-three-year-old black man named Keith Lamont Scott. Searching for a different man with an outstanding 

warrant, the police happened upon Scott in his car, where they claim they saw a blunt and a gun. They ordered 

Scott out of his car, and when he got out, Officer Brentley Vinson fatally shot him, as Scott’s wife looked on, 

screaming in horror. He would later say Scott was holding the gun they said they’d seen.  

The shooting came on the heels of so many others like it—Michael Brown Jr., Philando Castile, Tamir Rice—

that it went virtually unremarked that the police officer who killed Scott was also black. Devastated protesters 

gathered on the streets of Charlotte to cry out against another black life lost in a police-involved shooting. 

Facing off against rows of cops in riot gear, they chanted, “Hands up, don’t shoot!” and “Black Lives 

Matter!” They marched for three days. Some of the protests turned violent, and another man lost his life.  

https://www.nybooks.com/contributors/batya-ungar-sargon/
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These events, unfolding in a sequence that feels all too familiar to us now, seemed to encapsulate once again 

the grim reality of race relations in America in the twenty-first century: the hopeless division, the animosity, 

the disregard for black lives, and the distrust in police forces increasingly viewed as the law-and-order wing 

of white power. But forty miles northeast of Charlotte, God was trying to write another story. That, at least, is 

how Pastor Derrick Hawkins sees it. 

Pastor Derrick lives in Salisbury, North Carolina. A tall, striking black man with wide set brown eyes, Pastor 

Derrick has a long goatee that he strokes when he gets lost in a thought. He has an intense charisma, coupled 

with a deep-seated humility and a hungry, restless mind. He is one of those people who becomes the focal 

point of every room he’s in, no matter who else is there. 

At the time of Keith Lamont Scott’s shooting, Pastor Derrick was thirty-two years old. He was in the process 

of taking over the leadership of a black evangelical church in Greensboro, North Carolina. The church, the 

House of Refuge, was located just a few miles away from an old Woolworth’s, where, in 1960, four black 

college freshmen sat down at the whites-only lunch counter and refused to leave. Six months later, the store, 

losing money fast, was forced to desegregate. The event catalyzed a wave of sit-ins across the nation that 

contributed significantly to public support for the Civil Rights Movement, crucial to its success.  

Despite that landmark, though, this cradle of the civil rights movement remains quite segregated. It’s why 

Pastor Derrick could never bring himself to live in Greensboro; he still lives in Salisbury, and commutes to 

the church. 

The morning of September 21, 2016, Pastor Derrick awoke in his home in Salisbury to the news of the 

shooting. But he found out from an unexpected source, a one-line text message from a white pastor named Jay 

Stewart: “Did you see the news yet?” 

Pastor Jay Stewart is the founder of a white evangelical mega-church located in Kannapolis, North Carolina, 

which was also called The Refuge; it’s how the two pastors originally met, in fact. Pastor Derrick had seen a 

huge red and white sign for The Refuge one day in 2015 while driving his daughter to get her hair done, and 

he’d been drawn to the arresting sign that bore the name of his own church. Man, that would be amazing on 

our church, he thought. I need to figure out who made that sign.  

He called the number, and it led him to the mega-church’s main campus, in Kannapolis. He was invited to 

attend a service, and was so moved by the preaching, which focused on unity, revival, and people coming 

together, that he cried the whole way home. He and Pastor Jay started meeting regularly, forming a deep 

bond.  

Pastor Jay, who is fifty-six but has a youthful mien, became a mentor and father-figure to Pastor Derrick. Tall, 

with blue eyes, thinning gray hair, and a trim beard, Pastor Jay exudes curiosity and excitement about the 

world around him, coupled with a soothing serenity. Their friendship was an unlikely one—a middle-aged 

Southern white guy who headed a white mega-church, and a young black man ministering to a flock with 

significantly different life challenges.  

But Pastor Jay and Pastor Derrick weren’t just close. As of September 19, they were colleagues. Just the day 

before the shooting, they had announced that their two churches would be merging into one, with the House 

of Refuge joining The Refuge to become one of its campuses.  
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There had been a little resistance at Pastor Derrick’s church. “Could you not have merged with a black 

church?” Some asked him. Others were worried that the merger would mean that they would have to change, 

or would lose their identity. Their biggest concern was, “Are we still going to be able to be black?” That fear 

was quickly allayed by Pastor Jay’s respect for their traditions and the fact that Pastor Derrick’s church would 

maintain its own campus, so that the Greensboro community could keep its identity and freedom of 

expression. The two churches would come together for prayer, events, study groups, and community outreach, 

with Pastor Derrick heading out to the Kannapolis campus at least three times a week. 

Meanwhile, in Pastor Jay’s church, he felt nothing but celebration. When he announced the merger, there was 

a standing ovation. People went crazy. “This is the heart of God,” they told him. “This is awesome.” 

And then the shooting happened.  

After he read the text message from Pastor Jay, Pastor Derrick looked up the news online, reading about the 

shooting and the protests. Wow, he thought. This is hitting Charlotte. This is hitting home.  

His social media feeds were soon in uproar. People were distraught, drawing parallels with the other recent 

police-involved killings of black men and boys across the nation. That day, Pastor Derrick planned to lunch 

with the white pastors whose church had just merged with his own. When he showed up, the first thing Pastor 

Jay asked him was how he was doing, and how the shooting was affecting him.  

“Man, I know I haven’t walked in your shoes,” Pastor Jay said, “but I at least want to understand the pain that 

you and that your community are going through.” 

It was in that conversation, amid the racial tensions escalating around them, that Pastor Derrick realized that 

he and Pastor Jay were being called to tell a different story, that their relationship, guided by the spirit of God, 

was where a new America would be reborn. 

This was not to deny America’s continuing struggle to combat racism. But Pastor Derrick realized that the 

equality his people so desperately sought would only come through getting out of one’s echo chamber, 

through building relationships.  

To many religious people, there’s no such thing as coincidence: Pastor Jay and Pastor Derrick felt acutely the 

prophetic nature of their union taking place just the day before the shooting. It felt as though, in the midst of 

the chaos and the confusion, God was using them to write a better story. The Lord had guided them to their 

merger at exactly the right time to redirect the anger and pain in the community to a higher, holy purpose.  

“What we’re doing in this moment is leading that change through a nation that’s hurting,” Pastor Derrick said, 

the day after the shooting. “It’s really not a race war. We just have to see the bigger picture of what God is 

doing. So we’re merging together what heaven will look like.” 

The union of the two churches could shake the nation, Pastor Derrick believed. He and Pastor Jay, hand in 

hand, had been to the mountaintop. They knew what the Promised Land looked like. Together, they would 

build it on earth. 
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* 

It is an enduring fact of American life that church worship remains deeply segregated. It was something that 

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. addressed, just five days before he was assassinated. “We must face the sad fact 

that at eleven o’clock on Sunday morning when we stand to sing ‘In Christ there is no East or West,’ we stand 

in the most segregated hour of America,” he said at the National Cathedral, Washington, D.C., on March 31, 

1968. 

Dr. King was not exaggerating. Little had then changed since a 1948 survey estimated that of eight million 

African Americans who were affiliated with a Protestant church, 7.5 million belonged to black 

denominations; of the half-million who did not belong to predominantly black denominations, 99 percent 

were in totally segregated local branches of national denominations. Just one tenth of 1 percent of black 

Protestants worshipped in white churches (Catholic churches had a slightly higher rate of integration, but 

mainly because there were so few black Catholics). 

 

Bettmann via Getty Images 
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Women protesters picketing a church that had been sold by its white pastor to a black congregation, Fort 

Worth, Texas, October 9, 1956 

More recent data shows that not much has changed even in recent decades. A 1998 survey found that 69 

percent of all congregations were almost all white, and 18 percent were almost all black; in effect, only about 

10 percent of American churches could be considered integrated. A New York Times analysis from 2000 

found that 90 percent of whites said there were few or no blacks at their religious services, with 73 percent of 

blacks reporting the same. Most recently, a 2012 National Congregations Survey found that eight in ten 

American congregants still worship at a place where a single racial group makes up at least 80 percent of the 

 congregation.  

https://www.nytimes.com/2000/07/11/us/poll-finds-optimistic-outlook-but-enduring-racial-division.html?searchResultPosition=8
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/12/08/many-u-s-congregations-are-still-racially-segregated-but-things-are-changing-2/
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Bettmann via Getty Images 

 

What could possibly explain the persistence of segregation among worshipers of the same faith? Certainly, 

racism plays a role, as Dr. King pointed out. The first black church, the African Methodist Episcopal Church, 

was formed in 1787 after a black worshiper in a white church unwittingly sat outside the pews that the white 

church had designated for blacks. White church elders tried to drag him off his knees and out of the pew, 

unsuccessfully. At the conclusion of the service, however, the black worshipers left en masse and set up their 

own church. 

“There are lots of examples of blatant discrimination like that that did amount to the forceful exclusion of 

blacks as equal participants in churches, so many blacks went and started churches of their own,” explains 

Robert Vischer, dean of the University of St. Thomas School of Law, who has written about segregation in 

American churches.  

The Reverends Ralph Abernathy and Wyatt Tee Walker inspecting the wreckage of the Shady Grove Baptist 

Church after a suspected firebombing by segregationists, Leesburg, Georgia, August 14, 1962 

Still, it wasn’t always about black people being forced out of churches. Just as often, they have withdrawn for 

their own reasons, Vischer explained, like having a different theological emphasis to their worship. But even 

theological differences often circle back to racism: whites and blacks came to emphasize different theological 

aspects due to their radically different experiences of America. “Whites were traditionally emphasizing the 

Christian message on duty and compassion toward others and caring for the community, messages that would 

resonate with folks who had the privilege of resources and power within society,” he told me, “whereas black 

churches developed more local points along the lines of solace and comfort and the promise of God’s 

salvation in the coming kingdom.”  

And, of course, the prevalence of geographic segregation in America is a huge factor in church segregation. 

“If you’re going to services in your area, most areas aren’t integrated,” he said. “I do think there is a comfort 

level that arises when it comes to something as intimate as worship, so it is a scandal that our comfort level 

doesn’t seem to extend frequently to those beyond our same race. There are some success stories on this, but 

it does require work and intentionality. The default does seem to be folks retreating to their separate corners 

when it comes to worship.”  

Exactly how much of church segregation can be explained by systemic racism and how much by self-

segregation, based on social norms and values, is a point of contention among observers. “It’s not about 

racism, as much as self-determination,” argued Pastor A.G. Miller, the pastor of Oberlin House of the Lord 

Fellowship in Ohio, who has written two books about Christianity in the African-American community. “Just 

because it’s segregated does not necessarily make it bad. Nor because it’s integrated does it necessarily make 

it good.” 

When a black church and a white church merge, major questions arise, Pastor Miller explained. “Who blends 

into whom? Who is transformed by whom?” For black worshipers thinking about joining a white church, 

other questions arise: Can they see themselves becoming the pastor of this white church? Would white people 

follow them? Too often, “it’s black people bending to white people,” Pastor Miller noted, “rather than white 

http://npshistory.com/publications/proposed-parks/pa-mother-bethel-african-methodist-episcopal-church.pdf
https://heinonline.org/HOL/LandingPage?handle=hein.journals/uflr53&div=16&id=&page=
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people willingly committing to change their culture to accommodate and to blend and learn from black church 

traditions.” There’s often an unexamined paternalism that black churches and black churchgoers experience 

from white churches and their worshipers. “It’s kind of an unexamined white supremacy that assumes: ‘My 

way or the highway. We have the best way. We’re merging with this group in order to help that group, not 

because we think we can learn something from them and help to transform ourselves.’” 

Speaking to Pastor Miller explained a good deal about why there had been more resistance to The Refuge’s 

merger from the Greensboro campus’s black community than from the Kannapolis campus’s white one. “I 

know, at first, people were really skeptical about it, because first of all, we were merging with a 

predominantly Caucasian church, so at the time, that was a big deal for us,” Tierra O’Garra, Pastor Derrick’s 

administrative assistant and a longtime member of the Greensboro House of Refuge before the merger, 

explained to me. “A lot of people were afraid because we still have racial tension and racial division in our 

nation now, so I think that might have stopped a lot of our community. A lot of us were afraid. We didn’t 

know exactly what was going to come up.” 

But all that changed after the merger, Tierra said. “When we merged, and when they started to come up to our 

service, and when we went down there, it gave us the opportunity to say, Wow, these people are just like us,” 

she said. “We’re all here lifting up the kingdom of God at the end of the day: white, black, Asian, it doesn’t 

matter. We all have the same purpose.” 

* 

I knew that the story of the merger of The Refuge was a special story. But I only understood how important it 

was after I started telling people about it. When I picked up my rental car at the airport in Raleigh, a young 

woman with short, blond hair and blue eyes handed me my keys and asked me where I was going. When I 

told her Kannapolis, a two-hour drive into Cabbarus County, she expressed surprise. 

“What’s out in Kannapolis?” She asked, with a bright smile.  

“I’m a journalist,” I said, “and there’s a historically black church and a white evangelical church that merged, 

in the heart of Trump country.” 

Her face lit up. “I have to read that story,” she said. She picked up my receipt. “I’m going to photocopy this, 

and keep your name close by my desk, so I can look for your story. Wow.”  

As I drove the two hours to Kannapolis down North Carolina’s flat, tree-lined highways, I listened to the 

radio, skipping channels between the four Christian stations and the five playing country music. A song called 

“Whiskey Glasses” about a man drinking himself into oblivion contemplating his ex-girlfriend moving on 

played countless times, interspersed with prayers for President Trump and the members of Congress who 

were “trying their best to enact strong immigration policy.” Every once in a while, I would land on NPR, and 

I would hear about Trump’s latest attack on Elijah Cummings, and about the “Send her back” rally that had 

taken place just two hours from where I was. I increasingly began to doubt whether there could be any other 

story than the one everyone already knew.  
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I drove up to the main campus of The Refuge in Kannapolis, North Carolina. In this suburb of Charlotte, 62 

percent of the population is white, and in Cabbarus County, a majority (53 percent) of voters went for Trump 

in 2016. (Nationally, 80 percent of white evangelicals voted for him.)  

The Refuge, a huge red, concrete structure, was visible from the highway, behind a fence on which hung three 

big signs: “Nobody’s Perfect. Everyone Is Welcome. All Is Possible.” Turning off the highway, the road to 

the church, which is also named The Refuge, runs up through a gated community, past a small waterfall. The 

campus is large and green, with huge parking lots in front and behind the building, and another waterfall near 

the front door in the shape of a cross, with the horizontal piece shaped like a wave.  

Inside, there is a coffee shop named The Mugshot, the proceeds of which go to The Refuge’s missions in 

Brazil and West Africa. There is also an entire wing for children, another for the staff’s offices (there are 

fifteen pastors and thirty-seven staff members listed on The Refuge’s website), a special room for first-time 

guests, and, of course, the huge, thousand-seat auditorium where the services are held.  

Pastor Jay greeted me in his office, a bright room with a gray leather couch and wood accents. He was 

wearing a faded denim jacket, dark jeans, a white T-shirt, and sneakers. With framed glasses, cropped hair, 

and a black metal key on a chain around his neck, he looked more like a Hollywood director than a man of the 

church, an impression quickly dispelled by his open, eager manner.  

“Batya, I’m gonna be myself, if that’s okay,” he said, when I asked him to tell me the story of the merger. 

“I’m really looking through the lens of the word of God, and my relationship with Jesus. There is a better 

narrative that I believe the Lord wants to write in our country, but I think there’s a lot of people who are 

trying to prevent that from happening. 

“I believe we have an enemy,” he said. “I believe it’s Satan, I believe it’s the devil. 

“But I think there are political agendas,” he went on, explaining that these agendas exist on both sides of the 

political aisle. “I think there are people who feel their political party or their personal agenda is going to 

benefit by keeping people divided, so I think that’s happening as well.” 

Pastor Jay grew up in the deep South. He was born in 1963, the middle child of three, to a Pentecostal 

family in Columbus, Georgia. When he was in third grade, he remembers the schools in Georgia being 

integrated, which meant that instead of walking to school, he had to take a bus across town. As an eight-year-

old, he didn’t really understand what was happening, or why. But he remembers the tensions that resulted 

from the forced integration. “I don’t resent that at all. I think it’s good! But it did pose challenges,” he said. 

He remembers white adults saying racist things around him, especially about African Americans. 

In high school, Pastor Jay played basketball. One of the only white kids on the team, he cultivated strong 

friendships with the black students. But Dr. King’s observation about segregation in American religious life 

certainly held true in Columbus. Pastor Jay would play basketball with his black friends during the week, but 

then on Sundays, he would go to his all-white church and they would go to their all-black churches.  

Pastor Jay, like all the people I met in North Carolina, thinks that exposure to people of different races is 

crucial in combatting racism. But he credited something else as the reason he felt called specifically to the 

fight. 
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“Just wanting to live my life like Christ, you know?” He said. “Jesus does not think it’s okay for us to be 

racist, or for us to be divided! Sorry—now I’ve gone to preaching,” he apologized with a laugh. “It’s the heart 

of God—it’s the heart of God! The last thing Jesus prayed before he went to the cross was for unity. So unity 

is a big, big, deal to God. And it should be a big deal to us.” 

Unity for Pastor Jay means racial unity, and that entails fighting structural racism and inequality, fighting the 

vestiges of slavery, fighting for full integration of blacks and whites, at a physical, spiritual, and ultimately, 

national level. And joining this battle—right behind him, he confidently feels—have been thousands of white 

Evangelicals, of whom about four in five voted for Trump in 2016.  

To some, this may appear a contradiction. It is a common belief in liberal and left circles that Trump is a 

racist, ergo so are those who voted for him, at some level. This view dominates much of the mainstream 

media commentary on our current political moment: a vote for Trump is seen as a blank check for white 

supremacy. But the white worshipers at The Refuge—and, perhaps more importantly, their black co-

worshipers—don’t see things that way at all. 

Pastor Jay didn’t want to discuss politics: he never preaches politics, doesn’t endorse candidates, and said he 

had no knowledge of how his parishioners voted. But I was able to pose the question of Trump to another 

pastor at The Refuge, Pastor Teri Furr.  

“I think we’re all aware of what the struggles would be as it relates to President Trump and fully understand 

what you’re saying,” Pastor Teri said. “I think for us as Christians, some of the issues he does stand for, the 

foremost being his stance for life, and several issues like that, a lot of us are just grateful for the stands he has 

taken, and even some stands as it relates to Israel, that have been very different from what we’ve seen in the 

past.”  

As Christians, Pastor Teri explained, they are called to vote for the candidate whom they see as upholding 

scriptural principles. “But it’s not about a man,” she explained. “To even call myself a Trump supporter, it’s 

not even about that. I’m a Kingdom of God supporter. I believe that the Lord has used him to lead the country 

in some important ways. But I also have been heartbroken over decisions he’s made.” 

I asked Pastor Teri which of Trump’s decisions had broken her heart.  

“Oh, don’t make me do that,” she laughed. 

“But wouldn’t Jesus really object to the tweeting, for example, and feel that it’s dragging our country down, 

and deepening the divisions in a way that is ungodly?” I pressed. “Why isn’t that a thing to compete with, or 

even override, the right to life?” 

“To me, it’s not a deal-breaker because he’s still a man, and whatever he’s walked through, whatever choices 

he’s made along the way, he’s not going to be perfect,” Pastor Teri explained. “The last thing I want to be is a 

Donald Trump defender. I’m grateful for the issues that I believe he’s stood for righteousness in, but some of 

his statements along the way, some of the things that were really disappointing to people as it relates to 

women, all of those things, I think are legitimate things,” she said. “The things we’re called to foundationally 

stand for, I’m grateful that he’s taken a stand. But it’s not like it washes away those other things.”  
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Her words chimed with those of the dozens of Trump supporters I’ve interviewed, not one of whom approved 

of his racist comments. “I wish he would just shut up and run the country” is a sentiment just about every 

Trump voter I’ve spoken to has expressed. The other issue that always comes up is abortion, which most 

Evangelical Christians believe should be illegal and even view as murder. Many have explained their vote for 

Trump to me as an agonizing decision between backing a man who regularly attacks the downtrodden and 

supporting a rival candidate who, as they see it, advocates for killing unborn children.  

But the members of The Refuge, black and white, have an unspoken pact to leave politics outside the doors of 

their houses of worship. By their lights, it’s simply too mundane and ungodly a topic to be allowed to 

interfere in the more urgent and sacred task at hand. 

“I separate politics from church,” Tierra O’Garra agreed, reflecting a view that I heard from other black 

worshipers in Greensboro, too. “It’s a real church and state thing for me. I like to keep that separate.” 

Pastor Derrick went further. “If I allow a president to override my relationship with a person, I think that lacks 

maturity,” he told me. “I’m not going to allow a president to keep me in a disunity with a person of a different 

color.” 

Delyn Stirewalt for The New York Review of Books 
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Pastor Jay talking with Pastor Derrick and his wife, Rashonda, at The Refuge church, Kannapolis, N.C., 

November 2019 

The Refuge’s leaders and worshipers view the church merger as a phalanx in a cosmic battle between good 

and evil, between unity and racism, a battle they believe America must win—and is winning. This idea—that 

one can put politics aside for a greater good such as unity—was the hardest thing to accept for my New York 

liberal friends whom I told about this story. In their world, it is an article of faith that there’s no way to square 

supporting Trump’s presidency with active anti-racism. It’s a view that struggles to assimilate the contrary 

evidence from the example of The Refuge, whose black members see creating fellowship with the president’s 

white voters as central to combating racism. 

“I know there are some things that [Trump] stands for and those that vote for him might still stand for,” 

O’Garra told me. “But honestly, for me, because it’s separate, I also believe in God, and I do believe there is 

going to be a change of heart and a change of mind regardless. A lot of things have changed since they voted 

for him, too, so a lot may have voter’s remorse at this point. At the end of the day, we’re still people of God.” 

Pastor Jay credits the progress made to civil rights leaders like the Greensboro four, MLK, and Rosa Parks, all 

of whom he admires deeply. The day I called The Refuge to request an interview, Pastor Jay was out of the 

office because he’d taken the entire staff to the International Civil Rights Center and Museum in Greensboro. 

“You walk through that place and go, How could our nation have ever done this?” He told me. “How could 

we ever treat anybody like this—just like you walk through Yad Vashem and go, How in the world, and how 

could the church sanction this?” (I had told Pastor Jay’s receptionist that I was an editor at a Jewish 

newspaper, which she had conveyed to Pastor Jay. He told me how much he respected the Jewish faith, and 

more than once, asked my opinion about the conflict in Israel. And he had been to Israel’s memorial to 

victims of the Holocaust, Yad Vashem.)  

“I feel the same way about America as it relates to racism,” he went on. “How could we ever do that? How 

could we turn our heads away and say, it doesn’t exist, it doesn’t happen. So, yes, we’ve made progress, 

tremendous progress. But I feel we still have a long ways to go.” 

* 

The next morning, I paid a visit myself to the International Civil Rights Center and Museum. The Museum, 

which opened in 2010, is built around the original whites-only Woolworths lunch counter, where the 

Greensboro Four—Franklin McCain, Joseph McNeil, Ezell Blair Jr., and David Richmond—made their stand. 

The outside of the museum still bears the Woolworths sign, its red background with gold lettering a testament 

to our national stain. 

To tour the museum, I joined two white couples and a multi-generational black family that was on a reunion 

weekend. We crowded into the first hall of the museum in front of a large glass case that displayed an 

American flag and the words “All Men Are Created Equal” floating above it. As we looked, the visual 

morphed into a series of historical signs that read “Whites Only,” “Colored Fountain,” and so forth.  

Our guided party walked through hall after hall dedicated to educating visitors about the Jim Crow laws, the 

dispossession of black rights and black property, the violence and lynching, the dehumanization of 
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segregation, and the completely systematized cruelty—like the Coke machine that charged whites five cents a 

bottle and blacks ten cents a bottle, or the barriers on the bus to divide whites from blacks, which had clips on 

them so that the bus driver could move them farther and farther back as the bus got full, crowding the black 

riders more and more.  

Most striking of all is the fact that this wasn’t such distant history. One entire wall is made up of mugshots of 

civil rights activists, and visitors to the museum, we learned, frequently find their picture posted there while 

visiting. Our guide was herself born in an all-black hospital.  

Driving out of Greensboro, I felt wrung out. Pastor Jay was right: the museum was like Yad Vashem. But 

when I walk through Yad Vashem, I don’t have to feel guilt. I only have to feel anger at what was done to us. 

In the Greensboro museum, this sin was not someone else’s. As an American, it was mine.  

This country’s sins against African Americans are grave indeed. I thought about something surprising Pastor 

Jay had told me, about how unworthy of God’s love he felt. He saw himself as so hopelessly fallen, so 

wretched, that only the grace of God, which allows Jesus’s sacrifice to cleanse us mortals, could make their 

relationship possible. He had teared up describing how much compassion on God’s part it took to grant this 

grace.  

Delyn Stirewalt 

Pastor Derrick ministering at The Refuge, Kannapolis, N.C., January 2019 
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In Judaism, we don’t have the concept of grace. We aren’t born steeped in sin, but in a neutral state. You’re 

worthy of God’s love as long as you follow his commandments, and when you fail and sin, you can earn back 

his love with t’shuva, repentance.  

Was there a form of repentance that could restore us, and make us worthy of love, worthy of pride as a 

nation? Or was the sin of our history too grave? Would only grace do? And if so, who could grant it? 

* 

The first time I saw Pastor Derrick, he was standing in the center of the darkened auditorium of The Refuge’s 

Greensboro campus. He was facing the stage, hands stretched to the heavens, and his face seemed to radiate 

light.  

“We need your glory!” One of the four singers sang into a microphone from the stage, accompanied by three 

others in harmony, two electric guitars, two keyboards, and a drumset. “We need your glory! We need your 

glory!”  

Pastor Derrick was wearing a black-and-white checked shirt, skinny jeans ripped at the knees, and white 

sneakers. He looked more like a grad student than a preacher. He was surrounded by about a hundred of his 

parishioners, many of whom also had their hands outstretched and their eyes closed, and like him, were 

swaying to the music.  

Later in the service, he joined the singers on the stage, and while he preached, they continued to sing 

“Hallelujah!” in a low, escalating hum, as the drums kept up a steady beat. The energy in the room, the pure 

joy, felt as though it could power a small town. Pastor Derrick began to speak about the miracle of God’s 

love, how it saw past mistakes and failures. He invited a young white man to the stage to speak about the sin 

of abortion. Then he came back on stage, and in his low, gravelly voice began his sermon. 

“Not only are we talking about abortion, we’re talking about race. Because we have a strong racial barrier in 

our country,” he said. 

“All right,” a voice from the crowd affirmed. 

“For some of you, for some of us standing in difficult positions in advancing the kingdom, and you’re facing 

attack, and you do not understand what God is doing, I need you—this message is not for everybody but for 

you—I need you to hold on in the seasons of your life, where you don’t understand: Why did I have to go 

through what I had to experience?” His voice rose.  

“Why did the relationship have to end? Why do people have to walk away?” He began to cry out: “Why do 

people that I trust have to leave me? Why did my grandmother have to die? All of these things that challenge 

us, God! WHERE ARE YOU IN THE MIDST OF THIS?” Pastor Derrick beseeched. “I need you to hold on 

to your faith!” 
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I would learn that Pastor Derrick was speaking from first-hand experience. His mother abandoned him soon 

after he was born, leaving him to be raised by his grandmother and her abusive husband, who eventually 

kicked Pastor Derrick out at age thirteen. The boy went to live with his father, but the memories of the abuse 

lingered. He was afraid of his father’s voice. And his father’s wife suffered from bipolar disorder. He 

remembers sleeping in cars so as not to be home.  

He started dating early, searching for the mother’s love that he never received. There were many failed 

relationships, more bad decisions, and a stillborn baby that broke his heart. He had a nervous breakdown at 

twenty, and was admitted to a psychiatric hospital for ten days, during which time he was strapped down in a 

padded room.  

Those were some of the darkest days of his life. He had been attending college, but after his breakdown, he 

left school and moved back home. He started working, and at his job, he met a soft-spoken, refined woman 

named Roshonda. For her part, she felt drawn to him and called to pray for him. Roshonda had two children 

from a previous marriage, and had been single for seven years. They became friends, best friends, and 

eventually, a few years later, they married. 

Pastor Derrick was twenty-three then, and he and Roshonda have been married ever since. They had two 

children together, two boys, and fostered a girl whom they took in when her mother died. Family is deeply 

important to Pastor Derrick, especially providing an example in his community of a stable home. After the 

service, the whole family including the two little boys, sat around a table in Pastor Derrick’s office, and they 

all listened quietly as Pastor Derrick told me about the merger. 

“Blacks and whites, right now? What I’m doing is not popular,” Pastor Derrick said. “So many people have 

asked me, ‘Could you not have merged with a black church? Did you have to merge with somebody white?’ 

This is the South. 

“So it’s been challenging,” he conceded. “And with the current administration, with African Americans, it’s 

to the point where we’re past talking. ‘We believe this, they believe that.’ That’s it. So it’s kind of difficult. 

But we just have to navigate through it.” 

I asked Pastor Derrick how he felt about the fact that many of the members of the white church he’d merged 

with probably voted for Trump. He laughed, long and low.  

“I don’t talk politics,” he said. “I think that’s the only thing that’s kept me sane—that I refuse to talk politics 

with them at work. I know there are a lot of people that probably support the administration. And not 

everything is bad, you know? I think there are good things and bad things. But I try to just stay positive and 

build relationships with people.” 

It was then he told me that he thought it lacked maturity to let a president get between him and people of a 

different race. “I don’t think everybody who voted for President Trump is a racist. But I do feel there’s a great 

misconception that racism is just hooded people walking around in KKK clothing,” he said.  

“In the Fifties and Sixties, we had a lot of lynchings. But now we have a lot of mass incarceration—and that’s 

affecting us just as much,” he continued. “The issue, the struggle, is equality. African Americans don’t feel 

that we are valued. We want to be treated equally. For me, I just want to be treated equally.” 
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He didn’t shy away from the harsh realities of racism in America. He brought up police brutality, mass 

incarceration, redlining, and the economic gap between black and white communities as symptoms of 

systemic racism today, a persistent disease that not everyone can recognize, or acknowledge, or take 

responsibility for. Still, Pastor Derrick is hopeful.  

“You gotta think, we are only forty-some odd years from segregation,” he told me. “In the 1960s, you 

couldn’t even sit in the same room as us, right? So yeah, I think if we make those same strides moving 

forward, what does forty years from today look like? I think it looks better.”  

But it will take a conscious effort. “If a person doesn’t believe they have ever done anything for us, against us, 

how can we ever move the country forward?” he asked. “Take ownership of it. You can’t say you’ve moved 

on if the same stuff is happening today. That’s key for us.” 

* 

Delyn Stirewalt 

Pastor Jay preaching at The Refuge, Kannapolis, N.C., January 2019 

I also went to a service at the Kannapolis campus of The Refuge. Like the Greensboro campus, the room was 

dark and cavernous. The stage was lit up by flashing colored lights as if we were at a rock concert. There was 
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a six-piece band on the stage, comprised of two electric guitars, an acoustic guitar, a bass guitar, drums, and a 

keyboard. Three people were singing, two women and a man, and while they sang, a black man was 

preaching from the floor in front of them. There were forty or fifty people when I arrived, whose numbers 

would rapidly swell to about 500 before I left. And there seemed to be about a dozen black families standing 

among the white ones, everyone swaying to the music, many with hands outstretched.  

“Show us your glory! Show us your glory!” One of the singers sang. “Jesus, you change everything!” 

Pastor Jay walked to the front of the room. But before he started preaching, he told the crowd he wanted to 

introduce a new friend.  

“You guys know that God’s put something on this house as it relates to racial reconciliation,” he said. “And 

it’s interesting that we got a call just a couple of weeks ago from a journalist in New York City who had run 

across our story just doing some research on the Internet, and asked if she could come down and interview 

myself and Pastor Derrick,” he said. “Batya Ungar-Sargon—could you come on down here? This is Batya.” 

Delyn Stirewalt 

Pastors Derrick and Jay praying over a congregant at The Refuge church, Kannapolis, N.C., January 2019 
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Everyone in the room clapped as I made my way to the front of the auditorium.  

“Can a couple of our pastors gather around Batya, and can you just join me as we pray for her today?” Pastor 

Jay asked. A group of pastors and worshipers gathered around me, of all races. Their hands reached out for 

me, and found me, and I felt tears gathering in my eyes. Against my will, they began to flow.  

“Lord, we thank you that Batya is here, and that she’s able to attend The Refuge today, and thank you God 

that she ran across our story,” Pastor Jay prayed. “We don’t think that was an accident. We believe the 

providential hand of God led her to our story.  

“God, you continue to breathe life on what we’ve done here at The Refuge,” Pastor Jay went on. “Father, we 

just pray over this work, that it will be used by you to bring racial healing and racial unity in our nation.” 

I lost the battle with myself and wept openly. Pastor Teri, whose hand was on my arm, gently handed me a 

big wad of tissues. I wanted so desperately to believe what Pastor Jay believed, that a benevolent, divine, 

forgiving force was at work healing our nation, helping us right the wrongs and atone for the sins and reach 

beyond the current situation of denial and distrust, of black communities decimated by state sanctioned 

violence and theft. Could the proof that the battle was slowly being won be found here, where Pastor Jay and 

Pastor Derrick had joined forces to fight fear and hate? 

Three years into the merger, The Refuge remains united. Pastor Jay’s congregation in Kannapolis now 

numbers around 4,000. And Pastor Derrick’s community has swelled to 250 families. Through their love of 

Christ and their love for each other, Pastor Jay and Pastor Derrick have guided their communities through any 

divisions that might threaten their unity.  

Could theirs be a model for healing our nation? I asked Pastor Derrick what he thought a healed America 

would look like.  

“Valuing each other. Loving each other. Appreciating each other’s backgrounds and differences,” he said. “It 

doesn’t mean we have to agree on everything. But it means that we have to embrace and accept and walk in 

love. That’s what a healed America looks like.”  

But healing also requires taking ownership of the past and acknowledging the injustices that persist. “We have 

to call it what it is, and embrace it, and heal from it,” Pastor Derrick said. “But understand that sometimes, 

walking and healing, you embrace pain. It doesn’t mean that you’re not healing.” 

 

https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2019/11/20/a-tale-of-two-churches/ 

  

https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2019/11/20/a-tale-of-two-churches/
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How simple air bubbles could help tackle ocean plastic waste 

By James Holloway 

 

The bubbles create a barrier to help trap plastic waste 

nikkytok/Depositphotos 

VIEW 3 IMAGES 

Take a walk along the canal in Amsterdam’s Westerdok district, and you may see what looks like an unsightly 

mess of waste gathered at the edge of the canal. In a way, that’s a good thing. What you’re seeing is the work 

of a new bubble barrier which is undergoing a three-year pilot to stop plastic waste flowing out to sea. 

The theory is that a wall of bubbles emitted from a perforated tube (which is carrying compressed air at the 

bed of the canal) can trap plastic waste without hindering boats or aquatic wildlife. The bubbles, which are 

literally just air bubbles, not only prevent the flow of waste, but can push submerged items to the surface to be 

caught. 

https://newatlas.com/author/james-holloway/
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It’s claimed that the bubble barrier can even fight the blooming of harmful algae by increasing oxygen levels 

in the water. 

 

The bubble barrier can bring submerged plastic waste to the surface 

The Great Bubble Barrier 

The tube is laid at an angle, so the flow of the river encourages the waste to one side of the canal where it can 

be caught by a floating platform, to be retrieved and disposed of. 

It’s hoped that the barrier will also trap smaller particles of waste that can’t be collected by Amsterdam’s 

garbage-collection boats. This shouldn’t undermine the great work those boats do, removing some 42 metric 

tons of plastic from the city’s canals each year. 

The formal pilot follows the testing of a prototype in the IJssel river in the Netherlands: the same river that 

Amsterdam’s canal network flows into. The prototype was found to trap an average of 86 percent of plastic 

waste, preventing it from entering the North Sea. The plan is to analyze the trapped waste to monitor both the 

extent and type of plastic waste pollution in Amsterdam, and the effectiveness of the barrier itself. 

https://newatlas.com/environment/amsterdam-bubble-barrier-plastic/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=7650d9a49a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_29_06_30&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-7650d9a49a-92970593#gallery:2
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Laid at an angle, the bubble barrier diverts waste to be caught by a floating platform 

The Great Bubble Barrier 

The barrier is the work of Dutch startup The Great Bubble Barrier, which is working with the city’s water 

board and municipality of Amsterdam on the Westerdok pilot scheme, installed at one of the canal network’s 

outlets into the IJssel. It is based on similar technology which has seen bubble barriers used to contain oil 

spills and noise near underwater building sites. 

According to the World Economic Forum, as of 2016, 8 million metric tons of plastic end up in the world’s 

oceans each year, which it says is equivalent to “one garbage truckload every minute.” A 2015 research 

paper published in Science put the figure between 4.8 million and 12.7 million metric tons for the year 2010. 

If a large proportion of that waste is transported via river, bubble barriers like this could theoretically have a 

big role to play in reducing ocean waste. 

Plastic waste in the ocean is a problem regardless of its size. Marine life can become entangled in large 

pieces, which can cause discomfort or, in some cases, death. And smaller pieces can be ingested, which is a 

particular problem if the plastics have absorbed pollutants on the way. Larger pieces of plastic can continue to 

cause problems as they degrade into smaller pieces, even past the point of being visible to the eye. 

Sources: World Economic Forum, The Great Bubble Barrier 

We recommend 

https://newatlas.com/air-bubbles-contain-oil-spills/18887/
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/347/6223/768
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/347/6223/768
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/11/bubble-barrier-amsterdam-canal-plastic-pollution-waste-river-ocean-sea/
https://thegreatbubblebarrier.com/en/amsterdam-en/
https://newatlas.com/environment/amsterdam-bubble-barrier-plastic/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=7650d9a49a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_29_06_30&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-7650d9a49a-92970593#gallery:1
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1. Plastic waste as a global challenge: are biodegradable plastics the answer to the plastic waste 

problem? 

Tanja Narancic et al., Microbiology, 2018 

2. U.S. Could Be Outlier if UN Clinches Plastic Waste Pact 

Medscape 

3. Marine Streptomyces spp. isolates with synthetic polyesters-degrading activity 

Eduardo Leao de Almeida et al., Access Microbiology, 2019 

1. Wastage of Supplies and Drugs in the Operating Room 

Roy K. Esaki et al., Medscape 

2. Manufacturing of Wood–Plastic Composite Boards and Their Mechanical and Structural 

Characteristics 

Passant Youssef et al., Journal of Materials in Civil Engineering, 2019 

3. Effects of Rheological Performance, Antifoaming Admixture, and Mixing Procedure on Air Bubbles 

and Strength of UHPC 

Huanghuang Huang et al., Journal of Materials in Civil Engineering, 2019 

 LinkedIn 

James Holloway 

James writes about science and technology from his home in rural East Anglia. Whether it's the internet, 

nature, video games or AI, he pays particular heed to the flash points with culture, society and the planet. 
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https://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnewatlas.com%2Fenvironment%2Famsterdam-bubble-barrier-plastic%2F&mini=true&title=How%20simple%20air%20bubbles%20could%20help%20tackle%20ocean%20plastic%20waste&summary=Take%20a%20walk%20along%20the%20canal%20in%20Amsterdam%E2%80%99s%20Westerdok%20district%2C%20and%20you%20may%20see%20what%20looks%20like%20an%20unsightly%20mess%20of%20waste%20gathered%20at%20the%20edge%20of%20the%20canal.%20In%20a%20way%2C%20that%E2%80%99s%20a%20good%20thing.%20What%20you%E2%80%99re%20seeing%20is%20the%20work%20of%20a%20new%20bubble%20barrier%20which%20is%20undergoing%20a%20three-year%20pilot%20to%20stop%20plastic%20waste%20flowing%20out%20to%20sea.&source=New%20Atlas
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Middle Age and the Art of Self-Renewal: An Extraordinary Letter from Pioneering Education 

Reformer Elizabeth Peabody 

“The perilous time for the most highly gifted is not youth… The perilous season is middle age, when a false 

wisdom tempts them to doubt the divine origin of the dreams of their youth….” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“A self that goes on changing is a self that goes on living,” Virginia Woolf wrote in one of her characteristic 

asides of immense insight as she considered the dying art of letter writing. This may be the most elemental 

paradox of existence: We yearn for permanence and stability despite a universe of constant change as a way 

of hedging against the inescapable fact of our mortality, our own individual impermanence. And yet this 

faulty coping mechanism results not in immortality but in complacency, stagnation, a living death. Emerson 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/11/20/the-humane-art-virginia-woolf/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/05/22/alan-lightman-accidental-universe-impermanence/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1524748137/braipick-20
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captured this paradox with sundering precision as he weighed the key to personal growth: “People wish to be 

settled; only as far as they are unsettled is there any hope for them.” 

That is what Emerson’s contemporary and collaborator, the great education reformer Elizabeth Peabody (May 

16, 1804–January 3, 1894), explores in an 1838 letter to her friend Nathaniel Hawthorne’s sister, included 

in Figuring. (Peabody’s own sister, Sophia, would eventually marry Hawthorne, living through his conflicted 

romantic attachment to Herman Melville.) 

Elizabeth Palmer Peabody 

As a child, Peabody had taught herself Latin and Greek in order to access the world’s wisdom and cut off her 

curls in revolt against her culture’s preoccupation with young women’s appearance rather than their minds. 

She learned astronomy and geography in an era when higher education was not available to women and 

become the first woman allowed into Boston’s only lending library. (The exception only lasted a month, 

during which she borrowed twenty-one books.) In her ninety years, Peabody founded the first English-

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/26/emerson-circles/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/01/figuring/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/02/13/herman-melville-nathaniel-hawthorne-love-letters/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/02/13/herman-melville-nathaniel-hawthorne-love-letters/
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language kindergarten in America, translated the first American edition of Buddhist scripture, launched the 

country’s first foreign-language bookstore and circulating library, coined the term Transcendentalism to 

define the philosophical current sweeping New England, and introduced the king and queen of 

Transcendentalism. The epitome of intellectual restlessness and creative self-reinvention, she never married 

— she lived a life her younger sister described as one of “high thinking and plain living.” 

Quoting advice a friend had once given her, Peabody writes: 

The perilous time for the most highly gifted is not youth. The holy sensibilities of genius — for all the 

sensibilities of genius are holy — keep their possessor essentially unhurt as long as animal spirits and the idea 

of being young last; but the perilous season is middle age, when a false wisdom tempts them to doubt the 

divine origin of the dreams of their youth; when the world comes to them, not with the song of the siren, 

against which all books warn us, but as a wise old man counselling acquiescence in what is below them. 

Art by the Brothers Hilts from A Velocity 

of Being: Letters to a Young Reader. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/06/05/ralph-waldo-emerson-margaret-fuller-letters-figuring/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/06/05/ralph-waldo-emerson-margaret-fuller-letters-figuring/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/20/a-velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/20/a-velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/20/a-velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/
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Peabody ends with the admonition that the path to complacency is paved with complacent companions: 

No being of a social nature can be entirely beyond the tendency to fall to the level of his associates. 

The antidote to stagnation, therefore, lies in surrounding oneself with people of creative vitality. The 

pioneering astronomer Maria Mitchell — a contemporary of Peabody’s and a key figure in Figuring — would 

articulate this beautifully two decades later in contemplating how we co-create one another and recreate 

ourselves through friendship: “Whatever our degree of friends may be, we come more under their influence 

than we are aware.” 

Complement with the pioneering social scientist John Gardner on the art of self-renewal and legendary cellist 

Pablo Casals, at age 93, on creative vitality and how working with love prolongs your life. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/07/05/elizabeth-peabody-

figuring/?mc_cid=7a3656d852&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/09/10/maria-mitchell-friendship/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/09/10/maria-mitchell-friendship/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/07/14/self-renewal-gardner/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/12/03/pablo-casals-work-age/
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The attosecond dynamics underlying the photoelectric effect 

Posted: 28 Nov 2019 07:00 AM PST 

Photo: Maxime Valcarce / Unsplash 

 

In 1882, Heinrich Hertz devoted himself to the study of electromagnetism, including the recent and still 

generally unappreciated work of Maxwell. Two years later he began his famous series of experiments with 

electromagnetic waves. During the course of this work, Hertz discovered the photoelectric effect, which has 

had a profound influence on modern physics. 

The effect, as such, is easy to describe: when a substance (typically, a metal) is exposed to electromagnetic 

radiation it liberates electrons. The number of electrons emitted depends on the intensity of the radiation. The 

kinetic energy of the electrons emitted depends on the frequency of the radiation. And this is it. 

But the explanation is far from trivial. Actually, the explanation of the photoelectric effect was the major 

work cited in the award to Albert Einstein of the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1921. Einstein’s explanation, 

proposed in 1905, played a major role in the development of atomic physics. He based his theory on a daring 

hypothesis, for few of the experimental details were known in 1905. Moreover, the key point of Einstein’s 

explanation contradicted the classical ideas of the time. He assumed that the energy of light is not distributed 

evenly over the whole expanding wavefront (as the classical theory assumed). Instead, the light energy is 

http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/MappingIgnorance/~3/z0q8zrYxg8E/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email
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concentrated in separate “lumps.” In addition, the amount of energy in each of these regions is not just any 

amount, but a definite amount of energy that is proportional to the frequency f of the light wave. 

Besides its theoretical and historical importance, the applications of the photoelectric effect are everywhere: 

from night vision devices to automatic doors or solar panels. And, still, it has a fundamental importance in the 

study of matter. The analysis of photoemission has become the standard method for the investigation of 

occupied electronic states, for isolated atoms and molecules and in condensed matter systems, including 

samples of demanding complexity. 

The timing of the photoemission process, i.e., the time elapsing between photon absorption and electron 

emission, is experimentally accessible since laser sources producing synchronized attosecond extreme-

ultraviolet (XUV) pump pulses and few-cycle near-infrared (NIR) waveforms are available and its 

investigation considerably enhances our understanding of fundamental light-matter interactions. Experiments 

yield relative delays between photoelectrons from different initial states, which by comparison with 

appropriate reference states and theory can be turned into absolute values with high precision. 

For isolated particles, particularly light atoms, this time interval, which is commonly denoted as (absolute) 

delay can be calculated with attosecond (10-18 s) precision. Yet, for condensed matter systems, theoretical 

investigations are much more demanding and mostly limited to one-dimensional model systems or 

approximations using semiclassical treatments are used. As a matter of fact, suitable high-precision references 

cannot always be obtained easily and ambiguities may remain. 

Now, and in order to resolve these limitations for condensed matter systems, a team of researchers 

introduces 2 a holistic study of the dynamical photoemission process by rigorously combining time- and 

energy-resolved attosecond streaking spectroscopy with conventional high-resolution spectroscopy and 

numerical calculations based on the solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation over a broad 

excitation region spanning from the XUV into the soft-x-ray region. 

For prototypical solid materials XUV penetrates deeply, whereas the NIR radiation is reflected or refracted at 

the surface. Thus the probing of the photoelectrons starts as they traverse the substrate-vacuum boundary and 

not at their sites of generation. Photoemission delay due to electron transport inside the material dominates at 

larger kinetic energy, when atomic delays are shown to become small. Inelastic and elastic scattering limit the 

escape depth to the outermost atomic layers. In general, resonant photoemission, which involves transitions 

between bulk bands, allows larger escape depth and therefore larger delays than nonresonant photoemission 

with transitions into waves that do not propagate in the bulk. 

No study comparing energy-, angle- and time-resolution and covering resonant and nonresonant 

photoemission from surface and bulk valence states and from inner-shell states has been performed. This new 

one covers most of the band structure induced effects, especially those related to the initial state, and 

elucidates the opposing actions of surface localization, e.g., of a surface state compared to bulk bands, and the 

extended electron escape depth on resonance. 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#m_3610456179021146904_note-6395-2
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Experimental geometry of attosecond and synchrotron photoemission experiments. XUV radiation and NIR 

radiation are focused on a Mg(0001) surface. 

The researchers report measurements of the temporal dynamics of the valence band photoemission from the 

magnesium (0001) surface and link them to observations of high-resolution synchrotron photoemission and 

numerical calculations of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation using an effective single-electron model 

potential. They find that both the observed resonant enhancement and the attosecond retardation of the 

photoemission are directly linked to the spatial structure of the delocalized sp-band states. By exploiting the 

synergies between the complementary information obtained from conventional high-resolution photoemission 

and attosecond streaking they can circumvent the ambiguities that plague relative photoemission time delays 

without implementation of technically challenging references. 

The approach used widens the time-domain window into conventional photoemission establishing a 

connection between energy-space properties of electronic states in solids and the temporal dynamics of the 

fundamental electronic excitations underlying the photoelectric effect. 
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12 POEMPOEMS 

by Oskar Pastior 

Issue no. 115 (Summer 1990) 

an ear goes for an ironic walk it greets the increasing entropy denying however a lupin the cloud column is 

introduced the ear turns itself into a doric helix by means of a sound shift a logos reveals itself as a 

transvestite nevertheless the ear continues to listen a prefix is riveted to it an apophony calls generalities into 

question and evokes remote tenses whereupon a waste gas is concretized and at the same time a common 

dialect word deepened and heightened through double negation the simple lupin is malignant but not vengeful 

it confirms the ear the ear is ironic but not uninformed it confirms the increasing entropy historifying 

repetition of the cloud column suggests the thought without voicing it that everything is to be found in and 

nothing between the lines with such intensity that a waste gas floating between the lines casts doubt on the 

thought and simultaneously although not causally connected confirms the doric helix whereupon a couple of 

in fact quite insignificant stimulus words mutually disclaim one another and however through the presence of 

this and in contrast to the remote tense come to be thought of as present and repeatable viz generally attested 

to whereupon the doubly negated dialect word coagulates with its homonym to form a metaphor in which one 

of the two negations skeptically recants itself because the poem ends here the metaphor is very serious this 

seriousness transposes itself onto the whole poem the whole poem confirms a complex state of affairs and 

places itself positively in question 

the spiral poem proof of the talent of a car mechanic from luneberg came into being through decades of 

struggle the supporting medium was provided by a section of roughly neckstrength 6mm diam. spiral steel 

spring as long as a forearm employing an engraver’s glass and admirable precision the author had engraved 

the surface of the spiral spring with sections of the manifesto of the communist party in likewise spiraliform 

characters with in addition winding its way as it were in the opposite direction to the writing spiral a second 

writing spiral with sections from the libretto of the magic flute the metal spiral can thus be read in both 

directions the reader’s position is tricky though because he ends up alternately in the neck of the spiral spring 

inside the steel coil and somewhere outside of it but in any case himself performs a spiral movement with a 

certain amount of dexterity acrobatically gifted readers can despite the contortions intertwinings dislocations 

and tactically split attention which are necessary from time to time follow both spiral texts viz text spirals at 

the same time 

the dialect poem nourishes itself from roots nightingale tongues frogs-legs but it loves budleias so much that it 

is ashamed of itself on the other hand one should not pass the dialect poem without sending it my greetings 

once a ventriloquist kidnapped it and had it recited by a white wall in south wales but he didn’t want a penny 

for it now one can write what one wants 

the reading poem has an artery and five vesicles installed in the artery is a sort of pneumatic postal system 

which operates in both directions in the first vesicle are transylvanian kukuruza maize seeds in the second are 

the sounds from antiquity in the third are all the remainder up to and including the present day in the fourth 

are letters of the alphabet and in the fifth a minced erlking complex the five vesicles have varying coloured 

valve flaps and the valve flaps are operated by five guiding principles also known as vowels the reading poem 

reads in several languages but is at its loveliest in the middle vosges idiom of the transalpine fan delta the 

reference to the pneumatic postal system which operates in both directions is important because it provides 

the key to the interpretation the reading poem functions digitally and can be connected up to people books 

meetings philosophies governments landscapes as well as to the Zeitgeist in the central clock tower in 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=0e911023d4&e=d538c8f2e0
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amsterdam it reads for as long as it is connected the descending air tremor originates from the valve flaps and 

wavers between two and fifteen decibels the reading poem is an occidental one 

the first line describes the word SOCK without using it the second line uses the word FIERCEST without 

describing it the third line describes the description of a cold cure without giving the name of the 

manufacturer the fourth line uses the word CIRCUMSPECT which is very similar to the name of the 

manufacturer the fifth the sixth the seventh and the eighth lines describe a vague feeling by replacing the 

single words of the compound in the fourth line to wit CIRCUM and SPECT with a number of very similar 

words like CIRCUS HORN-RIM SPECS ACT CURRICULUM VITAE TAPEWORM SPIT CONSUME 

CONVICT SCRATCH among others the ninth line uses a word appropriated from nature PXTSCHIIIII—

without describing it the tenth line uses no words thus describing a hiatus which however a glance at the 

eleventh and last lines of the poem proves retrospectively to be the anticipation of the word KATARSTROF 

which is neither described nor used the eleventh and last line describe and use nothing more than the suffix -

ous nevertheless with imperative acoustic fidelity the poem is a typical poem of warning cf heroic poem 

INSIDE THE TROJAN HORSE is a poem with two beginnings a middle section and two endings it would 

look like an X but INSIDE THE TROJAN HORSE is a large dark tricky business and apart from that there 

are discrete dark points a singing mole a whistling collar bone and roaming genitive objects added to which 

there is the temporal axis on which the poem sits and can be turned but it does not bother about that for it is 

called INSIDE THE TROJAN HORSE and not the trojan horse 

the shiver poem shivers at the idea that it might consist of a speech act which could claim that it had made 

itself so independent in the form of a thought act within the poem that it would shiver during its speech act at 

the very idea of shivering the shiver poem is foolish to think such a thing then how can the mere thought of 

shivering produce shivering 

the lift poem consists of apiece of wrapping paper it is folded three times stuck once and snipped at both ends 

with a pair of scissors the informative value of its production is small in comparison to that of the social 

interaction which after all takes place in the lift in addition a length of twine a pair of binoculars and 1-2 

witnesses are required if the lift is in motion then the piece of wrapping paper the length of twine the pair of 

binoculars and the 1-2 witnesses are also in motion in this way nothing goes missing on the contrary outside 

observers gain the impression of an art concept while the witnesses confirm that this has NOTHING to do 

with A KITE 

on the first chair sits the poem reading the paper on the second chair sits the author and mulls on the third 

chair sits leisure time organising a person on the fifth chair sits the conversation partner tippling on the sixth 

chair sits the flibberty-gibbet and creates on the seventh chair sits the concept correcting proofs on the eighth 

chair sits nobody looking in on the ninth chair sits the tenth chair on the tenth chair sits another person 

conducting a conversation on the eleventh chair sits another poem correcting concepts on the twelfth poem 

sits the reader the twelve chairs are a film poem with the sub-title ROSIN 

now the dream poem is neither composed nor read nor otherwise manipulated either in the author’s dream or 

the reader’s or in anyone else’s nor is it concerned with a dream from the author or the reader or anyone else 

nor does it dream itself or the author or anyone else no the dream poem has nothing whatsoever to do with 

dream-like states or relationships or other after-effects it is also completely lacking in parables or any 

explorations into character it does not predict it does not provide in-depth divinations it is not formed like a 
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Chinese box how so it is so because everything is possible in the dream poem and negations have no 

consequences 

when the party starts at four the climax begins at six when the poem starts with the party the climax beings 

with the end when the end starts at six the party begins with the climax when the climax starts with the end 

the end begins with the poem when the end starts with the party the poem begins with the climax when at six 

the poem starts the poem begins at four when the climax starts the poem begins with the end when the poem 

starts the end begins 

the POEMPOEMS are slightly more different to the paper than the paper to them located within this margin 

of play are the chances and the misery of the one as well as the others the POEMPOEMS can be compared 

solely with those things which bear comparisons in this respect they are mandatory as inventions they are 

subject to wear and tear as german texts however they behave other than theory to give an example they serve 

a number of purposes and have the laugh on their flip side in the midst of silence the muses do battle 

        —translated from the German by Malcolm Green 

If you enjoyed this poem, why not read … 

 the Art of Fiction no. 225 with Herta Müller, a friend of Pastior’s, from Issue 210, Fall 2014? 

 

 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=0e911023d4&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=4948120671&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=0e911023d4&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=0e911023d4&e=d538c8f2e0
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Alain de Botton on What Makes a Good Communicator and the Difficult Art of Listening in Intimate 

Relationships 

“What makes people good communicators is, in essence, an ability not to be fazed by the more problematic or 

offbeat aspects of their own characters.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“Words are events, they do things, change things. They transform both speaker and hearer; they feed energy 

back and forth and amplify it,” Ursula K. Le Guin wrote in her masterful meditation on the magic of real 

human conversation. “They feed understanding or emotion back and forth and amplify it.” But in moments of 

pain or anger, when words spring from the rawest recesses of the heart, they can amplify our deepest 

insecurities and emotional vulnerabilities, in turn fueling a maelstrom of mutual misunderstanding. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/10/21/telling-is-listening-ursula-k-le-guin-communication/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/10/21/telling-is-listening-ursula-k-le-guin-communication/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1501134256/braipick-20
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How to avoid that is what Alain de Botton explores in a portion of The Course of Love (public library) — 

the immeasurably insightful psychological novel that gave us De Botton on vulnerability and the paradox of 

why we sulk. 

Alain de Botton 

De Botton writes: 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1501134256/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/course-of-love-a-novel/oclc/918616385&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/06/27/alain-de-botton-the-course-of-love/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/06/27/alain-de-botton-the-course-of-love/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1501134256/braipick-20
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What makes people good communicators is, in essence, an ability not to be fazed by the more problematic or 

offbeat aspects of their own characters. They can contemplate their anger, their sexuality, and their unpopular, 

awkward, or unfashionable opinions without losing confidence or collapsing into self-disgust. They can speak 

clearly because they have managed to develop a priceless sense of their own acceptability. They like 

themselves well enough to believe that they are worthy of, and can win, the goodwill of others if only they 

have the wherewithal to present themselves with the right degree of patience and imagination. 

Illustration by Olivier Tallec from Waterloo and Trafalgar 

Fertile communication, in other words, is largely a matter of what Anna Deavere Smith called refusing to “use 

language as a mask” — refusing to hide from both the other person and from oneself in the act of 

communication. This skill is no different from the vast majority of our psychoemotional arsenal, which 

is shaped by our early caretakers, and is contingent upon the degree to which our parents have managed to 

unconditionally accept us and nurture our inner wholeness. De Botton writes: 

As children, these good communicators must have been blessed with caregivers who knew how to love their 

charges without demanding that every last thing about them be agreeable and perfect. Such parents would 

have been able to live with the idea that their offspring might sometimes — for a while, at least — be odd, 

violent, angry, mean, peculiar, or sad, and yet still deserve a place within the circle of familial love. The 

parents would thus have created an invaluable wellspring of courage from which those children would 

eventually be able to draw to sustain the confessions and direct conversations of adult life. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/12/07/best-childrens-books-2012/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/29/anna-deavere-smith-talk-to-me/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/29/anna-deavere-smith-talk-to-me/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/07/07/love-at-goon-park-harry-harlow-deborah-blum/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/11/03/parker-palmer-hidden-wholeness/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/12/07/best-childrens-books-2012/
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Echoing Hemingway’s assertion that “most people never listen,” De Botton adds: 

Good listeners are no less rare or important than good communicators. Here, too, an unusual degree of 

confidence is the key — a capacity not to be thrown off course by, or buckle under the weight of, information 

that may deeply challenge certain settled assumptions. Good listeners are unfussy about the chaos which 

others may for a time create in their minds; they’ve been there before and know that everything can 

eventually be set back in its place. 

Paradoxically, De Botton argues, being frequently unsettled by communication with our loved ones is 

precisely what attests to the fullness and strength of those bonds, and to their orientation toward mutual 

growth: 

It is precisely when we hear little from our partner which frightens, shocks, or sickens us that we should begin 

to be concerned, for this may be the surest sign that we are being gently lied to or shielded from the other’s 

imagination, whether out of kindness or from a touching fear of losing our love. It may mean that we have, 

despite ourselves, shut our ears to information that fails to conform to our hopes — hopes which will thereby 

be endangered all the more. 

Complement this particular portion of the wholly fantastic The Course of Love with Rebecca Solnit on how 

our modern noncommunication is changing our experience of communion, then revisit De Botton on the 

seven psychological functions of art and what philosophy is for, and treat yourself to his wildly 

insightful Design Matters conversation with Debbie Millman: 

My view of human nature is that all of us are just holding it together in various ways — and that’s okay, and 

we just need to go easy with one another, knowing that we’re all these incredibly fragile beings. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/08/15/alain-de-botton-the-course-of-love-

communicator/?mc_cid=7dc1ccc776&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/11/13/hemingway-on-writing-2/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1501134256/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/11/23/rebecca-solnit-encyclopedia-of-trouble-and-spaciousness-2/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/11/23/rebecca-solnit-encyclopedia-of-trouble-and-spaciousness-2/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/10/25/art-as-therapy-alain-de-botton-john-armstrong/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/10/25/art-as-therapy-alain-de-botton-john-armstrong/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/10/24/what-is-philosophy-for-alain-de-botton/
http://www.debbiemillman.com/designmatters/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/08/15/alain-de-botton-the-course-of-love-communicator/?mc_cid=7dc1ccc776&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/08/15/alain-de-botton-the-course-of-love-communicator/?mc_cid=7dc1ccc776&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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A local quantum emitter can be used to sense the environment of a molecule with the minimal quantum 

of energy 

DIPC   

Plasmonic nanostructures confine light to dimensions far smaller than the free-space wavelength, as they mix 

optical fields with electronic excitations. It was not until the 1990s, with the appearance of accurate and 

reliable nanofabrication techniques, that plasmonics blossomed. It was found then that local fields around 

nanostructures could be directly measured by near-field scanning optical microscopy. Plasmon nanostructures 

gained rapid appreciation as routes to optical devices unconstrained by the wavelength of light, yielding 

viable nanophotonic devices. 

A metallic nanoparticle of gold, silver, copper or aluminium exhibits plasmon resonances at wavelengths 

determined by its material properties, shape and size. For metallic nanoparticles with sharp corners or 

protrusions, light can be strongly localized to volumes with minimum dimensions of 10–100 nm. Achieving 

even more tightly confined fields—on the scale of 1 nm or less—is possible but very difficult with single 

nanoparticles, since there is no fabrication method available offers reproducible control over such small 

feature sizes. 

Fortunately, the large field enhancements associated with nanoparticle clusters can also be achieved with 

single nanoparticles separated from an suitable substrate by a thin dielectric layer, which behave similarly to a 

pair or dimer of nanoparticles. This is the case of the gaps between scanning probe tips and metallic surfaces 

in ultrahigh-vacuum environments. 

When a molecule is positioned in the cavity some interesting things happen. For example, recent scanning 

tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments reported single-molecule fluorescence induced by tunneling 

currents in the plasmonic nanocavity formed by the STM tip and the substrate. This happens because the 

electric field of the cavity mode couples with the current-induced charge fluctuations of the molecule, 

allowing the excitation of photons. 

Electronic transport coupled to the field of an electromagnetic cavity can be realized in a wealth of different 

systems. This includes, besides molecules in plasmonic nanocavities, quantum-dots. 

A quantum dot is a nanometric crystalline structure of semiconductor materials. In a quatum dot electrons are 

confined in a region of space, thus creating a well defined structure of energy levels that depends very much 

on the size and shape of the quantum dot. This structure resembles that of atoms, that is why sometimes 

quantum dots are also called artificial atoms. 

https://mappingignorance.org/author/dipc/
https://mappingignorance.org/2015/04/09/darker-than-black-quantum-dots/
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Now, a team of researchers has investigated theoretically such systems 1. The scientists have considered 

electronic transport through a single-level quantum dot, where the charge on the dot is coupled to the electric 

field of an electromagnetic cavity. They propose a theoretical model to obtain the current through the 

quantum dot taking into account the cavity dissipation and arbitrary values of the coupling strength in the 

incoherent transport regime. 

The researchers find that for bias voltages close to the first inelastic threshold of photon emission, the emitted 

light displays anti-bunching behavior with a vanishing second-order photon correlation function. 

The new theory also predicts that strong coupling to a single level allows current-driven non-classical light 

emission. This prediction can be relevant for a series of experiments on STM cavities. 

Finally, and no less interesting, the researchers show that a local quantum emitter can be used to sense the 

environment of the molecule with the minimal quantum of energy. 

Author: César Tomé López is a science writer and the editor of Mapping Ignorance 

Disclaimer: Parts of this article are copied verbatim or almost verbatim from the referenced research paper. 
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The Chaotic Side of Learning: Keeping High School Seniors From Falling Asleep 

Atlanta English Teacher Susan Barber on “Creating 

a family in the classroom.” 

By Nick Ripatrazone 

 

January 30, 2020 

Senior year. Hearts and minds elsewhere than the classroom, seniors seem to lose interest. They talk, they 

sleep, they stop turning in work. They are, in a word, done. 

As with everything in education, it’s more complicated than that. Students at the end of high school are 

steeped in contradictions: they can’t wait to leave, but fear the loss of structure and consistency. The rote 

schedule of high school can be a bore—and a comfort. More than one senior has told me, quite directly: I’m 

not ready to grow up. We know students have to grow up—and yet. We understand the hesitation. 

Teachers of seniors have to work extra hard to keep kids interested, and Susan Barber is up for the challenge. 

She teaches almost half of all seniors at Grady High School. Founded in 1872, Grady is one of the oldest high 

schools in Atlanta. Barber takes that history seriously—which means real investment in tradition, and the 

recognition that she needs to help students make the transition into the wider world. 

Before coming to Grady High School, Barber taught for a decade at Northgate High School in Coweta 

County, Georgia. Honored as Teacher of the Year twice at her school, as well as county teacher of the year, 

Barber served as English department chair. Although she knows “teaching is never routine, Northgate had 

https://lithub.com/author/nick-ripatriazone/
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become comfortable, and I wanted to push myself both professionally and personally.” She had always 

wanted to teach in the city, and when a position opened at Grady, she applied. Like most teachers at a new 

school, she didn’t know a soul. But she says that “having to prove myself in a new setting—to both colleagues 

and students—gave me the opportunity to rethink my practices and reflect on who I am as a teacher. The 

process of starting all over again has made me a stronger teacher.” 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

Teachers know that’s a brave and admirable decision. Barber was originally inspired to enter the profession 

by her own high school English teacher, Mrs. Roby, who gave Barber blunt advice: education is changing. Be 

realistic. Teaching is not easy. “However, she did say if I chose to do this, I should do it with all of my heart.” 

Barber keeps teaching because she believes “the next generation is misunderstood and they not only deserve 

an ally but also someone to speak up and speak out for them.” 

That’s the perfect sentiment necessary to teach seniors: be optimistic, realistic, pragmatic. Seniors—perhaps 

because of their inherent skepticism—need to feel like their teachers genuinely care about them. Barber 

begins the year with her AP Literature seniors by writing a letter to them, in which she introduces herself and 

the class. Students then introduce themselves in a letter, while also reflecting on “Good Bones” by Maggie 

Smith, “Summer Day” by Mary Oliver, or “Boyhood” by Billy Collins. I like that; it gets kids thinking that 

poetry can be a way to help them articulate their views of the world, and themselves. As the year progresses, 

Barber keeps her classroom “anything but routine.” 

“Investing in the next generation on a daily basis is a privilege—not a burden—and one teachers should not 

take lightly.” 

On any given day, students “piece together poems line by line, speed date books (complete with chocolate and 

candles on Valentine’s Day), make black out poetry, analyze film and art, condense Hamlet to 50 lines, 

annotate books through SnapChat, read and write blogs shared with other students nationally, write poetry, 

participate in Twitter chats, Skype with authors and poets, create Sketch Notes to review novels, and learn 

about embedding quotes through ice cream and sprinkles.” Barber loves the “chaotic, messy, and loud side of 

learning” (she wonders if her classroom placement at the end of the hall was a tactical decision). 

She shares her love of reading with students, packing over 500 books into her classroom library. Some 

favorites that she has shared with seniors include Counting Descent (Clint Smith), Homegoing (Yaa 

Gaysi), Station Eleven (Emily St. John Mandel), Salvage the Bones (Jesmyn Ward), Southernmost (Silas 

House), The Nix (Nathan Hill), The Poet X (Elizabeth Acevedo), There There (Tommy Orange), The Nickel 

Boys (Colson Whitehead), The Testaments (Margaret Atwood), Just Mercy (Bryan Stevenson), I Am Not Your 

Perfect Mexican Daughter (Erika Sánchez), The Leavers (Lisa Ko), Behold the Dreamers (Imbolo Mbue), 

and poetry by José Olivarez, Jericho Brown, Fatimah Asghar, Hanif Abdurraqib, Victoria Chang, and Nicole 

Tong. 

On the first day of class, Barber tells her seniors “that we will be family by the end of the school year because 

we read literature that touches the very depths of our souls and challenges and changes us as people; how can 

we not grow closer?” By March, they are holding on to that sense of community as the future takes shape. Her 

students “put up college admission letters, military commitments, gap year adventures”—a celebration of 

what comes next. 
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Barber says “investing in the next generation on a daily basis is a privilege—not a burden—and one teachers 

should not take lightly.” One of the best gifts we can give seniors as they leave our classrooms for the last 

time is to show them how reading helps us find ourselves, and helps us connect with others. Our communion 

with stories is a powerful one; a lesson that can become a practice for the rest of their lives. 

AtlantaHigh School Englishhigh school teachersNick RipatrazonepoetrySusan Barberteachersteachingteens 

 

 

 

Nick Ripatrazone 

Nick Ripatrazone is the author of several books of fiction, poetry, and literary criticism. He is a staff writer 

for The Millions, and has also written for Esquire, The Sewanee Review, The Kenyon Review, Shenandoah, 

Commonweal, and National Public Radio. 

 

https://lithub.com/the-chaotic-side-of-learning-keeping-high-school-seniors-from-falling-asleep/ 
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How We Pay Attention Changes the Very Shape of Our Brains 

Stanislas Dehaene on the Neuroscience of Focused Learning 

VIA VIKING 

By Stanislas Dehaene 

 

Imagine arriving at the airport just in time to catch a plane. Everything in your behavior betrays the 

heightened concentration of your attention. Your mind on alert, you look for the departures sign, without 

letting yourself be distracted by the flow of travelers; you quickly scroll through the list to find your flight. 

Advertisements all around call out to you, but you do not even see them—instead, you head straight for the 

check-in counter. Suddenly, you turn around: in the crowd, an unexpected friend just called your first name. 

This message, which your brain considers a priority, takes over your attention and invades your consciousness 

. . . making you forget which check-in counter you were supposed to go to. 

In the space of a few minutes, your brain went through most of the key states of attention: vigilance and 

alertness, selection and distraction, orientation and filtering. In cognitive science, “attention” refers to all the 

mechanisms by which the brain selects information, amplifies it, channels it, and deepens its processing. 

These are ancient mechanisms in evolution: whenever a dog reorients its ears or a mouse freezes up upon 

hearing a cracking sound, they’re making use of attention circuits that are very close to ours. 

Why did attention mechanisms evolve in so many animal species? Because attention solves a very common 

problem: information saturation. Our brain is constantly bombarded with stimuli: the senses of sight, hearing, 

smell, and touch transmit millions of bits of information per second. Initially, all these messages are processed 

in parallel by distinct neurons—yet it would be impossible to digest them in depth: the brain’s resources 

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/579922/how-we-learn-by-stanislas-dehaene/
https://lithub.com/author/stanislasdehaene/
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would not suffice. This is why a pyramid of attention mechanisms, organized like a gigantic filter, carries out 

a selective triage. At each stage, our brain decides how much importance it should attribute to such and such 

input and allocates resources only to the information it considers most essential. 

Attention is essential, but it may result in a problem: if attention is misdirected, learning can get stuck. 

Selecting relevant information is fundamental to learning. In the absence of attention, discovering a pattern in 

a pile of data is like looking for the fabled needle in a haystack. This is one of the main reasons behind the 

slowness of conventional artificial neural networks: they waste considerable time analyzing all possible 

combinations of the data provided to them, instead of sorting out the information and focusing on the relevant 

bits. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

It was only in 2014 that two researchers, Canadian Yoshua Bengio and Korean Kyunghyun Cho, showed how 

to integrate attention into artificial neural networks. Their first model learned to translate sentences from one 

language to another. They showed that attention brought in immense benefits: their system learned better and 

faster because it managed to focus on the relevant words of the original sentence at each step. 

Very quickly, the idea of learning to pay attention spread like wildfire in the field of artificial intelligence. 

Today, if artificial systems manage to successfully label a picture (“A woman throwing a Frisbee in a park”), 

it is because they use attention to channel the information by focusing a spotlight on each relevant part of the 

image. When describing the Frisbee, the network concentrates all its resources on the corresponding pixels of 

the image and temporarily removes all those which correspond to the person and the park—it will return to 

them later. Nowadays, any sophisticated artificial intelligence system no longer connects all inputs with all 

outputs—it knows that learning will be faster if such a plain network, where every pixel of the input has a 

chance to predict any word at the output, is replaced by an organized architecture where learning is broken 

down into two modules: one that learns to pay attention, and another that learns to name the data filtered by 

the first. 

Attention is essential, but it may result in a problem: if attention is misdirected, learning can get stuck. If I 

don’t pay attention to the Frisbee, this part of the image is wiped out: processing goes on as if it did not exist. 

Information about it is discarded early on, and it remains confined to the earliest sensory areas. Unattended 

objects cause only a modest activation that induces little or no learning. This is utterly different from the 

extraordinary amplification that occurs in our brain whenever we pay attention to an object and become aware 

of it. With conscious attention, the discharges of the sensory and conceptual neurons that code for an object 

are massively amplified and prolonged, and their messages propagate into the prefrontal cortex, where whole 

populations of neurons ignite and fire for a long time, well beyond the original duration of the image. 

Such a strong surge of neural firing is exactly what synapses need in order to change their strength—what 

neuroscientists call “long-term potentiation.” When a pupil pays conscious attention to, say, a foreign-

language word that the teacher has just introduced, she allows that word to deeply propagate into her cortical 

circuits, all the way into the prefrontal cortex. As a result, that word has a much better chance of being 

remembered. Unconscious or unattended words remain largely confined to the brain’s sensory circuits, never 

getting a chance to reach the deeper lexical and conceptual representations that support comprehension and 

semantic memory. 
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American psychologist Michael Posner distinguishes at least three major attention systems: Alerting; 

Orienting; and Executive Attention. 

This is why every student should learn to pay attention—and also why teachers should pay more attention to 

attention! If students don’t attend to the right information, it is quite unlikely that they will learn anything. A 

teacher’s greatest talent consists of constantly channeling and capturing children’s attention in order to 

properly guide them. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

Attention plays such a fundamental role in the selection of relevant information that it is present in many 

different circuits in the brain. American psychologist Michael Posner distinguishes at least three major 

attention systems: 

1. Alerting, which indicates when to attend, and adapts our level of vigilance. 

2. Orienting, which signals what to attend to, and amplifies any object of interest. 

3. Executive attention, which decides how to process the attended information, selects the processes that are 

relevant to a given task, and controls their execution. 

These systems massively modulate brain activity and can therefore facilitate learning, but also point it in the 

wrong direction. Let us examine them one by one. 

* 

The first attention system, perhaps the oldest in evolution, tells us when to be on the watch. It sends warning 

signals that mobilize the entire body when circumstances require it. When a predator approaches or when a 

strong emotion overwhelms us, a whole series of subcortical nuclei immediately increases the wakefulness 

and vigilance of the cortex. This system dictates a massive and diffuse release of neuromodulators such as 

serotonin, acetylcholine, and dopamine. Through long-range axons with many spread-out branches, these 

alerting messages reach virtually the entire cortex, greatly modulating cortical activity and learning. Some 

researchers speak of a “now print” signal, as if these messages directly tell the cortex to commit the current 

contents of neural activity into memory. 

Animal experiments show that the firing of this warning system can indeed radically alter cortical maps. The 

American neurophysiologist Michael Merzenich conducted several experiments in which the alerting system 

of mice was tricked into action by electrical stimulation of their subcortical dopamine or acetylcholine 

circuits. The outcome was a massive shift in cortical maps. All the neurons that happened to be activated at 

that moment, even if they had no objective importance, were subject to intense amplification. When a sound, 

for instance, a high-pitched tone, was systematically associated with a flash of dopamine or acetylcholine, the 

mouse’s brain became heavily biased toward this stimulus. As a result, the whole auditory map was invaded 

by this arbitrary note. The mouse became better and better at discriminating sounds close to this sensitive 

note, but it partially lost the ability to represent other frequencies. 

It is remarkable that such cortical plasticity, induced by tampering with the alerting system, can occur even in 

adult animals. Analysis of the circuits involved shows that neuromodulators such as serotonin and 

acetylcholine—particularly via the nicotinic receptor (sensitive to nicotine, another major player in arousal 
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and alertness)—modulate the firing of cortical inhibitory interneurons, tipping the balance between excitation 

and inhibition. Remember that inhibition plays a key role in the closing of sensitive periods for synaptic 

plasticity. Disinhibited by the alerting signals, cortical circuits seem to recover some of their juvenile 

plasticity, thus reopening the sensitive period for signals that the mouse brain labels as crucial. 

Far from reducing our ability to concentrate, video games can actually increase it. They are a powerful 

stimulant of attention. 

What about Homo sapiens? It is tempting to think that a similar reorganization of cortical maps occurs every 

time a composer or a mathematician passionately dives into their chosen field, especially when their passion 

starts at an early age. A Mozart or a Ramanujan is perhaps so electrified by fervor that his brain maps become 

literally invaded with mental models of music or math. Furthermore, this may apply not only to geniuses, but 

to anyone passionate in their work, from a manual worker to a rocket scientist. By allowing cortical maps to 

massively reshape themselves, passion breeds talent. 

Even though not everyone is a Mozart, the same brain circuits of alertness and motivation are present in all 

people. What circumstances of daily life would mobilize these circuits? Do they activate only in response to 

trauma or strong emotions? Maybe not. Some research suggests that video games, especially action games 

that play with life and death, provide a particularly effective means of engaging our attentional mechanisms. 

By mobilizing our alerting and reward systems, video games massively modulate learning. The dopamine 

circuit, for example, fires when we play an action game. Psychologist Daphné Bavelier has shown that this 

translates into rapid learning. The most violent action games seem to have the most intense effects, perhaps 

because they most strongly mobilize the brain’s alerting circuits. Ten hours of gameplay suffice to improve 

visual detection, refine the rapid estimation of the number of objects on the screen, and expand the capacity to 

concentrate on a target without being distracted. A video game player manages to make ultra-fast decisions 

without compromising his or her performance. 

Parents and teachers complain that today’s children, plugged into computers, tablets, consoles, and other 

devices, constantly zap from one activity to the next and have lost the capacity to concentrate—but this is 

untrue. Far from reducing our ability to concentrate, video games can actually increase it. In the future, will 

they help us remobilize synaptic plasticity in adults and children alike? Undoubtedly, they are a powerful 

stimulant of attention, which is why my laboratory has developed a whole range of educational tablet games 

for math and reading, based on cognitive science principles. 

Video games also have their dark side: they present well-known risks of social isolation, time loss, and 

addiction. Fortunately, there are many other ways to unlock the effects of the alerting system while also 

drawing on the brain’s social sense. Teachers who captivate their students, books that draw in their readers, 

and films and plays that transport their audiences and immerse them in real-life experiences probably provide 

equally powerful alerting signals that stimulate our brain plasticity. 

* 

The second attention system in the brain determines what we should attend to. This orienting system acts as a 

spotlight on the outside world. From the millions of stimuli that bombard us, it selects those to which we 

should allocate our mental resources, because they are urgent, dangerous, appealing . . . or merely relevant to 

our present goals. 
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The founding father of American psychology, William James (1842 – 1910), in his The Principles of 

Psychology (1890), best defined this function of attention: “Millions of items of the outward order are present 

to my senses which never properly enter into my experience. Why? Because they have no interest for me. My 

experience is what I agree to attend to. Only those items which I notice shape my mind.” 

Paying attention consists of suppressing unwanted information—and in doing so, our brain runs the risk of 

becoming blind to what it chooses not to see. 

Selective attention operates in all sensory domains, even the most abstract. For example, we can pay attention 

to the sounds around us: dogs move their ears, but for us humans, only an internal pointer in our brain moves 

and tunes in to whatever we decide to focus on. At a noisy cocktail party, we are able to select one out of ten 

conversations based on voice and meaning. In vision, the orienting of attention is often more obvious: we 

generally move our head and eyes toward whatever attracts us. By shifting our gaze, we bring the object of 

interest into our fovea, which is an area of very high sensitivity in the center of our retina. However, 

experiments show that even without moving our eyes, we can still pay attention to any place or any object, 

wherever it is, and amplify its features. We can even attend to one of several superimposed drawings, just like 

we attend to one of several simultaneous conversations. And there is nothing stopping you from paying 

attention to the color of a painting, the shape of a curve, the speed of a runner, the style of a writer, or the 

technique of a painter. Any representation in our brains can become the focus of attention. 

In all these cases, the effect is the same: the orienting of attention amplifies whatever lies in its spotlight. The 

neurons that encode the attended information increase their firing, while the noisy chattering of other neurons 

is squashed. The impact is twofold: attention makes the attended neurons more sensitive to the information 

that we consider relevant, but, above all, it increases their influence on the rest of the brain. Downstream 

neural circuits echo the stimulus to which we lend our eyes, ears, or mind. Ultimately, vast expanses of cortex 

reorient to encode whatever information lies at the center of our attention. Attention acts as an amplifier and a 

selective filter. 

“The art of paying attention, the great art,” says the philosopher Alain (1868–1951), “supposes the art of not 

paying attention, which is the royal art.” Indeed, paying attention also involves choosing what to ignore. For 

an object to come into the spotlight, thousands of others must remain in the shadows. To direct attention is to 

choose, filter, and select: this is why cognitive scientists speak of selective attention. This form of attention 

amplifies the signal which is selected, but it also dramatically reduces those that are deemed irrelevant. The 

technical term for this mechanism is “biased competition”: at any given moment, many sensory inputs 

compete for our brain’s resources, and attention biases this competition by strengthening the representation of 

the selected item while squashing the others. This is where the spotlight metaphor reaches its limits: to better 

light up a region of the cortex, the attentional spotlight of our brain also reduces the illumination of other 

regions. The mechanism relies on interfering waves of electrical activity: to suppress a brain area, the brain 

swamps it with slow waves in the alpha frequency band (between eight and twelve hertz), which inhibit a 

circuit by preventing it from developing coherent neural activity. 

Paying attention, therefore, consists of suppressing the unwanted information—and in doing so, our brain runs 

the risk of becoming blind to what it chooses not to see. Blind, really? Really. The term is fully appropriate, 

because many experiments, including the famous “invisible gorilla” experiment, demonstrate that inattention 

can induce a complete loss of sight. In this classic experiment, you are asked to watch a short movie where 

basketball players, dressed in black and white, pass a ball back and forth. Your task is to count, as precisely as 
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you can, the number of passes of the white team. A piece of cake, you think—and indeed, 30 seconds later, 

you triumphantly give the right answer. 

But now the experimenter asks a strange question: “Did you see the gorilla?” The gorilla? What gorilla? We 

rewind the tape, and to your amazement, you discover that an actor in a full-body gorilla costume walked 

across the stage and even stopped in the middle to pound on his chest for several seconds. It seems impossible 

to miss. Furthermore, experiments show that, at some point, your eyes looked right at the gorilla. Yet you did 

not see it. The reason is simple: your attention was entirely focused on the white team and therefore actively 

inhibited the distracting players who were dressed in black . . . gorilla included! Busy with the counting task, 

your mental workspace was unable to become aware of this incongruous creature. 

The invisible gorilla experiment is a landmark study in cognitive science, and one which is easily replicated: 

in a great variety of settings, the mere act of focusing our attention blinds us to unattended stimuli. If, for 

instance, I ask you to judge whether the pitch of a sound is high or low, you may become blind to another 

stimulus, such as a written word that appears within the next fraction of a second. Psychologists call this 

phenomenon the “attentional blink”: your eyes may remain open, but your mind “blinks”—for a short while, 

it is fully busy with its main task and utterly unable to attend to anything else, even something as simple as a 

single word. 

In such experiments, we actually suffer from two distinct illusions. First, we fail to see the word or the gorilla, 

which is bad enough. (Other experiments show that inattention can lead us to miss a red light or run over a 

pedestrian—never use your cell phone behind the wheel!) But the second illusion is even worse: we are 

unaware of our own unawareness—and, therefore, we are absolutely convinced that we have seen all there is 

to see! Most people who try the invisible gorilla experiment cannot believe their own blindness. They think 

that we played a trick on them, for instance by using two different movies. Typically, their reasoning is that if 

there really was a gorilla in the video, they would have seen it. Unfortunately, this is false: our attention is 

extremely limited, and despite all our good will, when our thoughts are focused on one object, other objects—

however salient, amusing, or important—can completely elude us and remain invisible to our eyes. The 

intrinsic limits of our awareness lead us to overestimate what we and others can perceive. 

The gorilla experiment truly deserves to be known by everyone, especially parents and teachers. When we 

teach, we tend to forget what it means to be ignorant. We all think that what we see, everyone can see. As a 

result, we often have a hard time understanding why a child, despite the best of intentions, fails to see, in the 

most literal sense of the term, what we are trying to teach him. But the gorilla heeds a clear message: seeing 

requires attending. If students, for one reason or another, are distracted and fail to pay attention, they may be 

entirely oblivious to their teacher’s message—and what they cannot perceive, they cannot learn. 

—————————————— 
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A Winter Courtship 

by Sarah Orne Jewett 

 

The passenger and mail transportation between the towns of North Kilby and Sanscrit Pond was carried on by 

Mr. Jefferson Briley, whose two-seated covered wagon was usually much too large for the demands of 

business. Both the Sanscrit Pond and North Kilby people were stayers-at-home, and Mr. Briley often made his 

seven-mile journey in entire solitude, except for the limp leather mail-bag, which he held firmly to the floor of 

the carriage with his heavily shod left foot. The mail-bag had almost a personality to him, born of long 

association. Mr. Briley was a meek and timid-looking body, but he held a warlike soul, and encouraged his 

fancies by reading awful tales of bloodshed and lawlessness in the far West. Mindful of stage robberies and 

train thieves, and of express messengers who died at their posts, he was prepared for anything; and although 

he had trusted to his own strength and bravery these many years, he carried a heavy pistol under his front-seat 

cushion for better defense. This awful weapon was familiar to all his regular passengers, and was usually 

shown to strangers by the time two of the seven miles of Mr. Briley's route had been passed. The pistol was 

not loaded. Nobody (at least not Mr. Briley himself) doubted that the mere sight of such a weapon would turn 

the boldest adventurer aside. 

Protected by such a man and such a piece of armament, one gray Friday morning in the edge of winter, Mrs. 

Fanny Tobin was traveling from Sanscrit Pond to North Kilby. She was an elderly and feeble-looking woman, 

but with a shrewd twinkle in her eyes, and she felt very anxious about her numerous pieces of baggage and 

her own personal safety. She was enveloped in many shawls and smaller wrappings, but they were not 

securely fastened, and kept getting undone and flying loose, so that the bitter December cold seemed to be 

picking a lock now and then, and creeping in to steal away the little warmth she had. Mr. Briley was cold, too, 

and could only cheer himself by remembering the valor of those pony-express drivers of the pre-railroad days, 

who had to cross the Rocky Mountains on the great California route. He spoke at length of their perils to the 

suffering passenger, who felt none the warmer, and at last gave a groan of weariness. 

"How fur did you say 't was now?" 

"I do' know's I said, Mis' Tobin," answered the driver, with a frosty laugh. "You see them big pines, and the 

side of a barn just this way, with them yellow circus bills? That's my three-mile mark." 

"Be we got four more to make? Oh, my laws!" mourned Mrs. Tobin. "Urge the beast, can't ye, Jeff'son? I ain't 

used to bein' out in such bleak weather. Seems if I couldn't git my breath. I'm all pinched up and wigglin' with 

shivers now. 'T ain't no use lettin' the hoss go step-a-ty-step, this fashion." 

"Landy me!" exclaimed the affronted driver. "I don't see why folks expects me to race with the cars. 

Everybody that gits in wants me to run the hoss to death on the road. I make a good everage o' time, and that's 

all I can do. Ef you was to go back an' forth every day but Sabbath fur eighteen years, you'd want to ease it all 

you could, and let those thrash the spokes out o' their wheels that wanted to. North Kilby, Mondays, 

Wednesdays, and Fridays; Sanscrit Pond, Tuesdays, Thu'sdays, an' Saturdays. Me an' the beast's done it 

eighteen years together, and the creatur' warn't, so to say, young when we begun it, nor I neither. I re'lly didn't 
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know's she'd hold out till this time. There, git up, will ye, old mar'!" as the beast of burden stopped short in the 

road. 

There was a story that Jefferson gave this faithful creature a rest three times a mile, and took four hours for 

the journey by himself, and longer whenever he had a passenger. But in pleasant weather the road was 

delightful, and full of people who drove their own conveyances, and liked to stop and talk. There were not 

many farms, and the third growth of white pines made a pleasant shade, though Jefferson liked to say that 

when he began to carry the mail his way lay through an open country of stumps and sparse underbrush, where 

the white pines nowadays completely arched the road. 

They had passed the barn with circus posters, and felt colder than ever when they caught sight of the weather-

beaten acrobats in their tights. 

"My gorry!" exclaimed Widow Tobin, "them pore creatur's looks as cheerless as little birch-trees in snow-

time. I hope they dresses 'em warmer this time o' year. Now, there! look at that one jumpin' through the little 

hoop, will ye?" 

"He couldn't git himself through there with two pair o' pants on," answered Mr. Briley. "I expect they must 

have to keep limber as eels. I used to think, when I was a boy, that 'twas the only thing I could ever be 

reconciled to do for a livin'. I set out to run away an' follow a rovin' showman once, but mother needed me to 

home. There warn't nobody but me an' the little gals." 

"You ain't the only one that's be'n disapp'inted o' their heart's desire," said Mrs. Tobin sadly. "'T warn't so that 

I could be spared from home to learn the dressmaker's trade." 

"'T would a come handy later on, I declare," answered the sympathetic driver, "bein' 's you went an' had such 

a passel o' gals to clothe an' feed. There, them that's livin' is all well off now, but it must ha' been some 

inconvenient for ye when they was small." 

"Yes, Mr. Briley, but then I've had my mercies, too," said the widow somewhat grudgingly. "I take it master 

hard now, though, havin' to give up my own home and live round from place to place, if they be my own 

child'en. There was Ad'line and Susan Ellen fussin' an' bickerin' yesterday about who'd got to have me next; 

and, Lord be thanked, they both wanted me right off but I hated to hear 'em talkin' of it over. I'd rather live to 

home, and do for myself." 

"I've got consider'ble used to boardin'," said Jefferson, "sence ma'am died, but it made me ache 'long at the 

fust on 't, I tell ye. Bein' on the road's I be, I couldn't do no ways at keepin' house. I should want to keep right 

there and see to things." 

"Course you would," replied Mrs. Tobin, with a sudden inspiration of opportunity which sent a welcome glow 

all over her. "Course you would, Jeff'son,"--she leaned toward the front seat; "that is to say, onless you had 

jest the right one to do it for ye." 

And Jefferson felt a strange glow also, and a sense of unexpected interest and enjoyment. 
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"See here, Sister Tobin," he exclaimed with enthusiasm. "Why can't ye take the trouble to shift seats, and 

come front here long o' me? We could put one buff'lo top o' the other,--they're both wearin' thin,--and set 

close, and I do' know but we sh'd be more protected ag'inst the weather." 

"Well, I couldn't be no colder if I was froze to death," answered the widow, with an amiable simper. "Don't ye 

let me delay you, nor put you out, Mr. Briley. I don't know's I'd set forth to-day if I'd known 't was so cold; 

but I had all my bundles done up, and I ain't one that puts my hand to the plough an' looks back, 'cordin' to 

Scriptur'." 

"You wouldn't wanted me to ride all them seven miles alone?" asked the gallant Briley sentimentally, as he 

lifted her down, and helped her up again to the front seat. She was a few years older than he, but they had 

been schoolmates, and Mrs. Tobin's youthful freshness was suddenly revived to his mind's eye. She had a 

little farm; there was nobody left at home now but herself, and so she had broken up housekeeping for the 

winter. Jefferson himself had savings of no mean amount. 

They tucked themselves in, and felt better for the change, but there was a sudden awkwardness between them; 

they had not had time to prepare for an unexpected crisis. 

"They say Elder Bickers, over to East Sanscrit, 's been and got married again to a gal that's four year younger 

than his oldest daughter," proclaimed Mrs. Tobin presently. "Seems to me 't was fool's business." 

"I view it so," said the stage-driver. "There's goin' to be a mild open winter for that fam'ly." 

"What a joker you be for a man that's had so much responsibility!" smiled Mrs. Tobin, after they had done 

laughing. "Ain't you never 'fraid, carryin' mail matter and such valuable stuff, that you'll be set on an' robbed, 

'specially by night?" 

Jefferson braced his feet against the dasher under the worn buffalo skin. "It is kind o' scary, or would be for 

some folks, but I'd like to see anybody get the better o' me. I go armed, and I don't care who knows it. Some o' 

them drover men that comes from Canady looks as if they didn't care what they did, but I look 'em right in the 

eye every time." 

"Men folks is brave by natur'," said the widow admiringly. "You know how Tobin would let his fist right out 

at anybody that undertook to sass him. Town-meetin' days, if he got disappointed about the way things went, 

he'd lay 'em out in win'rows; and ef he hadn't been a church-member he'd been a real fightin' character. I was 

always 'fraid to have him roused, for all he was so willin' and meechin' to home, and set round clever as 

anybody. My Susan Ellen used to boss him same's the kitten, when she was four year old." 

"I've got a kind of a sideways cant to my nose, that Tobin give me when we was to school. I don't know's you 

ever noticed it," said Mr. Briley. "We was scufflin', as lads will. I never bore him no kind of a grudge. I pitied 

ye, when he was taken away. I re'lly did, now, Fanny. I liked Tobin first-rate, and I liked you. I used to say 

you was the han'somest girl to school." 

"Lemme see your nose. 'Tis all straight, for what I know," said the widow gently, as with a trace of coyness 

she gave a hasty glance. "I don't know but what 'tis warped a little, but nothin' to speak of. You've got real 

nice features, like your marm's folks." 
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It was becoming a sentimental occasion, and Jefferson Briley felt that he was in for something more than he 

had bargained. He hurried the faltering sorrel horse, and began to talk of the weather. It certainly did look like 

snow, and he was tired of bumping over the frozen road. 

"I shouldn't wonder if I hired a hand here another year, and went off out West myself to see the country." 

"Why, how you talk!" answered the widow. 

"Yes'm," pursued Jefferson. "'Tis tamer here than I like, and I was tellin' 'em yesterday I've got to know this 

road most too well. I'd like to go out an' ride in the mountains with some o' them great clipper coaches, where 

the driver don't know one minute but he'll be shot dead the next. They carry an awful sight o' gold down from 

the mines, I expect." 

"I should be scairt to death," said Mrs. Tobin. "What creatur's men folks be to like such things! Well, I do 

declare." 

"Yes," explained the mild little man. "There's sights of desp'radoes makes a han'some livin' out o' followin' 

them coaches, an' stoppin' an' robbin' 'em clean to the bone. Your money or your life!" and he flourished his 

stub of a whip over the sorrel mare. 

"Landy me! you make me run all of a cold creep. Do tell somethin' heartenin', this cold day. I shall dream bad 

dreams all night." 

"They put on black crape over their heads," said the driver mysteriously. "Nobody knows who most on 'em 

be, and like as not some o' them fellows come o' good families. They've got so they stop the cars, and go right 

through 'em bold as brass. I could make your hair stand on end, Mis' Tobin,--I could so!" 

"I hope none on 'em'll git round our way, I'm sure," said Fanny Tobin. "I don't want to see none on 'em in their 

crape bunnits comin' after me." 

"I ain't goin' to let nobody touch a hair o' your head," and Mr. Briley moved a little nearer, and tucked in the 

buffaloes again. 

"I feel considerable warm to what I did," observed the widow by way of reward. 

"There, I used to have my fears," Mr. Briley resumed, with an inward feeling that he never would get to North 

Kilby depot a single man. "But you see I hadn't nobody but myself to think of. I've got cousins, as you know, 

but nothin' nearer, and what I've laid up would soon be parted out; and--well, I suppose some folks would 

think o' me if anything was to happen." 

Mrs. Tobin was holding her cloud over her face,--the wind was sharp on that bit of open road,--but she gave 

an encouraging sound, between a groan and a chirp. 
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"'T wouldn't be like nothin' to me not to see you drivin' by," she said, after a minute. "I shouldn't know the 

days o' the week. I says to Susan Ellen last week I was sure 'twas Friday, and she said no, 'twas Thursday; but 

next minute you druv by and headin' toward North Kilby, so we found I was right." 

"I've got to be a featur' of the landscape," said Mr. Briley plaintively. "This kind o' weather the old mare and 

me, we wish we was done with it, and could settle down kind o' comfortable. I've been lookin' this good 

while, as I drove the road, and I've picked me out a piece o' land two or three times. But I can't abide the 

thought o' buildin',--'twould plague me to death; and both Sister Peak to North Kilby and Mis' Deacon Ash to 

the Pond, they vie with one another to do well by me, fear I'll like the other stoppin'-place best." 

"I shouldn't covet livin' long o' neither one o' them women," responded the passenger with some spirit. "I see 

some o' Mis' Peak's cookin' to a farmers' supper once, when I was visitin' Susan Ellen's folks, an' I says 

'Deliver me from sech pale-complected baked beans as them!' and she give a kind of a quack. She was settin' 

jest at my left hand, and couldn't help hearin' of me. I wouldn't have spoken if I had known, but she needn't 

have let on they was hers an' make everything unpleasant. 'I guess them beans taste just as well as other 

folks',' says she, and she wouldn't never speak to me afterward." 

"Do' know's I blame her," ventured Mr. Briley. "Women folks is dreadful pudjicky about their cookin'. I've 

always heard you was one o' the best o' cooks, Mis' Tobin. I know them doughnuts an' things you've give me 

in times past, when I was drivin' by. Wish I had some on 'em now. I never let on, but Mis' Ash's cookin's the 

best by a long chalk. Mis' Peak's handy about some things, and looks after mendin' of me up." 

"It doos seem as if a man o' your years and your quiet make ought to have a home you could call your own," 

suggested the passenger. "I kind of hate to think o' your bangein' here and boardin' there, and one old woman 

mendin', and the other settin' ye down to meals that like's not don't agree with ye." 

"Lor', now, Mis' Tobin, le's not fuss round no longer," said Mr. Briley impatiently. "You know you covet me 

same's I do you." 

"I don't nuther. Don't you go an' say fo'lish things you can't stand to." 

"I've been tryin' to git a chance to put in a word with you ever sence--Well, I expected you'd want to get your 

feelin's kind o' calloused after losin' Tobin." 

"There's nobody can fill his place," said the widow. 

"I do' know but I can fight for ye town-meetin' days, on a pinch," urged Jefferson boldly. 

"I never see the beat o' you men fur conceit," and Mrs. Tobin laughed. "I ain't goin' to bother with ye, gone 

half the time as you be, an' carryin' on with your Mis' Peaks and Mis' Ashes. I dare say you've promised 

yourself to both on 'em twenty times." 

"I hope to gracious if I ever breathed a word to none on 'em!" protested the lover. "'T ain't for lack o' 

opportunities set afore me, nuther;" and then Mr. Briley craftily kept silence, as if he had made a fair 

proposal, and expected a definite reply. 
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The lady of his choice was, as she might have expressed it, much beat about. As she soberly thought, she was 

getting along in years, and must put up with Jefferson all the rest of the time. It was not likely she would ever 

have the chance of choosing again, though she was one who liked variety. 

Jefferson wasn't much to look at, but he was pleasant and appeared boyish and young-feeling. "I do' know's I 

should do better," she said unconsciously and half aloud. "Well, yes, Jefferson, seein' it's you. But we're both 

on us kind of old to change our situation." Fanny Tobin gave a gentle sigh. 

"Hooray!" said Jefferson. "I was scairt you meant to keep me sufferin' here a half an hour. I declare, I'm more 

pleased than I calc'lated on. An' I expected till lately to die a single man!" 

"'Twould re'lly have been a shame; 'tain't natur'," said Mrs. Tobin, with confidence. "I don't see how you held 

out so long with bein' solitary." 

"I'll hire a hand to drive for me, and we'll have a good comfortable winter, me an' you an' the old sorrel. I've 

been promisin' of her a rest this good while." 

"Better keep her a steppin'," urged thrifty Mrs. Fanny. "She'll stiffen up master, an' disapp'int ye, come 

spring." 

"You'll have me, now, won't ye, sartin?" pleaded Jefferson, to make sure. "You ain't one o' them that plays 

with a man's feelin's. Say right out you'll have me." 

"I s'pose I shall have to," said Mrs. Tobin somewhat mournfully. "I feel for Mis' Peak an' Mis' Ash, pore 

creatur's. I expect they'll be hardshipped. They've always been hard-worked, an' may have kind o' looked 

forward to a little ease. But one on 'em would be left lamentin', anyhow," and she gave a girlish laugh. An air 

of victory animated the frame of Mrs. Tobin. She felt but twenty-five years of age. In that moment she made 

plans for cutting her Briley's hair, and making him look smartened-up and ambitious. Then she wished that 

she knew for certain how much money he had in the bank; not that it would make any difference now. "He 

needn't bluster none before me," she thought gayly. "He's harmless as a fly." 

"Who'd have thought we'd done such a piece of engineerin', when we started out?" inquired the dear one of 

Mr. Briley's heart, as he tenderly helped her to alight at Susan Ellen's door. 

"Both on us, jest the least grain," answered the lover. "Gimme a good smack, now, you clever creatur';" and 

so they parted. Mr. Bailey had been taken on the road in spite of his pistol. 
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